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About the stories

In the spring of 2001, I dusted off my copy of Frontier: First Encounters and started playing it for the first time 
in years. The game was as brilliant and engrossing as ever, and just to really get into the atmosphere, I read the 
short stories in 'Beyond The Edge', a small collection of stories that came with the game. These excellent little 
stories inspired me to try to write one myself.

I called the story 'Courier' and posted it on the alt.fan.elite newsgroup. In the days after, I received some 
encouraging feedback from the users of the newsgroup. So I wrote another one, entitled 'Unlikely Coincidences', 
and people liked that as well. Obviously, I was on a roll. ;)

To date I have written nine stories from the Frontier universe, all posted on alt.fan.elite.

The stories on this site can pretty much be read in the order in which they were written, except that one should 
probably read 'A Necessary Measure' first of all (for a coherent chronology).

If you have comments or suggestions, please feel free to contact me at the address below.

Thanks for visiting !

Paolo





About the Frontier universe

Well into the fourth millennium AD, mankind has long since mastered the art of spacetravel. Journeys of several 
lightyears are now routinely performed millions of times every day. The galaxy surrounding the star Sol, the 
origin of the human race, have been colonized. Hundreds of planets are now inhabited by this crafty species, 
which numbers tens of trillions individuals.

Three major political factions have arisen which share human-inhabited space between them and are constantly 
in conflict with each other:

 The Federation; a strange mix of democracy and totalitarianism, based on industry, capitalism and 
social safeguards for those who can't compete. 

Capital: Sol

 The Empire; a militarized feudal dictatorship ruled by Emperor Duval, based on exploitation of natural 
resources, unlimited capitalism and slavery.

Capital: Achenar

 The Independent Alliance; a voluntary conglomerate of star systems, based on free enterprise, ingenuity 
and individual freedom. 

Capital: Alioth

Apart from these there are also a number of independent worlds and systems, none of which can carry any 
weight against the might of the big three.

Spaceships are mass-produced and reasonably cheap to buy, which means that many try their luck as interstellar 
traders, a business which is sometimes ludicrously profitable, but mostly hard work.

And always dangerous. For space is big and hostile, and the police can't patrol it all. Pirates abound, and all 
prudent traders arm their ships heavily lest they be looted and killed by lawless gangs.

It's a brutal universe.

Even mankind itself is threatened: The Thargoids, the insectoid alien menace, were only barely beaten back in 
the last war.

They have not been seen since.

Or have they?





A Necessary Measure

Niloc Gulbuddin was one of the very few who could be absolutely sure about getting a first-class assignment 
when he graduated from the Naval Academy.

He was also one of the very few who didn't really want one.

There was nothing he could do about it; he merely had to attend the tests and he would get the best grade on the 
scale.

It was all for show.

He made a slight faux pas when he almost missed the theoretical exam of Advanced Astroengineering, because 
he had partied all night and had a hard time getting up that morning. His mother's slave, the limo-driver, had 
been forced to physically shake him awake and help him dress. His own slaves didn't dare touch him.

Had anyone else been one and a half minutes late for an exam, as he was, they would have been sent off to a 
remote labour camp immediately. In his case, all they did was give him a smiling and enthusiastic welcome, note 
him as "Attended" and let his mother's limo take him back to the penthouse to catch up on his sleeping.

In fact, had he not showed up at all, they would probably have given him "Attended" status anyway. It would 
have been arranged. It was just that the Academy Commissioner, the grey old Viscount, was concerned about not 
making the arrangement too obvious, although why that should be a problem was beyond Niloc.

Everybody knew it anyway. It had always been like that.

All his life.

And a good life it was.

Niloc sometimes wondered if his father, the Duke and Imperial Viceroy of Facece, knew the full extent of his 
son's privileges.

Probably not. His type rarely condoned such matters, for some bizarre reason preferring their children to go out 
into space, risk their lives for the Emperor and earn rank, positions and privileges, as they themselves had done 
in the past. The Duke himself was self-made aristocracy on account of his extraordinary efforts in some war or 
other. Or was it an uprising? Or both?

Well, it didn't matter. Niloc's mother just had to whisper her husbands name and everyone, from the Academy 
Commissioner to the Police to the Imperial High Justice in Facece knew what was expected of them. But 
because of his father, he could not get out of at least appearing to attend the Academy and appearing to make a 
career.

That was also mainly for show. He would have to go on a few military missions, nothing too dangerous, and 
then settle down in a cushy administrative position on Topaz and wait for his inheritance to kick in. Hopefully, 
the old Duke wouldn't take too long to kick the bucket, and then his title and assets would be transferred to 
Niloc. Not his position, though; all Viceroys were appointed by the Emperor based on merit. And Niloc had no
intention on aggregating merits of any kind whatsoever.

He also very nearly missed the graduation ceremony. But the driver-slave was with him earlier this time, shaking 
him awake with a good hour to spare.

And so he was there, in his dull black cadet's uniform, knee-high boots shining. Not polished by him, of course. 
His mother was there, but not his father, who was rarely to be seen anyway. He was called first, the privilege of 
the best of the class. Or the one with the most powerful parents.

"Cadet Niloculiur Ranamin Ger Gulbuddin," the Viscount called.

"His Imperial Majesty, the Dove of War and Hawk of Peace, our luminous protector Hengist Duval, calls you to 
his service. Congratulations on behalf of the Academy, Sir Gulbuddin."

Then Niloc was handed his Sir's insignia and the pad on which was enscribed the nature of his first commission. 
He read it lazily as he pushed and shoved his way through the meticulously lined up class of expectant cadets 
toward the limo. He could always have it changed if it didn't suit him.

Sir Gulbuddin: Payload Specialist and Third Crewmember on His Imperial Majesty's Patrolship GH 141. 
Commander: Lord Krenk. Mission: System resource mapping and equipment testing.
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That didn't look to bad. Not a fighting mission, anyway. And not exploration. Shouldn't prove too dangerous.

As he sat in the limo on the way home, he managed, after some initial trouble, to put the insignia on his uniform.

The driver didn't bother to tell him that he had put them on upside down.

- - -

It was an Imperial Courier and his living quarters were far too small and cramped. He had half a mind to have his 
mother protest to the Viscount, but decided against it. This mission was probably hand picked by her anyway 
and the one best suited to him. He just had to make the best of a difficult situation.

He was glad the Count who was Head of Naval Operations on Peters Base, and had come to see him safely off, 
had also discreetly made him aware of the little mistake with the insignia. It would not have made a good first 
impression on the Commander of the ship to report for duty with a less than perfect uniform.

Ah yes, the Commander.

This was the man who would respectfully guide Niloc through his first mission. He seemed friendly enough, 
although without that grovelling smile most officers used to wear when Niloc was around. He looked a bit old 
for his rank, Niloc thought. Might have been passed over for promotion. Or demoted. Either way, it meant that 
he probably didn't have the right connections at Imperial Court. That could prove useful.

The co-pilot, Squire Hagog, was about Niloc's age and very tall, which was not necessarily an advantage in such 
a relatively small vessel. He also didn't grovel.

Curious. Didn't they realize who he was? He would have to tell them at some appropriate time. Now, as they 
were preparing to leave berth, they both seemed busy, so Niloc wandered to the cockpit and sat down. All the 
controls in there were unknown to him, but he didn't worry. They would show him what he needed to know. He 
sat back in the comfortable chair, stretched, then relaxed.

The chair really was quite comfortable.

- - -

"What do you think you are doing, Sir Gulbuddin?"

Niloc awoke abruptly and remembered where he was. Lord Krenk was standing in front of him, his face angry.

"Hmmm?" Niloc yawned.

"That is the Commander's chair. Get out of the cockpit and find your seat in the cargo hold."

Niloc stretched.

"No, that's all right. I'm comfortable here."

To his utter astonishment, the Lord grabbed him by the lapels of his uniform, forcibly lifted him out of the seat 
and threw him to the deck.

"Get up and go to your seat right now."

Niloc was speechless. What had just happened? Was the Lord a madman?

"Whatever are you doing? Don't you know who I am?"

"You are Sir Gulbuddin, Third Crewmember, and if you don't get back to the cargo hold right now you'll be Serf 
Gulbuddin the rest of your life."

Niloc smiled with relief. They didn't know who he was!

He got to his feet and fixed his most aristocratic stare on Lord Krenk.

"Oh no, you're mistaken. I am Niloc Gulbuddin, the son of Duke Gulbuddin, Viceroy of Facece."

"I don't care if you're the son of Duval. Cargo hold. Now."

What was this insolence?

Niloc raised his cheek and his voice a bit more.

"Now look here, Krenk..."
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There were stars in his head as Krenk struck him sharply across the face, twice.

His jaw hinged open in surprise and alarm and his cheeks were burning as he involuntarily took a step back.

Krenk's eyes were black and insane.

"As long as you're aboard, you are nobody's son. I am your Commander and you will adress me as such. You 
will not discuss orders. You will follow them. Immediately. Squire, take him to his seat."

Niloc felt strong hands grab him by the shoulders and turn him around, then march him quickly back toward the 
cargo hold. Slowly, he recovered from the shock and began to yell.

"My father will hear of this this very minute! He's the Viceroy! You are a dead man, Krenk!"

There was a soft, hissing voice in his ear.

"Be quiet. Nobody can hear you. Your father is far away. There's only the Commander and me. Only us. And we 
don't care. There's only us."

They had reached the acceleration seat in the cargo hold.

"Take your hands off me this instant! In the name of the Emperor!"

Without any great difficulty, Hagog pushed him down in the chair and secured the combat harness around him. 
Tightly.

"Release me right now! I'm leaving the ship! You'll hang for this!"

The ship shuddered slightly.

Again Hagog's soft voice.

"You can't leave now. We've undocked. We're about to enter hyperspace, and when we do, you'll want to be in 
this chair, believe me."

"Dock on the base again! I want to get off! You can't force me, my father is the Viceroy!"

Not bothering to answer, the Squire turned his back and went back to the cockpit.

"Turn back! I can't go! I don't want to! Don't you dare leave me here! Stop right there, scoundrel! Heyyy!"

He panicked and tried to get free but couldn't.

The hatch to the cockpit closed with a loud clank and he was alone. As he felt the ship accelerate away from 
Peters Base he started sobbing uncontrollably, tears running down cheeks that were still red from being slapped.

"Mother, help me," he whispered through a sore throat.

- - -

They didn't release him until they had reached Tiafa. Although they had travelled many lightyears, and days of 
objective time had flown past, on board the Courier mere hours had gone by. It was one of the artefacts of space 
travel Niloc would have known about had he ever attended any classes at the Academy.

He had cried himself to sleep in the acceleration chair, alone in the cargo hold. When he woke up again he wept 
a bit more as he remembered where he was, but he was able to calm down after visualizing what would happen 
to Krenk and Hagog when the ship returned to Facece. Oh, but they were practically dead already.

The cockpit hatch opened and Hagog came out.

"Feeling better? You can take off the harness, we've finished jumping for now. Going to refuel at Lyonstown 
before we start taking real jumps."

Hagog watched as Niloc clumsily fumbled with the harness lock without success.

"Can't open it?"

He reached down with two fingers and unsnapped the lock.

"Yeah, that's a real bitch. Think you can handle it yourself next time?"

Again Niloc's face was burning, but this time it was equal amounts of humiliation and anger. He searched for a 
quick comeback but came up empty. He was too stunned by their disrespect and outrageous behaviour.
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"All right, get up and start taking inventory. You're supposed to be the payload specialist and you should have 
done it before we undocked. Too busy sleeping in the Commander's seat, I guess."

Hagog thrust a calcupad at his chest.

"Get going."

Niloc rose with what he judged to be quiet dignity, then fixed his sternest, most piercing gaze on the Squire.

"Turn this ship around and go back to Facece. I'm the Viceroy's son. You are not allowed to treat me like this."

The insolent villain smiled back at him; a vicious, evil grin.

"Kid, on this ship, your father might as well be a cheap Sohoan mine-slave."

"Swine! How dare y..."

Hagog took a step closer. He was a big man, and his face was mere centimeters away and above and suddenly 
very, very threatening. And his voice was very, very soft.

"Word of advice: the Commander's not impressed with you. In fact, he's downright angry, and that is not 
something you want to hear in the situation you're in. When we left Facece, Lord Krenk became your Emperor. 
He has every right to stick you in the airlock and flush your fat, soft behind out into space. I'm surprised he 
hasn't done so already. Wouldn't be the first time. You'd better watch it."

The fierceness in Hagog's eyes and the soft menace in his voice made Niloc go from angry red to a most 
frightened pale.

Hagog held his gaze for a few seconds more, then abruptly turned on his heel and started for the cockpit again, 
shouting as he walked.

"Just do what you're told and don't go in the way. And don't ever mention your friends at Court, however 
tempting it is. You're not the first spoilt, stuck up little piece of crap we've dealt with, believe you me."

He stopped and turned, his face now almost friendly.

"Something for you to think about: Does your father have enemies in the Navy? Someone high up who would 
like to give the son of Gulbuddin a really rough ride? Hmmm? 'Cause we've had a real quick change of plans. 
Didn't know about you until today. Puzzling, huh?"

The cockpit hatch slammed shut with a jarring clang and Niloc was alone again.

He was trembling. Until this day, nobody had talked to him like that, practically threatening his life. And those 
last things Hagog had said...

Of course, everyone at Court had enemies, but when one had risen to become Duke and Viceroy, very few of 
those enemies were still alive. After all, part of the reason for having rank was so that one could summarily 
execute those who had stood in one's way through the years.

Still, it only took one surviving enemy...

Horrible scenes flashed before his inner eye.

He started sobbing again as, with hands shaking badly, he tried to make sense of the numbers and markings on 
the calcupad. For the first time ever, he vaguely wished he had attended classes at the Academy.

- - -

A couple of hours later, he had made little progress. The calcupad was not a device he was used to operating; 
back home, his slaves took care of all instruments and equipment, leaving him free to make the decisions. After 
all, he was an aristocrat, high above and far removed from any menial tasks.

The cockpit hatch opened and closed as Lord Krenk entered.

"How's it coming, Gulbuddin?"

Niloc didn't know what to say. To report anything other than complete and utter success would be incredibly 
humiliating. He said nothing, not even looking at the Commander.

"A bit harder than you thought?"

Niloc's face blushed again.
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The Commander was right beside him now, but he didn't turn to meet his gaze.

"Let's have a look."

The Commander took the pad out of his hands and looked at it.

He sighed heavily.

"I see. You've never seen a calcupad before, have you?"

The Commander's demeaning tone made Niloc turn around and face him, angrily.

"Of course I have seen one. But in the higher circles to which I belong, we have slaves to perform such 
pedestrian tasks."

"Do you really. Not many slaves around here, though. The closest thing we have is you."

In spite of his continued insolence, the Commander seemed much more calm and reasonable now than last time, 
and Niloc decided to try talking sense to him again. Perhaps Krenk would listen more respectfully if he acted 
even more dignified and aristocratic. He straightened his back and raised his voice.

"In the name of the Emperor, I strongly protest against the way I am treated. I have no desire to remain aboard 
this ship. I have decided to disembark when we refuel. Then I will find transport to Facece, and you can be sure 
that all at Court will know about this. Consequently, you will be executed upon your return to Imperial space."

Lord Krenk was still working with the calcupad.

"I thought Squire Hagog told you never to mention your friends at Court?"

"Squire Hagog threatened me in the most horrendous manner. He is evidently quite mad. You will both have to 
face the consequences of your deplorable acts."

"I see." Krenk absentmindedly made an operation on the pad but did not look up.

"Squire, would you join us in the cargo hold, please?" he said into his wrist computer.

"Yes, Mylord," came the reply from the cockpit.

The Commander calmly put the calcupad down on a nearby shelf as Hagog entered through the hatch and came 
over to them.

"Squire Hagog, did you threaten Sir Gulbuddin? Did you indicate to him that if he did not improve his manner, 
he would be put in an airlock and sucked into space without adequate safety equipment? Or indeed without a 
spacesuit?"

"I did, Mylord."

"Very well. Squire, put Sir Gulbuddin in the main entry airlock."

"Yes, Mylord."

Before Niloc could react, the big, strong Squire was on him, twisting both his arms behind his back and starting 
to march him towards the main entry hatch.

"What are you doing?" Niloc squealed. "Release me this instant! I'll have you executed! You'll hang for this 
traitorous act! Let me go! Krenk! I command you to stop this madness!"

Squirming, kicking and screaming, he desperately tried to get free from Hagog's iron grip, but he hadn't followed 
Physiological Maintaining and Improvement classes and was no match for the large framed Squire.

As the Commander opened the inner hatch into the polished steel cylinder that was the airlock, Niloc suddenly, 
for the first time ever, genuinely feared for his life and panicked. He redoubled his efforts to get free, but to no 
avail.

"No! No! I don't want to! I'll be good! I won't have you executed! Just let me go! I won't tell anyone! Krenk! 
Kreeeeenk!"

The Squire brutally threw him into the wide cylinder and slammed the hatch before Niloc could get on his feet. 
Through the round viewport into the ship he saw Hagog looking at him coldly and contemptuously. He 
scrambled to the hatch and banged on it, tears of terror dripping to the perfectly rounded deck of the airlock.
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"No! Don't! Don't kill me!"

No reaction.

What was that word the slaves used to scream when he had them put to death?

"Please! I'll improve! I don't want to die! Please! Pleeease!"

His screams became unintelligible and unarticulated as Hagog's face disappeared from the viewport.

- - -

They didn't flush him into space, but they made sure he spent the following hours in considerable fear, with 
Hagog deliberately showing his face in the viewport with uneven intervals, so Niloc would know he had his 
finger on the button.

When they let him out six hours later, he was not much more than a whimpering wreck, lying prone and 
shivering on the deck. Hagog helped him get up, then escorted him to his sleeping-quarters. None too gently he 
put Niloc down on the bunk and stood towering over the pathetic shape.

"The Commander has said that he is willing to forget your insubordination and your behaviour if he sees a 
substantial improvement. I hope you recognize the generosity and good faith he is thereby showing you. If you 
disappoint again, you'll get airlocked for real. Report for duty in two hours. Is that understood?"

"Yes, Squire."

Even Hagog was surprised, just a little, at the pathetic and resigned tone in Niloc's voice. The treatment must 
have worked better than expected.

He went back to work.

- - -

Two weeks later, Krenk was also pleased at the change that had taken place in Niloc's attitude, but surprised he 
was not; he had seen it before. A few hours of deadly terror in the airlock was just the ticket for burning out any 
and all traces of insubordination in the spoiled brats who called themselves cadets. The best part was that when it 
worked, it was forever, or at least for as long as the crewmember in question was under Krenk's command. Some 
of them actually made decent officers with time.

Of course it was a harsh method, he knew that. But it was a necessary measure. The Emperor trusted him with 
ship and crew and he had to get everything in shape and running smoothly as soon as possible after undocking. 
As a Commander, that was one of his most important tasks. Sir Gulbuddin was not yet even remotely a worthy 
crewmember, but at least his attitude was now such that the proper training could begin. Already, Krenk had 
occasionally let the boy sit in Hagog's seat and watch astrogational procedures. Unfortunately, as the young Sir 
had evidently not followed a single class at the Academy, they were still just in the process of showing him the 
most elementary functions.

They had finished with the emergency procedures and had started on basic hyperspace astrogation, to an outsider 
the simplest part of space travel. Underneath the surface, it was fiendishly complex, but it was not necessary to 
know what was actually going on during a hyperjump. You just pointed the computer to the target system and 
pushed the button, and even Gulbuddin could do that.

Krenk was in the best mood he had felt since leaving Facece.

The mapping part of the mission could now begin.

It was a most interesting assignment they had. The Courier had been fitted with a new hyperspace drive which, 
although it ran on ordinary hydrogen fuel, was over a hundred percent more efficient than an ordinary drive. So 
although each individual jump was of normal distance, they only required about half the normal amount of fuel, 
in effect doubling the ship's range. It was perfect for far systems mapping, allowing the small Couriers and 
Traders to explore the regions far to the galactic north. Thus, the mighty Imperial Explorers were freed up to do 
the really long range mapping.

The northern systems were especially tricky to reach because Imperial ships had to make a long trip around 
Federal space, but this disadvantage was now largely neutralized. Krenk had made a bet with an officer back at 
Facece that his Courier could traverse at least 25 points of galactic coordinates before turning back, even when 
dropping by Tiafa, where the fuel was cheaper than in the Empire.
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It was a bet he was sure to win; they had just jumped to coordinate [-2,19], the furthest distance any Courier had 
travelled without refuelling.

For the first time since Facece, Krenk allowed himself the thinnest, most restrained of smiles. Yes indeed, this 
mission was shaping up just fine.

"All right, Gulbuddin, we've got work to do."

Hagog walked up to the young Sir who was fumbling with a crate, apparently trying to open it. Probably just 
pretending to be doing something useful.

"Commander says we're gonna do some short-range exploring here in this system, and we'll be at the nearest 
planet in a couple of hours. There'll be work to do, and I'm not gonna do it by myself. So I'll show you 
something."

He opened a compartment and took out a largish box.

"Sometimes, if a planet looks promising, we'll land on it and do a manual sampling. Basically, we'll just cut 
some pieces of rock and take some soil samples. Just takes a few minutes, but the science guys really like it 
when we bring back that stuff. Never understood why, to be honest, but that's what they tell me."

He opened the box and took out a small device.

"This is what we use for that. Just find a suitable rock nearby the ship, ignite this laser and snip off a chunk."

He handed the device to Niloc.

"There's the switch. Be careful with this, 'cause it'll cut your arm right off. Get it?"

"Yes, Squire."

"Now, this is what we use to take soil sam- "

Niloc put the laser to the back of Hagog's head and switched it on. The narrow red beam went through the 
Squire's head, out through the bridge of his nose and hit the bulkhead, burning a sizzling black spot on the metal 
but not through it.

The laser burned Hagog's head open as the large man fell to the deck with a sickening thud, and it took Niloc a 
second to switch it off again, stunned by what he had so impulsively done.

The Squire was obviously quite dead.

Niloc stood silently for a minute, looking at the lifeless shape on the deck and trying to comprehend what had 
just happened.

Ever since the airlock incident, he had been desperate to escape from the ship, the mission and the two other 
crewmembers. It had soon become apparent to him that they had to be dead if he was to succeed. But until now, 
no window of opportunity had opened; he hadn't even known how to kill them.

By pure chance, he had found a solution to his problem, and he had acted on it with such immediacy that it could 
well be considered an act of instinct. It was very clear to him what he had to do next; there was no way back.

He turned on his heel and calmly made his way to the cockpit.

- - -

It took him some time to drag the two bodies into the airlock, and at the end he was soaked with sweat. He put 
them side by side inside the big, polished steel cylinder and pressed the button to eject them into space.

"Attention. Outer hatch cannot be opened if inner lock not closed," the ship computer reminded him seriously.

Of course. He should have thought about that.

He closed the inner hatch and pressed the button again. There was a roar as powerful pumps sucked the air out of 
the airlock.

"Warning. Outer hatch will open to space in ten seconds. Airlock artificial gravity suspended."
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Niloc pressed his face right up to the round viewport. He wanted to witness the final demise of Krenk and 
Hagog.

The thick and solid outer hatch opened gracefully, and the inner hatch was all that was between Niloc and the 
blackness of space. There must have been at least some air left in the airlock, because the now weightless bodies 
drifted gracefully and slowly out into the blackness. Far too gracefully for Niloc's taste. He had wanted the 
villains to be simply and brutally sucked out without any sort of dignity. It was the only blemish in the feeling of 
vindication and success that now flowed through him.

He felt an urge to give them a fitting goodbye.

"Good riddance, dirty swines! That is what happens to traitors!"

It didn't sound quite vicious enough to his ears, but it was all he could think of.

"Swines!"

Oh, if only his mother was there to admire and praise him!

"Traitors!"

He stood and peered into the airlock for another minute until the two dead officers had floated all the way out, 
then turned and marched with quick and very determined steps toward the cockpit.

Finally, he could go home.

As he sat in the Commander's chair ("Try to strike me now, Krenk!"), he took a minute to relish in his admirable 
success and plan how he would let all at Facece know about what had happened to him. He would invite 
everyone of any importance to his mother's palace, not letting them know beforehand what was going to happen. 
He would have them all assembled in the ballroom, and then the lights would dim, the chatter would die down 
and he would step out on the balcony, brightly illuminated with a spotlaser. They would all cheer and welcome 
him back, and then he would tell them his extraordinary tale, in every detail! Well, he would of course have to 
leave some aspects out of it, like the crying, but the story would be all the better for it.

Oh, how relieved everyone would be to see him safely back! How the Naval officers would apologize to him for 
sending him out with such madmen! How they would shower him with recognition and titles and medals!

Oh, how proud his mother would be!

His chest swelled with pleasure as he lay in the Commander's chair.

Ah yes, that was how he would do it. And also later at the Imperial Court in Achenar. Perhaps even the Emperor 
would apologize.

But first, he had to get the Courier in motion and jump homeward. Very little astrogation was required; he would 
find the closest friendly system and jump there. Then he would just radio for help. Nothing to it.

He looked around. Many of the controls were still foreign to him, but he knew which to operate to get the vessel 
moving. He was able to get the galaxy map up on the main holomonitor, and after some fiddling he had set a 
system to jump to. Everything was ready. He fastened the harness and pushed the "jump" button.

To his surprise, no jump was performed.

Instead, the computer spoke to him.

"Attention. Ship drive cannot be engaged with outer hatches open."

Ah. That seemed logical.

Niloc rose and went back to the main entry hatch and peered out. Yep, the dead swines were slowly drifting 
away in space.

He pressed the button that closed the outer hatch, then went quickly back to the cockpit. He put the harness on 
again and prepared to jump. He pressed the button.

"Attention. Ship drive cannot be engaged if Commander not aboard."

Oh, for the Emperors sake! Those ship designers had really set out to make his life difficult, hadn't they? He was 
the Commander now! There was nobody else here!

He cleared his voice.
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"Computer: There has been a change. I am the Commander now."

Silence.

He pressed the button again.

"Attention. Ship drive cannot be engaged if Commander not aboard."

He slumped.

This was not good. Somehow the ship knew that Krenk was not aboard.

He probably had some device on him, a holocube or something that could be sensed by the ship.

There was only one solution to this problem.

He would have to get the body of Lord Krenk back into the ship.

And by the Oceans of Topaz, he had to do it now, before the body drifted too far away!

He got to his feet and ran aft through the empty ship, into the cargo hold, where he knew the in-flight cargo 
loading system was located.

He couldn't find it.

On second thought, if it was indeed there, it would be controlled from the cockpit, not from the cargo hold.

Again he ran, much faster this time.

He didn't sit down as he scoured the instrument panels for something that resembled cargo loading controls. 
Nothing jumped out at him.

It took him the better part of ten minutes' frenetic trying, poking, probing and swearing to realize that he was not 
going to find them.

For what felt like the hundredth time on this flight he felt panic rising.

He tried to think rationally about it.

He had to get Krenk back in, but the cargo loading system was, for all intents and purposes, completely unusable 
to him. Were there other ways of doing it?

Yes.

There were.

Obviously, the airlock was there for a reason. And it seemed logical that it was there to make it possible for a 
crewmember to exit the ship while in flight. Of course! The emergency escape suits!

Hagog had showed them to him when he reviewed the emergency procedures.

If he put one on, secured himself firmly to the ship and then exited the outer hatch, it should not be too difficult 
to retrieve Krenk, drag him into the airlock, close both hatches and leave him there. It probably didn't matter to 
the ship's computer where exactly in the ship the Commander was, just as long as he was aboard.

Right. Now he had a plan.

Relieved, Niloc headed for the escape compartment, conveniently placed only a couple of meters across from the 
main entry hatch. He opened the compartment and stepped into one of the three man-sized alcoves, read the 
instructions carefully and pressed the clearly marked button. He stood stiffly with his arms slightly out to the 
sides.

Three seconds later there was a violent whoosh, a blur and a flurry of mechanical noises as the escape suit was 
automatically put on him.

He stepped out of the alcove.

The sound of his own rapid, agitated breathing was amplified in the closed system of the suit. Even though it was 
of the latest model, it still felt heavy and cumbersome.

After all, it was designed to keep a crewmember alive in space for up to two weeks.

He examined the suit.
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It was, as Hagog had told him, rather well equipped, with numerous pockets both on the outside and the inside. 
On the outer waistband was located the electronic equipment; the emergency homing beacon, the tiny 
astrogation computer and the life-support controls. There was also, as Niloc remembered from Hagog's lecture, 
an embedded reel of synthline, a thin and immensely strong wire. The reel itself was securely fastened to the 
suit, and at the end of the line was a solid hook, perfect for securing the suit to the ship.

He opened the inner hatch and entered the airlock, its polished interior all too familiar to him. Just as he recalled, 
there were several solid handgrips. He clipped the hook onto the one nearest to the outer hatch, making sure it 
got a tight grip.

As opposed to the last time he had been in there, the control panel was now operational. He pressed the button to 
close the inner hatch, shivering as it clanged shut and he recalled the last time he had been isolated in there.

The pumps sucked the air out again.

Ha opened the outer hatch and looked out into the black infinity.

There was no problem in locating the bodies of his former shipmates, as they were drifting very slowly away and 
were now at a distance of only about ten meters. Now weightless, he carefully and gingerly dragged himself to 
the outer hatch by the arms. Again he made sure that the wire would not come loose from the ship. He stood in 
the opening of the main entry hatch, steeling himself. Then he aimed at the body of Krenk and gently sent 
himself drifting out in space, stretching his arms out in front of him, ready to grip Krenk's body when he reached 
it. As Niloc left the airlock, the ship computer, always awake and always alert, immediately noticed two 
important factors:

        - The emergency escape suits had been activated.

        - No crewmembers could be detected on board.

In accordance with the emergency programming that kicked in at such circumstances, the computer assumed that 
there had been an accident and that the ship had been abandoned. In this situation, with the ship not having been 
attacked, emphasis was not put on self destruction to avoid boarding and capture by enemies.

On the contrary, it was now important to preserve the ship as well as possible, so that the reasons for its demise 
could later be determined by the Naval Accident Investigation Commission. Similar accidents could then be 
avoided in the future.

The ship initiated its preservation procedures.

The main entry hatch slammed shut two centimeters behind Niloc's back, making no noise in the emptiness of 
space but severing the synthline that had kept the young Sir anchored to the inside of the Courier.

Niloc was fully concentrated on grabbing hold of Lord Krenk's body and didn't notice what had happened.

Not right away.

- - -

At Peters Base in Facece there was some consternation when Patrol Ship GH 141 failed to report in Imperial 
space as expected. Not because the Viceroy's son had been on board, but because it meant the loss of one of the 
Empire's Elite Commanders. Lord Krenk had done the Empire innumerable services, but because of his lower 
class background he had made few friends in high circles and had thus been passed over for promotion several 
times. Among those who knew of him, it was a common opinion that had he just had a single friend at Court, he 
would have been at least Earl instead of Lord. Nevertheless, except for in the Elite Federation of Pilots, he was 
quickly forgotten, as was his co-pilot, Squire Hagog.

Niloc was not forgotten. His mother deeply mourned the loss of her dear and only son whom she had gone to 
such lengths to protect from the many dangers and hardships of the universe. She raised a large monument to his 
memory in the gardens of her palace on Topaz.

Niloc's father, the Viceroy, did not mourn. His spoiled son had become a very real problem of late, his stupid and 
ruthless escapades and indulgences even raising eyebrows at Court. It had prompted the Emperor's aide, the 
powerful High Chancellor, to discreetly indicate that his Imperial Majesty was disinclined to offer further 
promotions to his loyal and honored servant, the Viceroy of Facece, unless...

Nothing more was spoken; nothing more was needed.
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It was, the Viceroy thought, a rather elegant solution to a most delicate situation. Sending Niloc out on a long 
mission with a man as uncompromising and caustic as Krenk would make or break the boy; either way, he would 
no longer be a liability to his father. And, in hindsight, it could not have gone better; having a son missing on 
patrol and presumably having given his life for the Emperor was hardly a drawback, career-wise.

He was proved right when, precisely three months after Patrol Ship GH 141 was officially declared lost, in a 
jubiliant ceremony attended by His Imperial Majesty himself, the Viceroy of Facece was elevated to the rank of 
Imperial Prince.





Courier

I first got involved in the used-ship trade because my aunt was nice enough to die in a manner not common for 
people of her profession. Nearly all interstellar traders with their own ship die in space, blasted to pieces by 
pirates or terrorists or the police, or unwittingly straying into a battle in any one of a thousand major and minor 
wars that are always raging across the galaxy.

And, as you would expect, a significant percentage are killed by their partners or crewmembers for the ship and 
the credit in their pocket.

Only a select few survive long enough to retire peacefully after twenty years or so of trading, sometimes 
bringing vast fortunes with them into their golden years, but, if they're honest, more frequently having to settle 
for the modest lifestyle their meagre savings can provide.

My aunt, however, did not die in space, but in the hospital section of Mars High.

A faulty anti-contamination shield had exposed her to the intense radiation emitted by a ton of radioactive waste 
from her Class 2 military drive, as she was trying to get rid of it on the black market. In the Sol system, it is not 
permitted to bring radioactives anywhere near populated space, and certainly not to remove it from your ship 
while unloading cargo. So in order for the crew to avoid detection and an enormous fine, the waste has to be 
taken out of the ship in unconventional ways.

This more often than not involves the captain herself manually unloading it while berthed in a remote dock in the 
more unsanitary parts of the installation. The primitive machinery available there has very few safeguards, and 
when handling radioactive material you had better make sure that there are no leaks in the containers.

My aunt was experienced enough to have taken all the necessary precautions, but sometimes even that is not 
enough.

I never learned the precise circumstances surrounding the accident, and it didn't really interest me; I hardly knew 
the lady. What did interest me was the fact that as she had not died in space, her ship was still intact and, 
presumably, in good condition.

It also interested me that as her closest living relative I inherited everything she owned, which was basically a 
Moray Starboat with a military drive and a 4 Megawatt beam laser. Plus the 3000 credits left on her account after 
the expenses for the disposal of her now very radioactive, badly burnt body and the decontamination of the area 
around the ship had been deducted by Mars High Administration.

When I arrived in Sol two weeks after her death, I was pleasantly surprised when I surveyed the Moray and tried 
it out in the gravity well around Jupiter. It was much larger than my Eagle Mk1, of course, but still handled well. 
And the considerably larger cargo space would really get my profits going. It was a one man craft; no crew was 
needed.

Perfect.

If I sold my Eagle, the credits would enable me to fill the Moray with decent cargo for a nearby system, and the 
big laser would be a great asset if I met any trouble. It would also help boost my elite-rating; I was only Average 
and the pulse laser on the Eagle was absolutely no match for even the most suicidal and incompetent pirate. 
Consequently, I had only been able to trade in safe systems, with the marginal profits that meant. This is a 
situation it is very difficult for a prudent commander to break out of, as weapons and ships are very expensive. 
And so, all commanders are always looking for that big break which means a way out and up.

Few of them get one.

But I did, and this was it.

As I let the autopilot guide the Moray into its allocated berth I checked my messagebox like I usually do. To my 
surprise there was a message from someone who wanted to buy the Moray for what seemed to me a lot more 
than it was worth. Of course, in those days, when my line of business was that of the interstellar commander, I 
didn't really know the price on any other ships than my current one and the one I was going to buy next.

A commander is always looking to upgrade and always has a plan.

Before I replied to the message I did a check on the GalNet to find out the going rate on a Moray of 
specifications matching mine. As far as I could tell, that particular class of ship was, and still is, pretty rare and at 
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the same time quite popular, which made it a lot more expensive than comparable types. The fact that it is one of 
the largest ships that can be flown without extra crew is at least part of the reason why it is so popular.

Reduces the risk of getting stabbed in the back, you see.

Still, the price I was offered was a couple of thousand credits higher than what seemed to be common.

Now I had a dilemma.

Keep the Moray and trade with it, as had been my plan up to that point, or sell the Moray and the Eagle and buy 
a different ship with money to spare?

I decided to at least meet the interested party and then decide.

I told her where the Moray was berthed and when she came I must have done something right, because after we 
had gone through the ship together she upped her original offer by five thousand.

I accepted immediately.

I returned to the Eagle in a euforic state and with a real high, the kind I otherwise only experienced after having 
survived a fight with a really determined pirate.

Space almighty, I had talked up the price by more than five percent, an almost unheard of margin in interstellar 
trade! And without even trying.

In the rush I decided to sell the Eagle right away. I put an ad up, contacted the shipyard and had a potential buyer 
on the line after half an hour. He was on Daedalus, the trading post orbiting Mercury and, eighteen hours later, 
so was I.

During the trip in I checked ship-prices, as with the Moray, so I knew what I could accept. I also began thinking 
about what kind of ship I should buy to do my own trading in. When I had sold the Eagle I would be able to 
afford some serious extra equipment, like a radar mapper, naval ECM, top-of-the-range missiles, energy 
booster...

The man who had expressed interest offered an average price to start with. As is customary, I went through the 
ship with him, continuously talking and pointing out the nicer details of the design and showing how well kept it 
was (it wasn't).

He offered thirty-two hundred above standard price.

Sold.

And again a euforic high.

After I had calmed down I began to suspect that I had a genuine gift for this ship-selling stuff. Of course, a year 
and a half of interstellar trading had honed my business senses, but not realistically to a point where people 
should willingly offer me seven percent over list price on a standard ship in no particularly good shape.

Was it a fluke or could I make it last?

Would I be equally adept at buying?

Only one way to find out.

With about a hundred and fifty thousand (Good skies, I was rich!) credits to my name, but no ship, I scoured Sol 
system for a Harrier.

To make a long story short I found a suitable ship after two days, talked the price down to well below average 
and presently sold it with a profit of four and a half thousand.

That day was the last time I ever considered going back to interstellar.

Two years later I was well settled on Daedalus, with a good relationship with the local shipyard, nine ships of 
various size in the showhall, a nice bank account and, most importantly, a good reputation. From the day I first 
started out professionally in the used ship-business I knew that a solid reputation would be my greatest asset in 
the long run. A talent for buying and selling is really just the icing on the cake that ensures an increased margin 
of a couple of percent when a sale is made. But first, you have to get people into the showhall, and that is what a 
good reputation does.
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Maintaining that reputation is, in my experience, the difference between success and failure. I did so by several 
means, some more devious than others. I don't think I am a more decent and soft-hearted businessman than any 
other, I just make sure that I never sell a piece of junk at premium price unless I am confident that I can get away 
with it.

It's all in the mind, you see; if a customer goes on his merry way in a new ship, thinking he has made a killer 
deal, it doesn't really matter if it is objectively true or not. So I have my little tricks.

After having made a sale, the next morning I send a man who works for me to the customer's berth. His role is to 
walk up and start talking to the new owner, openly admiring and highly praising the ship. After a while he will 
offer to buy it at a price slightly lower than what the owner has paid, claiming that that is all he can afford.

The owner, of course, not realizing that the man comes from me and has absolutely no intention of buying, will 
happily decline, now very safe in the knowledge that he has made the deal of the century, and that his is the most 
desirable ship in the universe. If I really want to make the customer happy, I will send a small crowd of people, 
all gathering to admire the ship and its beaming owner with the extraordinary business-sense.

The next time that person is in the market for a ship, where do you think he will go?

The real beauty of this is that you're really only playing to the customer's tune; he has just parted with several 
thousand credits and desperately wants to think that he has not been swindled. So you're merely helping him 
getting rid of all that destructive doubt.

Of course, this state of mind also makes him less likely to ascribe any hidden faults with the ship to you or your 
business, should they pop up.

I think it is only fair, at this point, to admit that my people skills are probably a bit better than average. My goal 
in every deal, apart from making a hefty profit, is to get the customer to feel that he had just gotten a new friend, 
namely me. That takes some fine-tuned instinct and instant and correct judgment of character, not to mention 
communicative skills.

It seems to work, anyway.

And it has paid off well beyond my expectations.

Already after six months my business was booming and I was rapidly outpacing the two competitors I had on 
Daedalus in terms of ships sold and profits made.

After two years, I was the only one left.

The rush (endorphines or adrenaline? I never found out) I had experienced the first times I sold ships had faded 
somewhat, but it never completely left. My life was so much better than in my interstellar days, not least because 
I didn't have to risk my cargo, my ship and my life to make a profit.

In addition, I was becoming well known for being willing to trade in the more unusual and esoteric types of ship, 
which many in my trade will refuse to take.

I could do this because I knew from experience that with my talent and persistence, I could sell any ship. I have 
never had a dented old trade-in collecting dust (figuratively speaking; there is no dust in the sales-berthes) in the 
back row (also figuratively speaking).

There is a market for everything.

Occasionally, some ambitious, and frequently deluded, person decides that his fortune will be made if only he 
can get his hands on something like a Krait or some 400-year-old design, for which he will then pay good 
money. He comes to me, and if I don't have exactly what he is looking for, I can usually persuade him to take 
another of the unpopular ships in stock. For more money than he had originally meant to spend, of course.

In addition to these loonies there are always people who want to stand out and therefore feel that their ship 
should be something other than usual. It never matters to these people how old the thing is or how hard it is to 
get spare parts. My, those are easy sales.

I hardly even have to lie.

I succeeded with building my reputation to the point where people who otherwise had no particular business on 
Mercury would come to Daedalus only to trade-in their exotics or look at my current stock. So I would like to 
think that what I am going to tell you now happened because I maintained such an excellent reputation.
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I would really like to think that.

But I would be wrong.

- - -

According to Daedalus Admin Time it was late evening and the lights were dimming imperceptibly slowly to 
create the illusion of the sun setting, which was true, in a way. Daedalus orbits Mercury in such a fashion that the 
station is never on the day side of the planet, always keeping in its shadow. The sunlight on the day side is just 
too intense.

I was in the library of my living quarters, relaxing after a long day and celebrating the sale of a Griffin, one of 
the biggest (and for me, one of the most profitable) ships available.

I had opened up a small box brought in at enormous expense from Earth and taken out a long, brown, porous 
cylinder with a heavenly smell, a little bit thicker than my thumb. Even though the use of open fire is strictly 
prohibited on Daedalus (which seems appropriate), I set one end of the cylinder alight with an ancient, red 
device I had aquired just for this purpose and put the other end in my mouth.

A sense of luxury and success engulfed me as the grey, highly aromatic smoke swirled its way up into the 
grating of the airmatic system.

I kept the cylinder in my mouth for a few seconds until the flame died.

Again I used the small antique device to set fire to the other end, and again it went out immediately, as it always 
did.

From experience I knew that the best way to enjoy the cylinder was to lay it down on a glass plate, pour some 
flammable liquid on it, light it, and watch as it burned brightly and released its luxurious odour into the recycled 
air. The old traveller who had introduced me to the cylinders had kept one in his mouth for a long time as it 
slowly glowed itself shorter and shorter, but I hadn't quite noticed how he did it. It didn't really matter, and my 
way of doing it was without question much more efficient and only lasted about thirty seconds.

As the smell filled the room and I studied the red fire-making device with its elegant decor, a graceful, yellow, 
double arc, I got a tri-D message from my associate Kennds, who was down in the showhall-area. We must 
always have someone down there, because space-travellers don't live on Daedalus Admin Time and will dock at 
any time, expecting service.

Kennds wanted me down right away, which surprised me a little. He was one of my most experienced employees 
and should have been able to handle most things by himself.

I put on my business suit and was down in the showhall a minute later.

Kennds was there, and beside him stood a somehow unusual-looking man wearing a heavy duty utility suit, 
battered but clean. His back straight, he looked right at me as I went to greet him.

His eyes were clear and his gaze experienced. He was just as shrewd a judge of character as I was, that much I 
felt instinctively. Something about him reminded me of Earth.

I stretched my hand out to him in greeting.

"Hello, sir, I am Jan Erttew. How may I assist you?"

I felt myself putting on a calm, friendly smile; my professional face.

He took my hand and squeezed it firmly, looking me straight in the eye before disengaging.

"You proprietor, I see?"

Oops. Accent alert. Thick, but clear and understandable. This man had not grown up in Federation space. Not 
Imperial, either. Alliance or Independent. Or something else entirely.

"Yep, that's me. Would you like to buy a ship?"

"No."

I took it in stride.

"Would you like to sell a ship?"

"Yes."
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To quickly establish a connection with a customer, there is an old trick called mirroring; do what he does and 
talk like he does. He won't notice, but he'll sense it subconsciously and feel more at ease. Friendly atmosphere, 
you see.

"Where?"

"Outside."

He pointed through the main hatch, out into space.

"All right, let's take a look."

I led the way to the nearest spaceworthy ship in my stock, a Saker III, and motioned to Kennds that he should 
stay behind and watch the shop. I would handle this.

The man climbed in behind me and sat in the copilot's seat.

My natural behaviour in a situation like that is to make smalltalk, but I decided against it as the man didn't seem 
to be in the mood. He was a doer, not a talker, that much I was sure of. Not a pirate, not a trader, possibly an 
explorer, but unlikely. A prospector perhaps. He didn't seem to be a stranger to hard work. And he didn't look 
rich.

I had the autopilot manouver the small fighter out into space.

Again the man pointed and my eyes followed his finger to a cluster of lights in space on the night side of 
Mercury, fifty kilometres away. I accelerated, preferring to navigate myself instead of leaving it to the autopilot.

My scanner showed that it was a large ship, almost a Lynx in size. I had never before dealt in ships that big, but 
why not? The bigger they are, the larger the profit.

When we were a kilometer away I spoke.

"Is that the ship you want to sell?"

"No. Inside."

Quite. A ship transported inside another ship meant that its drive was shot. Not at all my favourite kind of deal. 
Too much hassle in getting it prepped for sale.

I vaguely wondered why he hadn't just called on the tri-D instead of coming in to get me in person, but I was too 
occupied with not crashing into the large carrier to give it any further thought.

"In the back."

I manouvered the Saker round the back of the carrier and kept well away from the hatch now opening up into the 
hangar.

Something moved in there. Something big.

I'm not sure if I gasped, but I may well have.

The light grey shape that slowly made its way out of the back of the carrier and into the darkness of night space 
was unmistakeable, even to someone like me, who had never seen one before.

An Imperial Courier.

The legendary mainstay of the Imperial Navy; fast, big, powerful, intimidating. The ship that chased the 
Thargoids out of the galaxy a long time ago.

An arrogant-looking ship, immense purpose seemingly radiating from its hull.

Engine sections like enormous missiles, rotating slowly, making you feel very vulnerable.

Just to see one was a really extraordinary event, but in Federation space?

Unheard of.

Unique.

Profitable.

I had to have it.
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I cleared my throat.

"How much do you want for it?"

I braced myself.

"Two hundred plus fifty," he said flatly. Obviously no room for negotiation.

I sensed that I was expected to make the decision right there and then, but the businessman in me protested.

"That's a lot of money. I must inspect it first."

"Ship in very good condition. Inspect not necessary. Not much time."

"How did you find it? Where? Did you buy it from the Empire?"

He hesitated. Maybe he didn't want to tell me about it, or maybe he was searching for the right words in a 
language foreign to him.

"Find ship drifting. Coordinates two negative comma nineteen. All men gone. Ship not damage. Put ship in big 
ship. Not use it. Too small. Now sell."

I considered for a minute. At galactic coordinate -2, 19 there was not much in the ways of civilization. And it 
was certainly not Imperial space. Could be a legitimate salvage-job.

I knew that Couriers were sometimes seen in the Alliance, run by traders with Imperial connections. But what 
was a trader doing way out there, so far from the Core? What had happened to the crew?

Intriguing.

And potentially very profitable. If the Courier was indeed in good shape, as he claimed, I would easily be able to 
charge half a million for it here in Sol, maybe more. That meant a profit of one hundred percent. That's the kind 
of stuff legends are made of.

"Is the drive working?"

"Yes. Ship in good condition."

He looked at me, apparently waiting for my decision.

I had never before bought a ship without taking a good, close look at it first, checking that all the systems 
worked and had been serviced properly. But now, for some reason, I felt as if I was under pressure to act 
immediately, and I had to admit that he gave me the impression of an honest man. Simple, but honest.

I did some calculations. If I bought the Courier for a quarter million and it turned out to be a complete wreck, it 
would probably not be entirely unsalable. The hull alone, if it wasn't punctured, should bring in somewhere 
between twenty and fifty thousand. The Griffin I had sold a few hours earlier had given me a profit of a hundred 
and eighty thousand. So taken as a whole, this day of business would still be in the black. Barely.

It was a risk I could afford to take.

I took it.

"I'll buy it for two-fifty."

"Two hundred thousand plus fifty thousand."

"Yes."

He said a few words in a language I had never heard before, and the Courier turned towards Daedalus, 
accelerating majestically.

He must have had a comlink on, transmitting our entire conversation, such as it was, to his friends.

A cautious bunch.

I had the Saker overtake the Courier on the way back to my section of the berthing area, inexplicably hoping that 
not too many people noticed the rare vessel.

An interplanetary shuttle of unfashionable design followed us from the carrier, probably to bring the man beside 
me and the crew of the Courier back from Daedalus after payment had been made.
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As we disembarked the Saker, the Courier was slowly being manouvered into the same berth the Griffin had 
been in and came to a dignified halt.

A hatch opened and a woman wearing the same kind of suit as the mysterious man appeared, her face serious 
and concentrated. She didn't come over to us, choosing instead to enter the little shuttle which was now berthed 
right behind the Courier. As far as I could make out, the pilot of the shuttle was a teenage boy. Hardly surprising; 
everyone who wants to learn to fly must start out somewhere, and there are few environments better suited to 
just that than behind the controls of an interplanetary shuttle.

I began making preparations to pay via my wrist computer, using the DNA from the sweat on my fingertip as ID.

"Right. Now I just need the number of your account."

"Pay in goods, not account."

Startled silence.

It felt as if minutes went by before I was able to answer, so unusual was the idea of not settling payment 
electronically. And yes, my jaw hinged open, but just a little. Honest!

"Wha... er, how do you mean? Do you want to trade it for one of my ships?"

"No. Do not want ship. Goods. You buy goods on station, give to us. Worth two hundred thousand plus fifty."

He was very calm and looked straight at me, patiently, mildly. And firmly.

"But if I just transfer the money to you, you can buy it yourself!"

OK, so I'm a bit slow sometimes.

"No account. You buy goods, give to us."

"But listen...."

I looked at him and something in those clear, grey eyes made me understand.

I averted my eyes.

"All right. I guess we could do it like that. It's just unusual. OK, you've got a deal. So what kind of goods do you 
want?"

I think he smiled, just a little bit.

- - -

Six hours later, the carrier lay in space ten kilometres away, its cargo hold and stores rapidly filling up with 
robots, farm machinery, liquid oxygen, all kinds of mining equipment, air processors, a few computers, different 
types of clothing, lots of medicines, and crate after crate after crate of food.

Thanks to my connections and business sense, they got a lot more for their quarter million than if they had 
bought it themselves, which I suppose was a nice bonus they hadn't thought about. Or maybe they had. I don't 
know.

They spent every single credit.

Even though it was in the middle of the night, Daedalus Admin Time, the sale, which needless to say was one of 
the biggest in the station's history, created quite a stir.

Crowds were starting to gather in the merchants' joint showroom as Kennds and I picked out the various articles 
from the stocklist and haggled over prices, continuously in contact with the crew of the carrier via my wrist 
computer.

A fleet of Heavy Lifters, all that could be mobilized on Daedalus, flew back and forth between the station and 
the carrier at top speed, loading countless containers into its cargo bays and general stores.

Toward the end, when the merchants' stores were starting to look empty, some locals were actually on the brink 
of panic, thinking that the mysterious carrier was taking away all the station's supplies.

It wasn't, and if it had, a bunch of fully loaded Panther Clippers from Earth would have been here in less than 
twenty-four hours to top up our stores.
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Some people just love to panic.

- - -

Exhausted, I stood by a viewport and looked at the final phases of the loading operation. I had just spoken to my 
technical manager Haggane, who, after a brief inspection, could report that the Courier was in excellent shape, 
had lots of equipment and had even been thoroughly cleaned on the inside.

Somehow, I was not surprised.

I watched as a Heavy Lifter approached the carrier with the last few containers. I knew what was in them, and it 
was not something the crew had ordered or were expecting.

Like I said, I have a gift for figuring people out and understanding their personalities. That also means that I am 
good at reading and interpreting all kinds of situations; you may as well call it social instinct.

So even though I only ever met one of the carrier's crew, and even though the carrier was only at Daedalus for 
eight hours, I think I found out a bit more about them than they realized. And probably more than they would 
like me to know, judging from how secretive they were.

It was just a matter of putting the pieces together. Some pieces were concrete, like the man's dialect and attire 
and the stuff they bought; some were abstract, like the way the man behaved and handled himself; and some 
pieces were completely immaterial, like the feeling I got when I talked to him and the impression I got of the 
woman I had only seen for a few seconds.

I think I got the right picture.

The picture was this:

The carrier was owned and crewed by one large family, or possibly a few small ones.

In their vast ship, they lived a nomadic life in the outer regions of the Galaxy, far away from the Core and any 
kind of civilization.

Here, they mined asteroids and prospected on planets, harvesting the unsettled systems, scraping out a living, 
only rarely bothering to venture into the populated areas of space for essential equipment. Theirs was a simple 
life, dominated by hard work and the need of making the most out of a harsh environment. They probably even 
did some farming on hospitable planets.

Out of the blue they had gotten lucky and found the Courier, probably having a hell of a time salvaging it in one 
piece. And probably not quite knowing what to do with it.

But they must have realized right away that, although unusable to them, it could be exchanged for things they 
actually needed. What an opportunity to replenish and renew their equipment and fill up their stores!

The temptation was too strong.

They jumped to Sol, even if it was far away, painfully aware that they could not enter an unsecure system in their 
unarmed carrier. I was just lucky that Daedalus was the closest trade post when they emerged from witch-space. 
In all likelyhood, their coming to me had nothing to do with my precious reputation.

Kennds provided an important clue regarding their origins. He claimed in no uncertain terms that the language 
they spoke was Tilialan.

I believed him; he has been around.

It would explain a few things, like the fact that they didn't have a bank account. The chaotic system of Tiliala has 
been ravaged by civil war for generations, and any banks present there could not possibly be of interstellar 
magnitude.

It also explained why they had not been able to call me on Tri-D. All citizens from anarchic and unstable 
systems are denied access to GalNet and most other communications, to prevent them being used for "Non-
condoned Activities and Purposes of Terrorism", as I think Federal law reads on that point.

They were a family which had taken a chance and left a burning, war-torn system for a more peaceful existence 
far away, where they made the rules themselves and where they could live as they chose. And where they could 
maintain some hope. It seemed logical.

So the Heavy Lifter I was currently watching as it crept towards their ship was carrying a gift from me.
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The collective term is luxury goods; entertainment systems, tri-D movies, sports equipment, Dreamware, exotic 
drinks, electronic books, ship furniture, toys and so on. Just a few things to make their lives that little bit more 
enjoyable as they while away the long hours of space travel.

And all quality articles.

I even sent off my little box of porous brown cylinders. I don't think I quite know how to make the best of them, 
and I really don't have the time to find out. But maybe those people do.

It doesn't mean that I am soft or anything, you understand. It makes sound economical sense. Next time they find 
an unmanned, undamaged and unusual ship just floating around in an unsettled system, they'll know where to go 
to sell it.

Slim chances, I admit, but not at all unimaginable.

Besides, I think I kind of liked them.





Unlikely Coincidences

He hadn't yet gotten used to the intensely anticlimactic feeling when he delivered the messages at Sol. He wasn't 
sure that he ever would.

Even though the voyage back from enemy space took at least ten days, sometimes more, the contrast between the 
starting point and the destination always felt immense. The people who gave him the messages, undercover 
agents, probably, had this aura of enormous purpose and importance, mixed with alertness and fear, sometimes 
to the extent that they were visibly shaking. Not surprisingly, considering that they were Federal spies in 
Imperial systems and thus faced a slow and unbelievably excruciating death if they were caught.

The procedures when they handed the holocubes over to him were very complicated and had to be prepared and 
carried out with the utmost precision. The recognition signal alone would sometimes be so elaborate that it took 
days of small and, hopefully, nearly undetectable acts to complete. Imperial Security had eyes everywhere, and 
the atmosphere surrounding these deliveries was always one of mystery and unreality.

And fear; for although Ranie never spent more time on enemy soil than it took to complete the recognition and 
the delivery, he was continuously in grave danger. Not just when he was on Imperial worlds posing as an 
independent trader, but especially after he had taken off into space. If they knew what he was doing and wanted 
him dead, they could easily analyse his hyperspace cloud and jump to the next system. Their presumably 
superior hyperdrives would allow them to arrive there well before he did, so they could lie in wait and leisurely 
blast him to smithereens when he emerged. He wouldn't even have time to get his shields up.

So when, after having successfully reached Sol, he delivered the holocubes to the Major who was head of 
Military Couriers on Li Qing Jao, he was always disappointed. Indeed, he sometimes felt downright outraged.

The Major's coldness and indifference surprised and shocked him every time. The man would just swipe the 
holocubes out of Ranies hand and return to his office, sometimes without a word. And always without a 
congratulatory pat on the back.

Why didn't he recognize that Ranie had just risked life and limb carrying the holocubes from Imperial space? 
Had he no idea of the terror the agents quite rightly felt? Had he no words of encouragement? Surely High 
Command valued the messages? Those agents feared for their lives!

Every time, after meeting the Major, he went back into his ship and was engulfed in a brief, but black 
depression, feeling cheated beyond belief.

- - -

This time was a bit different, although still disappointing. The Major, disguised as a serviceman from the 
shipyard, came over to Ranie, who was standing by his Eagle, and took the single holocube without meeting 
Ranies eyes. But he didn't turn his back right away.

"Go here immediately."

He put a small destructapad in Ranies still outstretched hand, turned on his heel and rapidly marched toward the 
exit.

On the pad was a hand-written address in the civilian section of the station.

Highly irregular.

Ranie quickly memorised it and folded the thin pad in half. Immediately it dissolved in thin air without dust or 
smoke.

He straightened his jumpsuit and started for the lifts.

- - -

"You've been burned."

Ranie stood at attention in front of a wide desk in what had turned out to be a military office. The man in the 
chair behind it wore a Colonel's insignia on his pristine uniform. He was older than Ranie, but not much, and 
what he had just said did not sound good. Not good at all.

"Er... what does that mean, sir?"

"It means they're on to you. The Imperials."
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Ranie felt the blood draining from his face and approximately a Panther-load of ice settling firmly in his 
stomach. Chaos and shame erupted in his mind. And an irresistible need to defend himself.

"Bbbut... I always..."

"Yes, I know," the Colonel interrupted. "You always follow instructions and always make sure you are not being 
watched. We know you take all possible precautions. Don't worry. It happens. You're not the first. Not by a long 
shot."

He smiled thinly.

"But how? I don't understand."

"It doesn't matter how. At least not to you. Try to accept that it just happens."

That didn't help much. Ranie was thoroughly confused.

"Did they..."

Again the Colonel interrupted, now slightly impatient.

"It doesn't matter. Nor does it matter how we know. Your security clearance is not nearly high enough for me to 
tell you anything about that."

The officer leaned back in his chair and fixed his gaze on Ranie.

"In fact, your clearance doesn't even reach to the point where you have the right to know that you've been 
burned. You're lucky we didn't just give you a window seat."

Ranie gulped, the full seriousness of the situation becoming apparent to him.

Oh yes, they could have given him a window seat, all right. They could have taken his ship away, put him in a 
small office in a far away installation but not given him anything to do.

He would come to work but then just sit there, behind his empty desk, day after day after day, shunned by all and 
recognized by no-one.

Getting paid and earning pension points, but never again being promoted.

Producing nothing, just taking up space, not knowing why.

Alive but dead.

The reason why this arrangement was known as a "window seat" was lost in the mists of time, but the meaning 
was very clear to all in the Federal Military. For security reasons, nobody were ever fired from the Service. Nor 
were anyone executed when they were no longer of any use, as was common practice in the Empire.

The window seat was considered far more civilised, at least by those who had never been given one.

Ranie just stood there, still at attention, waiting for the Colonel to continue. After all, he had said that Ranie 
would not get a window seat. For now.

"Don't feel too bad. Remember that you were trusted enough by High Command to be allowed to meet 
illegitimate agents face to face. Very few of your age and rank get such extraordinary trust. We still have faith in 
you. And as luck would have it, a job for you. A real one. An important one."

The Colonel indicated a chair, and Ranie apprehensively sat down on the edge of it.

"Now then. You will be issued command of a ship in the Cobra III class. You are going to a system the name 
and coordinates of which are stored in this holocube, which is not to be opened until you've jumped to Eta 
Cassiopeia."

He put the small black cube on the table.

"You will bring this with you."

Another small cube, this one silver, joined the other on the transparisteel.

"You will give it to a Federation Lieutenant present in the system. He will contact you."

The Colonel leaned forward over the desk and looked at Ranie sternly.
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"It is an unsettled system. It is far away. The Federation has discovered an interesting resource there. Scientists 
are present. I cannot overemphasize how vital it is that you bring this message safely to that system. You will 
disguise your tracks thoroughly by jumping about aimlessly before you set course for the target system. The 
precise route you will take is stored in the black cube. You will not open the silver cube. You will need to refuel 
in unsettled systems, so the ship will be fitted with a fuel scoop. And a laser, although we do not expect you to 
be attacked. You will never discuss this mission with anyone. You will leave immediately. Repeat."

As Ranie put Li Qing Jao behind him, the Cobra hummed calmly and his emotions were divided.

On one hand, he had been given a secret and important mission and a great ship of the kind one otherwise had to 
be at least Sergeant-Major to get.

On the other hand, he had failed High Command's trust and been on the verge of getting window-seated. There 
was no way of telling how this would affect his career. He would have to wait and see, but it seemed reasonable 
that if he completed this mission, there would still be hope. That was his only chance, anyway.

He set the drive to Eta Cassiopeia and prepared to jump. He had enough fuel to get well into unsettled space, but 
of course he didn't know where the orders in the holocube would take him.

Rarely had he travelled in such a stripped-out ship. The only offensive equipment he had was a 1MW pulse laser, 
a mere joke of a weapon. No missiles. No combat computer. No ECM. And no shields. Yes indeed, he had better 
hope that the Colonel was right in not expecting trouble, because in no way was this ship combat-worthy.

But it could travel far.

He made the jump.

- - -

A month later he was deep in unsettled space and one jump away from refuelling for the third time since leaving 
Sol. It was a tricky procedure which required intense concentration on the part of the pilot. The autopilot was not 
up to a delicate task like that.

Basically, he had to take the ship into the corona of a star, so that the valuable gases there present could be 
sucked into the fuel containers. The only way to make it work was to go so near the star that the gases were thich 
enough to use, but not so near that the hull became too hot.

It was necessary to keep such a speed that the gravity forces did not get the upper hand, and this made 
manouvering more difficult. In the intense gravity and radiation the smallest mistake was enough to make him 
lose control and have the ship plunge into the star.

He did not feel significantly more confident now than the last time he had done it, just over a week ago. But it 
should prove a bit easier this time, for the charts showed the target star as a red giant, and the navigation didn't 
have to be as pin-point precise as with a smaller star.

He would make the jump into the system and then refuel.

The jump only took a few seconds, subjectively.

As he emerged from hyperspace, leaving an enormous, yellow, telltale cloud in his wake, his sensors picked up 
an emergency signal.

Military procedure dictated that he not investigate such signals if on a mission, unless the signal could be 
decoded as coming from a Federal Military ship.

He put it on audio and the signal filled his cockpit.

There could be no doubt.

A Federal Military ship was in distress somewhere in this system, and not too far away.

Major complication.

Blast, this was just what he needed. He swore viciously.

What to do? He had been instructed not to talk to anyone about his mission, and if he investigated and found 
survivors they would wonder what in space he was doing there. He would also have to take them with him.
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Survivors. Soldiers like him, trapped in a deserted system, with no hope of rescue. A fate he didn't wish on his 
worst enemy. And according to regulations, he had to give assistance. Was there an exception if the mission he 
was on was secret? And if so, did this mission qualify?

The smart thing to do would be to disregard the signal and continue. If confronted later, which seemed unlikely, 
he could always claim he had not received any signal; after all, it was far from strong enough to reach every part 
of the system.

Yes.

That would be the smart thing to do.

Disregard it.

Pretend it isn't there.

The coded beeps reverberated through the cabin.

He swore again, swung the ship around and locked the navicomputer onto the signal.

The ship accelerated as the autopilot started taking him to the signal's source.

It was just one and a half astronomical units away, about equally as far from the red giant as he had been when 
he first entered the system. He spent the journey there worrying about his decision.

He would be delayed and could conceivably have broken military regulations.

He could be forced to take aboard passengers. What it they outranked him, which they probably did? They could 
order that they be taken to the nearest Federal outpost before he could continue with his mission. Further delay 
and, consequently, immediate windowseating. Or a court-martial.

Space almighty, what a mess.

When he was ten kilometres away from the signal's source he disengaged the autopilot. He could not yet see the 
distressed ship, so it couldn't be that big.

He approached slowly.

Gee, it would have to be really small. A Falcon, perhaps. Or a Hawk.

Then he saw it. An escape pod.

A small, one man escape pod, lying still in space and blinking red.

Ranie felt somewhat relieved. At least he wouldn't have to take aboard an entire crew. One person at the most.

He positioned the Cobra so that the inflight loading system could get a grip on the little pod and bring it into the 
cargo hold.

The ship shuddered slightly as the hatch opened and closed. The emergency signal stopped.

He set the navicomputer for the red giant and turned the autopilot on.

Then he unfastened his harness, stood up stretching limbs that had been tense for too long and made his way aft, 
toward the cargo bay.

He made sure that the air pressure had been restored, entered the cargo bay and approached the escape pod 
which was now fastened to the deck, exit-hatch up.

He inexplicably wished he'd had a sidearm. There was something about bringing an unknown object into his ship 
that gave him the creeps.

Nothing about the exterior of the pod could tell him what had happened to the ship, no scorch marks or laser 
burns. With one space-gloved hand he pressed the clearly marked release on the hatch and stood back as it 
slowly swung open with a sharp hiss as the air pressure was equalized.

Nothing moved inside.

"Hello?", Ranie called into the cramped, dark cabin. "Anyone there?"

Silence.

Oh well.
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He slowly and carefully stuck his head inside, centimeter by centimeter.

Military space boots.

OK, so at least there was a person inside.

The bottom half of a Federal spacesuit. No surprise there, except that it was blue instead of the standard grey.

The upper half. Wow, a Commodore! Big brass.

And the face...

A man.

Dead.

Without question. Mouth half open, eyes half closed, staring at nothing.

A dead Commodore.

And judging from the lack of battle damage, he had not died violently. That meant dehydration.

An escape pod can only carry a little bit of water, about a hundred liters. That is sufficient to keep a man alive 
for about twice as many days, if he is disciplined. There is no food in a pod; water is far more crucial to survival. 
Of course, a pod is a closed system, so it should be possible, theoretically at least, to recycle any water present 
almost indefinitely. But that takes energy, and lots of it. It's a trade-off: water or oxygen and a distress signal. 
The oxygen wins.

Ranie had to admit to himself that he was relieved not to have found survivors, because it would have ruined his 
mission and, in all likelyhood, his career.

Still, some sadness seeped through.

Dead people will do that to you, and Ranie was not quite as emotionally dead as his superior, the Colonel.

The body was well preserved, as could be expected; the minute a pod's computer notices that the occupant is no 
longer breathing, it lets out all the air and stops the air processor. No need on wasting power on that, better to 
keep the distress signal going. It could matter to someone to find out what has happened to the person inside.

The lack of air halts the decomposing process, so that the deceased can still be identified when found. And the 
rescuers have an easier time.

The red giant was 10 AUs away and Ranie didn't have much to do except Dreamware, so he decided to check the 
pod out, trying to discover where it came from and what had happened.

He put the dead Commodore in a small compartment and pumped the air out of it, having gingerly searched the 
pockets of the uniform and found nothing. He would leave the autopsy to the medics.

He took a power coupling from the Cobra and connected it to the appropriate point on the pod, then sat in the 
dead man's seat and turned on the lights. A thorough search revealed nothing of interest. He switched the 
navicomputer on. It was the original one from the Commodore's ship. Not much use for it in an unsettled system. 
No ports to lock on to.

He engaged the log book function and scrolled backwards to find out where the ship had been. It was all erased 
except for one set of galactic coordinates. But those had to be wrong; they were too far away. He shut the 
navicomputer off.

Right.

He looked around one final time, saw nothing that caught his eye and exited the pod. He made sure it was 
properly fastened, went back to the cockpit and promptly forgot the entire incident.

- - -

Three weeks later he was approaching his destination system, according to the holocube. Only one more jump 
before he could deliver the message. The weeks he had spent in hyperspace and in-system transits to refuel at a 
star were taking their toll, and in spite of the Dreamware he was feeling more and more restless and lonely. The 
small cabin of the Cobra provided few luxuries, and the boredom was getting to him.
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The psyching-up techniques he had learned at the Academy had lost most of their effect and he was grateful his 
mission would soon be over. Hopefully, he would be able to take the quickest route back to Sol.

Sol and an unknown fate.

He pushed his negative thoughts away and made the jump. White spirals lunged at him as usual and, although he 
didn't sense time racing by, the ship's chrono passed through days.

The attack-alarm sounded immediately. He hadn't heard it for months and for a second he couldn't remember 
what it meant. When the realization hit him that he was being attacked, he desperately looked around, trying to 
spot the attackers. The scanner revealed that they were only three kilometres away and that there was four of 
them.

He spotted them.

There were two Adders, a Cobra and a Kestrel. And they were Federal Military.

Ahh.

Thank the Skies. Allies.

The intended recipient of the message had probably come to get the message he carried, which was exce...

The ship shuddered violently and there was a tremendous noise of metal being torn as a laser beam raked across 
the hull.

What the...

Were they attacking him?

Instinctively, Ranie gunned the engines and set an escape vector, his right hand resting lightly on the laser 
trigger. Red beams criss-crossed space around him, but none hit due to his quick reaction of setting the ship in 
motion. Speed was increasing rapidly, and he was putting some distance between himself and the attackers.

Except for the Kestrel, which kept up with him, trying to hit him with the bursts of its pulse laser. It was obvious 
what the pilot was trying to do: put the fighter behind Ranie and comfortably get in a few shots. Ranie wasn't 
going to let that happen. He fired the retro thrusters at full effect and the Kestrel, its pilot not fast enough on the 
controls and not having thrusters that could quite match the deceleration, overshot the Cobra and was suddenly 
in front of it.

Ranie quickly got it in his sights and blew the little spaceship to pieces with two pulses of 1MW laser.

He didn't have time to wipe the sweat from his brow.

The manouver he had just pulled had the unwanted side-effect of letting the two enemy Adders close in on him. 
Red streaks played up and again there was a hit. In the corner of his eye Ranie saw a message from the ship 
computer telling him that something had been damaged, but he didn't see what it was and had no time to 
contemplate on it.

Turning around, he was able to get a passing hit on one of his adversaries, but he knew it would take more than 
that to get a kill. The Adders were a lot bigger than the Kestrel and could take quite a beating.

As he recalled, Adders could not accelerate quite as fast as his Cobra, so there was a slim chance that he might 
outrun them. Too slim, in fact. They would kill him before the distance got too great, and there was still the 
question of the enemy Cobra, which appeared to be hanging back and just watching.

He threw the ship around again, violently shaking the controls to make it harder for them to hit him. He kept at it 
as the ship accelerated hard. He put a kilometer between himself and the attackers, then, still going in the same 
direction, turned 180 degrees and sent off a couple of pulses. Only one of them hit, and smoke started coming 
from one Adder's hull.

Great, but not great enough.

He had to think of something, fast. This could not continue.

Both Adders accelerated towards him, coming in from slightly different angles, both determined to kill him.

He squeezed off another two pulses, missed, and braced himself for their laser fire. They missed too as they 
swooped past and decelerated furiously to turn around and have another go.
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Oh yes, they were determined. Too determined for their own good.

They came at him simultaneously, again from different angles, spitting red beams. He accelerated towards them 
at full thrust.

They had not expected that, and as the distance was diminishing fast, one of the Adders tried to veer out of the 
way. But Ranie's oncoming angle was such that the pilot had to bank the other way, towards his collegue, who 
was at the same time turning towards the first, trying to get Ranie in his sights.

They collided and exploded in a hailstorm of debris as both their main drives were destroyed.

Containers of military fuel were sprayed out in all directions from the two rapidly expanding plumes of smoke, 
one hitting Ranie's Cobra, further reducing the shape of its hull.

And now the enemy Cobra attacked.

It came at him very fast, the brilliant red of its laser streaking across space and then connecting, tearing more 
material from his hull and destroying vital systems. He was able to get a hit with his pulse laser before that also 
was blown up by the enemy's red streak.

The Cobra swooped past, the symbol of the Federation clearly visible on its side.

Ranie ducked involuntarily.

This was it. Hull integrity was down to twenty percent, the laser was destroyed, all the fuel was gone, and the 
main drive was out. Just a single, split second burst of the enemy laser would finish him off. He had no escape 
pod, except the one he now remembered was strapped to the deck in the cargo hold. But as it was not properly 
installed, it was unusable to him.

As the attacking Cobra turned to make the next, and final, attack run, he vaguely wished that he had a higher 
power to plead for help.

Couldn't have hurt, anyway.

Oh well.

He decided to go out in style, and forcing his face muscles into an insane grin, he tried to come up with some 
classy last words. Not that anyone would ever hear them.

Suddenly, in a bright, electric blue flash, the enemy ship exploded.

Shrapnel pummeled his ship, apparently without doing any damage.

He was dumbstruck.

Good skies, he must have hit it better that he thought! Just one hit from a pulse laser should not be a problem for 
a heavily shielded Cobra, it was-

He didn't have time to finish the thought before a great shape zoomed past overhead, the dark underside of a 
huge hull momentarily filling the main viewscreen. Another ship, and quite a biggie. And quite Imperial, 
according to his head-up display, the only system on his Cobra still working.

An Imperial Explorer, the biggest warship the Empire had.

Crap.

This was it after all.

The Imperials were going to blast him out of space. Those damn sadists even made him wait for it; they could 
easily have made the kill right after they blew up the other Cobra. Judging from the ease with which they had 
done that, it was a fair assumption that their main weapon was a plasma accelerator.

Unexpectedly, Ranie felt a sense of peace flood over him; there was nothing he could do now. It would be a 
quick and painless death. He wouldn't even know when it came; he would vaporize instantly.

He was even relieved that he was now going to be killed by the Empire and not by his own Federation comrades 
for unknown reasons.

Ah yes, this was much better; this was the way it was supposed to be.

The Explorer turned lazily and aimed.
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Ranie closed his eyes and relaxed.

Oh, to see Earth again.

"Federation warship, power down your engines and prepare to be boarded. Acknowledge."

A man's voice boomed through the cockpit.

Ranie slowly opened his eyes, realizing that the Explorer was hailing him. It was rapidly closing on him from the 
bow.

The realization dawned on him.

Oh no.

Not that.

Not capture by Imperials.

That was exactly what the shivering, paranoid undercover agents he had met on Imperial worlds feared the most, 
feared more than death itself.

It did mean death, of course. But not right away. He would live a bit longer but his death would be 
correspondingly slower, while the Imperials extracted all he knew about anything, ever. Until he would start 
making things up to appease them; a hopeless venture.

Suddenly panicking, he scrambled wildly, yanking at his combat harness, trying to get free. He had to find 
something to kill himself with! He had to die before they got him. He had to die right away.

"Federation warship, you will be boarded presently. For your own safety, do not make sudden manouvers while 
the tractor beam is operating. Do not attempt to leave the vessel."

The Explorer loomed large and threatening above and ahead.

The Cobra trembled slightly as the tractor beam pulled it into the Explorer's hangar.

Ranie didn't notice, he was busy desperately clawing at the air-tight hatch to the utility compartment, where he 
had to find something to kill himself with. Something sharp. Or something heavy.

He couldn't get the hatch open; it must have jammed during the fight.

Space almighty, why didn't the Federation issue suicide pills or guns to its commanders?

There was a thundering clang as the Imperial hangar bay hatch sealed itself around him. Not much longer now. 
They would be with him any second.

Tears of panic burned behind his eyes as he furiously banged on the hatch with his fists, whimpering 
uncontrollably, hopelessness and resignation starting to set in.

The horrible scream of a metal hull being ripped open reached him from the cargo bay.

No. They could not take him alive.

He had to die. Now.

He scurried to the cockpit hallway, turned and ran as fast as he could towards the utility compartment hatch.

He put his full weight behind the impact.

It nearly worked, but he didn't know.

- - -

They put him in sick bay immediately. Miraculously, his skull had not cracked from the violent impact when he 
had tried to kill himself by slamming his head into the steel hatch. But he was unconscious and bleeding and he 
had a heavy concussion.

They had access to a lot of information and before he awoke they knew his whole story. Based on that and what 
they had seen, they made an unusual decision.

- - -
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It was a testament to the excellent medical facilities on the Explorer that when Ranie regained consciousness, he 
remembered all that had happened.

It was a testament to the acute perception of the crew that they had made sure he was properly restrained when 
he did.

They thought it best that he not live in terror any longer than necessary, and so, when he awoke, an officer came 
to see him.

Ranie peered through heavy eyelids at the woman standing at the foot of the bed. His head felt slightly woolly, 
and he had some trouble collecting his thoughts.

"How do you feel?" the woman asked.

He said nothing. They were the enemy. He was not going to make it easy for them.

"The med officer says you'll be just fine tomorrow. If you feel disoriented, that is normal. The restraints are put 
there for your own safety. And don't worry, we're not Imperials."

It took him a few seconds to realize what she had said.

Not Imperials?

He laboriously raised his head from the pillow and screwed his eyes open to get a better look at the woman.

Hmm. Curious.

That was not the dull black uniform of the Imperial Navy. Nor was it the Federal Military grey. It was a metallic 
dark blue, and it reminded him of something. Something important.

But...

He tried to focus, the bright light in the room making painful sparks go off in his head.

But those were Federation insignia on her lapel and sleeves.

Four golden triangles.

He couldn't quite remember what that meant, except that it was pretty high up in the hierarchy.

As his head fell back on the pillow the face of a dead Commodore flashed before him.

He drew his breath to speak, but his mouth was too dry, forcing him to cough.

The woman spoke before he could try again. Unbelievably, her voice sounded friendly.

"I am Rear Admiral Esereth, formerly of the Federation. Don't worry, no harm will come to you. Like I said, 
we're not Imperials. And we know all we need to know about you and your mission. Now just rest. We'll talk 
again tomorrow."

Was she smiling at him?

"Sweet dreams, Sergeant Ranie of the Federation."

Before he sunk into the darkness he just had time to be surprised at the almost affectionate tone in her voice.

His dreams weren't sweet at all; they were littered with dead Commodores.

- - -

He awoke feeling rested and sharp, and immediately noticed that the restraints had been removed.

He still remembered everything.

They must have been monitoring him, because thirty seconds later a Colonel in that unusual, blue uniform came 
into the room.

"Ah, you're awake, Sergeant. Excellent."

The Colonel stood at the side of the bed and held out a jumpsuit. It was also a shimmering blue.

"Would you come with me, please?"
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Ranie swung his feet out of the bed and stood up, with just the slightest hint of dizziness to be noticed. He took 
the jumpsuit, pulled it on and followed the Colonel.

They marched quickly through narrow and dimly lit corridors, finally halting at a door which bore the symbol of 
a flag officer. The Colonel opened it and motioned for Ranie to enter first, which he did.

It was the quarters of Rear Admiral Esereth. Quite big, Ranie thought. And with a large viewport, through which 
could be seen the myriad of stars that was their galaxy.

Esereth herself was seated behind her office desk and sent him a welcoming smile. She was not alone; two others 
were sitting in chairs facing the desk.

They turned around as he entered.

He didn't know what to do; the reflex was to stand to attention and salute, but somehow it didn't feel right. And 
the two strangers both bore insignia that looked distinctly Imperial. Distrust and apprehension welled up in him.

The door shut behind his back.

The Rear Admiral waved him closer, almost cheerfully.

"Come in, Sergeant. Have a seat. We must talk."

He should think so, yes.

Boldly he sat in the only empty chair, wedged between the Imperials. He was determined not to let them get the 
psychological upper hand.

With intentional cool he looked the two men up and down, then fixed a quizzical stare at Esereth. She was older 
than he had first thought. Her dark hair was greying.

She was looking mildly at him.

"I know you're confused. Hopefully, all will become clear very soon. First of all, this is Earl Dnumgis and Count 
Lihngarte. Don't worry, they are not what you think."

Sure they weren't.

"I can only imagine how confusing recent events must have seemed to you. We were a bit baffled ourselves, to 
be honest. But our resources are somewhat more extensive than yours."

She leaned back and put her hands on the armrests of the chair. Her mild manner made Ranie relax, just a little 
bit.

"To put it simply, you were set up. By your own people, in fact. Not by the Imperials and not by us. But let us 
take this in the correct order."

She leaned further back, the synthleather of her chair creaking, and gazed up at the ceiling.

"You were running highly classified delivery missions for the Federation. Those missions were more important 
than you probably think, and it actually surprises me that even the Feds recognized your talent and gave you 
missions on that level of secrecy. Only a handful in Federation Military are trusted with such tasks, you know, 
and they are all Lieutenant or above.

"It's true that you were burned, by the way. Not your fault. Those things just happen. You know how they say 
that carelessness is the covert operative's worst enemy? Not true. The unlikely coincidence is far worse and will 
always get you. Sooner or later. In your case sooner. But no matter.

"The Feds couldn't use you anymore because the Imps had you figured for a spy and were trailing you. But some 
Federation Intelligence guy on the rise had an idea.

You see, despite what you read in the journals, there is a war on. Between the Feds and the Imps, I mean. A 
shadow war. With the covert services as the battling armies, always trying to outsmart the other and deal him a 
blow. Or a sting. It's never really serious, they're basically just keeping each other busy."

Her voice had taken on a tinge of contempt.

"It's the perfect environment for the sneaky, backstabbing people to make great careers."

Absentmindedly, she stroked a lock of hair behind her ear.
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"Anyway, the idea was this: send you on a fake mission into wild space and let the Imps follow you, thereby 
tying up a tiny part of their resources. They would trail you into some insignificant system, your target system, 
where they would capture you and extract from you what you knew. And of course you had been carefully told 
by the Feds that there were important, newly discovered resources in the system and that there were a bunch of 
scientists and whatnot. Then, supposedly, the Imperials would send a task force to explore the system and try to 
find out what was going on.

"Thus they would be tying up even more naval and scientific resources on what was just a wild cometchase. If 
successful, the operation would have absolutely no real effect on the state of affairs between the Feds and the 
Imps, but it would give the officer in charge recognition in his own community and a fat promotion. And that 
does not mean you, if you wondered. You would be dead in Imperial custody."

Ranie thought for a second, then spoke for the first time since the battle.

"But the Federation, not the Empire, attacked me in the target system."

"So they did. You see, the plan failed early on. The Imps didn't go for it. Probably smelled a plot. Sometimes 
they do.

"So now you had become, well, not quite a liability, but you were of no use at all. They had a choice: 
windowseat you or use you for target practice."

Again she looked at him with those mild eyes.

v "The calculation is quite simple: the price of a Cobra MkIII against the cost of paying you a Sergeants salary 
for fifty years and a pension for twenty more. The Cobra was cheaper."

Ranie slumped in his chair, disbelief and anger making the bottom fall out of his mind.

And disappointment beyond his wildest nightmares.

They had sold him out, turned him over to Imperial capture and torture.

For their own personal gain.

The people he had trusted more than anyone.

The Admiral, who probably noticed his face clouding over, interrupted his thoughts.

"I know you're angry. I am too, at the thought of such betrayal. But the story isn't finished.

You were incredibly lucky. Twice. First when you found the escape pod and then when you entered your target 
system. For you see, that system is not quite ordinary. It is one of the systems we keep a very keen eye on, for 
reasons that will become apparent to you.

Of course, the Feds have no idea about that. They thought it was just another deserted, worthless system.

"We were present in the system when at first four Fed ships arrived, and then one more which they attacked. 
Normally, we'd just sit back and watch the show, but that last Cobra, you, were on a secret frequency emitting a 
signal which we had for over a year been searching for without success.

"It was the personal signal of one of our most honored officers, lost in space while on a crucial mission. He was 
aboard your ship and we had to save him. We didn't know he was dead, of course. At first, we were too far away 
to kill your attackers, but you were holding your own like nothing I have ever seen. A Cobra with a pulse laser! 
You were worth helping for your fighting skills alone. In fact, for a moment I thought you were the Commodore. 
He was a great warrior also."

Her eyes empty, the Rear Admiral gazed out in the air, as if remembering something.

She collected herself.

"Anyway, fortunately we arrived in time to blast the last attacker. We did not move fast enough to prevent you 
from attempting suicide, however, for which I am sorry. In our defence, we didn't know we were dealing with 
that much of a soldier. A most impressive display. Most people in that situation would just accept their fate."

She leaned over the desk and peered at him.

"But then, you are an unusual person, aren't you, Sergeant Ranie? Why did you go after that escape pod? You 
knew you were putting your career at risk."
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"There could have been survivors," Ranie said simply.

"So there could. How very true. And how very, very decent."

"How come you know all this about my mission and my career? You are not Federals."

"All Federation and Empire files are open to us. Always."

"Who are you? The Alliance?"

"No, we're not the Alliance, although lately several former Alliance officers have taken commissions with us."

A smile was playing at her lips.

"We like to think that we're above the petty political squabbles of the Federation and the Empire and the 
Alliance. They take care of their own little territories and we take care of them all. All humankind, in fact."

Again the flag officer sat back and looked emptily up to the ceiling.

"When human space was invaded by the Thargoids, a few hundred years ago, the Federation and the Empire 
decided to pool their strength and jointly fight the aliens. For this purpose, they created an organisation which 
stood above politics and whose only responsibility it was to protect the galaxy from the Thargoids. The 
organisation had, and still has, unlimited resources at its disposal. In time, the two governments lost control of 
the organisation, which was then able to include the resources of the Alliance and Independent worlds. Most 
people think we have been dissolved, when in fact we are now stronger than ever before. And we never betray 
our own. Ever."

The Admiral straightened and looked Ranie right in the eyes, her face and voice now very serious.

"A new war is coming, Sergeant. The Thargoids are returning. Already they have outposts in our galaxy, 
including one in the system where you were attacked. The pod you brought back had in its navicomputer the 
coordinates of the main Thargoid base in our galaxy. You have impressed us. We need the best to fight the alien 
menace."

The Rear Admiral rose to her feet, as did the two officers beside Ranie.

Reflexively, he rose too.

The Admiral stretched a hand out to him, across the desk.

In her palm, glittering in the starlight, were two golden squares; the insignia of a Major.

"Major Ranie, we are INRA. Would you like to join us?"



Public Relations

We sleep safe in our beds because rough men stand ready in the night to visit violence on 
those who would do us harm

    - George Orwell

- I -

Sita T had been in intra-system transit for a day, accelerating towards one of the inner planets at maximum 
thrust. The star system of Eta Cassiopeia was one of the less popular with independent traders, because the 
starports there rarely had any interesting goods on offer and the prices for imports were pretty low, due to the 
enormous amounts of supply the Federal Military were shipping in.

On the other hand, Eta Cas was generally considered a very safe system. The Federation was quite rabid in 
keeping their main Navy base free of pirates and assassins, and police patrols were ferocious and plentiful. 
Therefore, it was not considered necessary to have any weapons mounted on the ship when travelling there, and 
precious cargo space was thus liberated.

Consequently, Sita was most surprised when her Dreamware-induced half-sleep was brutally interrupted by the 
banshee shrieks of the attack-alarm.

She jolted awake and tried to get an overview of the situation, which was not at all difficult. The scanner showed 
four medium-sized ships closing fast from astern, aggressive attack vectors unmistakable.

Pirates.

For several seconds, far too long by any standards, she was paralyzed, fear and shock completely engulfing her 
and dominating her consciousness, along with a desperate, unarticulated thought: "This is not happening!"

It was one of those moments during which you learn more about yourself than you ever wanted to know, and 
Sita learned that in situations such as these, she would freeze up for too long before getting a grip.

When she finally did something, it was by all means a rational and correct action, but to no avail. She radioed for 
help on the emergency channel, then changed her heading and turned to face the attackers, knowing full well that 
her Lion Trader had nothing to repel them with. Their beam lasers lit up space around the Lion, making her feel 
as if inside a cage.

Which was probably their intention. Forcing her to surrender without a fight would give them a new ship as well 
as the cargo.

For a second, through the haze of fear, she was almost impressed at the audacity they were displaying by 
attacking a ship here. The nearest police patrol couldn't be that far away.

But why didn't they answer?

She tried the radio again.

"This is Lion Trader DF 545 out of Sol. I'm under attack and request immediate assistance."

She winced as she heard her own voice, trembling with fear, although she had tried to keep it calm.

There was a crackle, but no reply. What in space was going on? The adrenaline now racing through her veins 
made her hands and voice shake severely as she pressed the 'transmit' button again.

"Repeat, this is DF 545 under attack, would the police help me, please? Please! Where are you, you bastards!"

Her voice rose to a shrill pitch at the end of her transmission, and a part of her brain knew she was panicking.

Still no reply. Empty space.

She had reached a level of fear beyond anything she'd ever experienced; the tangible fear of immediate death. 
And there really was not much she could do.

The pirate ships were close, half a kilometer and closing slowly. Even if there were police patrols in this sector, 
they would now not have much time to come to her assistance.
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She started powering down the drive, when in a flash, it hit her: they could not possibly let her survive. They 
would kill her as soon as they entered the ship. She was of no use to them, merely a witness to a crime the 
Federation would prosecute the perpetrators very eagerly for. They simply could not let her live.

Strangely, that realization calmed her down quite a bit. Death was now something she was facing and could not 
escape.

But better to die fighting. She would not surrender as they wished.

The already hot drive powered up again immediately, and the lights on the control panel winked alive, as did the 
head-up display.

She aimed the elegant ship at the nearest attacker, disengaged the safety power limiter on the Lion's massive 
fusion drive and just slammed the controls into full thrust. The acceleration compensation system in the cockpit 
was not calibrated for such uncontrolled release of force and she felt herself being pushed back in the seat at 
what must have been well over 3 Gs.

It took the attackers by surprise, and the pilot of the nearest fighter was not quick enough on his controls to avoid 
the big trader suddenly lunging madly toward him. His Adder hit the upper turret on the Lion hard, ripped it off 
and tumbled wildly off into the blackness, spraying shrapnel and grey smoke.

The remaining three pirates, now realizing that they would not get this ship intact after all, opened fire in earnest 
and had their lasers start ripping its hull apart. Sita kept accelerating and made preparations for that most 
desperate of actions; to let the main hyperdrive go into an unstoppable feedback loop and then blow up, taking 
the pirates with it.

The panic had left her now, replaced by a cold determination not to let her tormentors gain anything by their 
cruel actions. She kept her finger on the button that would set off the uncontrolled fusion reaction.

It would be time to press it very soon.

The remaining pirates, oblivious to their impending demise, kept pummeling her ship with concentrated energy. 
Hull integrity was at sixty percent and falling. At fifty, she would close her eyes and press the button.

It never came to that.

Suddenly, the laser fire stopped and her scanner and rear camera showed only large plumes of smoke where the 
pirate ships had been. Dumbstruck, she turned the ship around. Sure enough, the pirates were gone, leaving only 
debris and a few containers of hydrogen fuel and gemstones. Obviously, this was not their first raid.

But, in a bizarre turn of events, it had been their last. What in space almighty had happened to them? One second 
they were merrily blasting away at her, the next there was hardly any trace of their ships. And she was sure she 
had only collided with one of the pirates.

Before she could finish the thought, she spotted the reason. A Viper MkII, a typical police craft, was closing on 
her from sunside.

Strangely, it didn't appear on her scanner, not as much as a blip. Her scanning equipment must have taken quite a 
beating, although it did seem to be displaying other objects without trouble.

Well, that could be repaired. She was just happy to be alive.

She really ought to thank them.

"Hey, guys, thanks for that. What took you so long?"

Silence. Then a man's voice.

"Errm... are you okay, Lion Trader? You don't look so good."

That was not the booming, cocky reply she had expected. This one seemed almost insecure.

"Hang on, I'll check."

She ran the diagnostics and it found a lot to be desired. It was worse than she had realized.

"Oops, seems all my propulsion systems are down. And the main power supply."

Again there was a long silence before the reply came.

"I see. Sounds pretty bad. Can you repair it?"
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"What, repair the drive on a Lion all by myself? I think not."

Pause.

"I'll dock and take a look."

"Okay, but be careful. The turret's gone."

This time, he didn't answer at all, just quickly maneuvered the Viper closer and carefully sat it down on the 
Lion's hull. There was barely a sound as the two ships connected, which impressed her a little. The pilot seemed 
to know what he was doing.

She patted down the front of her shipsuit and tried to get her hair in a presentable state, faintly wishing she had 
somehow been better prepared for a visitor. When she was in transit, alone on her ship, she didn't exactly go to 
great pains to look her best.

Oh well, no time to put on makeup and a cocktail dress now. She made her way to the docking-hatch, and a 
minute later, as it swung open, she laid eyes on her rescuer for the first time.

The young man who climbed through the narrow hatch from the docking airlock didn't look like a police pilot. 
And not Federal Military, that too was for certain, although he did wear a uniform.It was of a design unknown to 
her, a metallic dark blue two-piece suit, strategically padded with some exotic material, but without insigna.

He wore long gloves, too, and on his hip hung a big, black, scary looking sidearm. His head was bare, and 
although cropped militarily short, she could tell that his dark hair was already thinning.

He stood on her deck and peered apprehensively at her. Curiously, despite his outlandish appearance, there was 
nothing threatening about his demeanor, and she didn't feel all that unsure about letting him aboard her ship.

"Hello," he said at last.

"Hello. Who are you? You're not police, are you?"

The stranger looked up and down himself, as if only now noticing that she was indeed right.

"No, not exactly. You can call me Cam for now. What is your name, may I ask?"

His voice was calm and friendly.

"Sita T. Do you always bring guns aboard a shipwreck?"

"I don't know for sure, Sita. Probably. I'm pretty new at this."

"Pretty new at what?"

He didn't answer, instead turned to study the inside of the Lion.

"You really took some damage, didn't you? Looks much worse from the outside. Hope it's salvageable. Shall we 
take a look?"

"Yeah, sure. Cockpit's this way."

She led him through the habitable part of the Lion, past walkways and hatches to living quarters and storage 
compartments.

He cleared his voice.

"It's unusual to see a ship this size run by only one person."

"How do you know it's just me?" she said, trying to sound suspicious.

"My sensors showed only one being on board. Alive, anyway."

"Then your sensors are better than mine. Your ship didn't even show up on the scanner."

"Really? How strange. Do you do a lot of trading at Eta Cassiopeia?"

"Well, yes, I prefer to trade in safe systems. Although apparently, Eta Cas isn't quite as safe as I thought. How 
did you dispose of those pirates, anyway? I didn't see what happened, suddenly they were just gone."

He seemed to hesitate for a moment.
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"I just got lucky, I suppose. Surprised them. Blew them to bits when they weren't looking. So this is the cockpit, 
is it?" he asked unnecessarily and looked around as if admiring great works of art in a museum.

"Yes. Feel free to see the sights."

"Mmm, yes, I'll just run a check on your systems, see if you can make it to Trojan on your own."

He sat down in the copilot's seat and started operating the controls in a manner which suggested considerable 
familiarity with space technology. Sita felt slightly superfluous in her own ship.

"What's that noise I hear? That rumbling?"

She shrugged.

"Well, I had to put the drive into panic mode. I suppose that noise is its way of protesting."

"And what do you mean by 'panic mode'?"

"I threw it into full burst. Why?" she asked, starting to worry a bit.

He was concentrating intensely on his work and it took him a couple of seconds to answer.

"Because as far as I can tell, that fusion chain reaction is still building, and I can't seem to stop it. The power 
limiter should have kicked in long before this."

"Yeah, but I had to take it off line to get emergency power from the drive."

He abruptly ceased working on the controls, rose, grabbed her by the wrist and started walking briskly back to 
the docking area, dragging her with him.

"Hey, what -"

"We have to leave right now, Sita. The drive has gone beyond critical levels. With the safeties down it can't be 
stopped and it's going to blow any second. Come on!"

With her mind seriously startled, it took Sita a second to get something resembling order into her thoughts, and 
when she did, she nearly panicked again.

"Hey, wait, I've got to bring my stuff!"

"There's no time. We have to get aboard my ship and get away from the area. Believe me, we'll be lucky to just 
live through this. Come on, run!"

His intensity and earnestness made her comply, and she let him drag her with him.

As they ran down the narrow corridor, the rumbling got stronger, and there was an ominous hum, seemingly 
radiating from the hull itself, steadily rising in pitch.

The large freighter started shaking, very lightly at first, then more and more until they would be having trouble 
standing up, if they weren't in motion and running fast. Or at least as fast as the situation allowed, which wasn't 
very.

A pressing thought hit her.

She managed to yank her hand out of his grip and started making her way back toward the cramped quarters 
where she kept her belongings.

She heard him running after her, but she didn't look back to check.

She nearly reached the hatch to her cabin before he caught up with her and got her wrist in a very safe grip. She 
tried to fight him, but he was too strong and again dragged her with him, now clutching both her wrists in his one 
hand.

"No, I have to get my money! My documents and ID! I need those! My insurance!"

"We'll take care of that later, Sita. Right now we should be more concerned about survival."

She halfheartedly tried to escape his grip, but she knew he was right, and she also felt a growing urge to leave. 
The humming noise was now painfully loud and had reached a frighteningly high, frantic pitch. And the deck 
was shaking worse than ever.
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The lights along the corridor blinked once, then went out, leaving the ship in complete darkness, forcing them to 
stop.

Without letting go of her hand, the stranger did something to his suit that ignited some sort of light source on its 
front. It bathed the entire corridor in a sharp, bluish light and enabled them to continue toward the docking hatch. 
The stranger, with Sita in tow, stopped short as he reached it and without a word shoved her in. He followed just 
behind her, urgently pushing her through the open docking hatch and into his Viper.

When they were both inside the noticeably more cramped fighter he slapped a button to close the hatch, then 
elbowed his way past her toward the controls in the cockpit. She hardly had time to register what a strange-
looking cockpit it was, before Cam again urgently dragged her along.

"Sit down here, would you?" he said and indicated the copilot's seat as he himself sat in the pilot's seat on the 
left.

As she moved to comply he sat the little spaceship in motion, directly away from her Lion Trader.

They accelerated very quickly, she could tell, although the compensators were almost completely masking the g-
forces. On an impressively big display screen mounted centrally on the control panel the image of the big trader 
was rapidly shrinking.

"Hang on tight," Cam said, and at the same moment, the screen went a brilliant white as the main drive of the 
Lion exploded and momentarily turned the surrounding space into a new little sun.

"We're too close. Hold on."

Before she'd understood what he was saying, the Viper shook violently and there was a loud, sharp bang as 
something hit the hull with great force.

She yelped involuntarily and felt her fingers cling frantically to the smooth armrest of the seat.

The commotion only lasted for a split second, then all was again quiet and calm.

On the screen, her beloved Lion was gone, replaced by a distant, orange glow.

She looked over at Cam who was already scanning a damage report.

"Any damage?"

"Yes. We were hit by a piece of debris. Knocked a hole in the hull, it seems. Came dangerously close to the 
drive."

"But we're basically okay?"

He still peered intently at the reports he was getting.

"For now. We shouldn't go to far before having it repaired, though."

"J. F. Kennedy is only a couple of days away, think we'll make it that far?"

He was quiet for a second or two.

"No," he said. "We'll not be going to Kennedy. We'll have to go somewhere else entirely."

"There's no station that's closer," Sita said, puzzled. "It doesn't seem we have much choice."

He kept working the instruments, still not looking up to meet her gaze.

"I know a place."

"I don't find that very reassuring, to be honest. The closest base is Kennedy, and I really think we should go 
there."

"We can't do that," he said flatly.

She opened her mouth to protest, but before she could speak, he suddenly lifted his gaze and looked straight into 
her eyes, a serious and very earnest look on his face.

"I can't show up on a Federal base in this ship. I just can't. Don't worry, we'll be perfectly safe. We'll have to 
make a jump, that's all."

"What, did you steal the ship?"
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"No. There are other reasons. I'll tell you later."

She resigned with a sigh.

"Okay. It's not like I have any pressing appointments or anything."

She looked at the display screen, where her beloved Lion was gone, replaced by a distant, orange glow.

"Not anymore."

The cockpit was quiet for a minute as Cam worked at something and Sita started to contemplate the turn her life 
had suddenly taken.

"My entire life was in that ship, you know. All my money, my papers, my memories. Everything."

"Not everything, Sita," he said. "Not the most important thing, namely yourself."

She sighed heavily.

"That's true, I suppose. Thanks for rescuing me. Both times. No, really. Not sure if I actually wanted you to, but 
there you go."

He kept working, but she sensed more than saw him frowning.

"I don't for a second believe that you would have preferred to die in that explosion."

She didn't reply at once, just stared out into space for a few seconds.

"No, I guess not. But now I have nothing. Except for this old shipsuit. Nothing."

"Mmm. Keep in mind that it could have been worse. And I, for one, am really glad you made it. Right, we're 
ready to make the jump. Hang on tight."

"Where are we going? Anlave?"

Instead of answering, he leaned back and gently pushed the button that activated the hyperdrive, sending the 
little fighter over the edge to witch-space, deep into the basic fabric of the space-time continuum where it could 
traverse enormous distances in a matter of seconds.

Sita was accustomed to travelling through the white, misty swirls of witch-space, but this was a very, very 
different experience indeed. Instead of swirling mist it looked as if the ship was awash in an intense bluish-white 
light, making it almost painful to look out the main viewscreen. She was unprepared and gasped at the shock of 
it; then, abruptly, they were back in normal space with the pinpricks of distant stars glowing innocently around 
them.

A low alarm signal was beeping.

"Crap," Cam said. "Mis-jump."

Sita turned to stare at him. "You are joking, of course," she said in disbelief. No-one ever had mis-jumps 
anymore, provided they serviced their drives at least once a year. And everyone did that.

"No jokes. That explosion must have done more damage than I thought. Doesn't look good... yup. Drive's 
offline."

"Which means we're stuck?"

"Looks like it. Let's find out where we are."

The entire viewscreen was suddenly displaying an enormous and intricate galactic map, which was quickly 
zoomed in to focus on a coordinate square far from The Core. Much too far for Sita's liking. A little green cross 
was denoting the position of the Viper, in the middle of space far from any star system.

Sita leaned forward slightly to get a closer view, not quite believing her own eyes.

"Is this where we are now? Good skies, how far did we just jump? Looks like at least eighteen coordinate 
points."

"Yes, approximately eighteen."

"That's over a hundred light-years. In one jump. What kind of drive do you have, anyway?"

Cam snorted.
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"I have no drive now, it seems. And we can't possibly reach any star by going by sub-photonic speeds. Haven't 
got enough water to keep us alive. Would take years."

"So what do we do?"

"The only thing we can do. Signal for help."

"Yeah, the old 'my ship has broken down' routine? That never works, you know. Not even in a populated 
system."

Cam sat silently looking out into space, and Sita gave in to the growing frustration she was experiencing.

"All right, I am now officially regretting letting you save me from the pirates and the exploding ship. At least 
those would have been quick and painless deaths."

"Don't worry, Sita, we're not going to die."

"Your confidence is heart-warming. Let's sum up the situation, shall we? We are, by way of a mis-jump, 
stranded in deep space at least four light-years from any star, and who knows how far from a system that's 
actually populated. The drive is gone and there's no-one around to help us. A distress call is highly unlikely to 
reach anyone, and would probably be ignored anyway. Should we by now agree that death is a very likely 
outcome?"

"Like I said, we're not going to die. Tell me something," Cam said quickly just as Sita was going to launch into 
another, and considerably more agitated, string of logical arguments.

"What do you see outside?"

She perused his face, trying to see what he was getting at, then reluctantly turned her head to look out the 
viewport. It was space, black as usual, several million pinpricks of out-of-reach stars.

"Anything in particular I should be looking for?"

"Look at the scanner."

She did, for the first time really noticing the very exotic-looking suite of equipment the Viper's cockpit was 
equipped with. In fact, the whole interior looked and felt quite bizarre, almost organic in texture. The surfaces 
were grey, but the color was not uniform; there were many shades, asymmetrically arranged as if it was a sort of 
skin, as if the ship was a living entity.

The scanner gave a holographic miniature representation of nearby space, with any features like ships and debris 
clearly marked out.

She looked up at Cam again, raising her eyebrows just a little.

"Yes?"

"What do you see?"

She looked again and this time she saw it. Those classes in Visual Observation at the Trading Academy hadn't 
been a complete waste of time.

"Ah. We're in the middle of a tight asteroid cluster. A flat cluster. Looks symmetrical. Unusual to see asteroids 
like that this far from a star. I make it... seventeen asteroids, all about three hundred meters in diameter. But the 
shape of that cluster..."

Inexplicably, Sita felt a strange chill running up her spine and noticed the hairs on the back of her neck standing 
on end.

"There's something really strange about it."

"That's what I thought. What is it?"

"You'd expect it to be somewhat irregular in shape, not flat. In fact... all the asteroids are flattened and 
symmetrical too, and they seem to be the exact same size."

"What shape would you say they are?"

"Roughly octagonal."

"No. They're precisely octagonal. Here's another cluster." Cam zoomed the scanner out a few kilometres.
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"And here." He pointed, then zoomed out to a thousand kilometers radius.

"In all, I count three thousand one hundred and seven octagonal clusters. Which means nearly fifty-three 
thousand identical, octagonal asteroids. If we zoom all the way out you'll see that they all form a supercluster."

Slowly, Sita let her breath out as fifty-three thousand tiny, red squares formed a shape on the scanner display.

"Which is also exactly octagonal."

She turned away from the scanner and looked up at Cam.

"I think we may be in trouble."

He grinned back at her, which surprised her a bit.

"When were we not?"

- II -

Sita had never experienced silence like this. With the main drive dead, there was none of that familiar distant 
hum that had always accompanied her when travelling in space. The only sounds that could be heard was the two 
occupants breathing. Nothing else.

The absence of background noise was almost deafening, and it made the danger seem closer and the whole 
situation all the more ominous.

Looking out the viewport, she watched the large, dark, octagonal shapes drift calmly and silently past the 
comparatively tiny Viper, some close enough to fill the entire field of view, making her feel confined and so 
very, very small and defenseless. Which, for all practical purposes, she was.

Cam was frantically working on something on his station.

Sita cleared her voice.

"Erm, just so we're both on the same page..."

"Yes?" he said absentmindedly, not taking his eyes from his work.

"We do think that those are Thargoid ships, right?"

"Looks like it."

"The Thargoids, as in The Alien Menace, the Gravest Threat to the Survival of Mankind? The Space Invaders? 
The Enemy? With a capital E?"

"The same."

"I seem to recall from school that we kicked their entire race out of human space centuries ago."

"Me too."

"Yet here they are."

"Probably."

She found herself slightly irritated with the brevity and lack of emotions of his responses and raised her voice a 
bit.

"Strange, huh?"

He glanced over at her, then continued fiddling with the instruments.

"Not really, I guess. From what I know about them, they were apparently always very determined, and I suppose 
it's only to be expected that they would sooner or later come back for another go."

"You think that's what happening? It's an invasion fleet?"

"It does seem a possible conclusion. We are, as you just pointed out, in a section of space that we humans like to 
consider our property. So if those are indeed Thargoid ships, the invasion is already in progress."

Sita pondered this for a second.

"But why haven't they attacked us? They must know that we're here and that they've been discovered."
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"Hard to say. Their sensors may not be quite up to the task. We haven't emitted or reflected much else than 
visible light since we emerged from witch-space, and the bugs never quite got a grip on that part of the 
spectrum."

Sita snorted.

"Okay, now I know you're wrong. When a ship comes out of hyperspace, mis-jump or not, it always leaves an 
enormous gassy cloud in its wake, and that cloud emits all kinds of radiation. Their sensors can't be so terrible 
that they don't detect at least that."

She eagerly leaned forward and zoomed in on the scanner to show him the hyperspace cloud and thus thoroughly 
drive home her point, but after thirty seconds of searching with both the scanner and the viewing system she 
came up empty.

"What in space is going on? Why is there no hyperspace cloud where we emerged?"

"Special drive. Leaves no trace."

Cam innocently toiled away on his station, carefully avoiding her incredulous gaze.

Frustration welled up in her, and she slapped her palm sharply down on a conveniently located surface, 
producing more of a splat than the sharp bang she had been hoping for.

"Right, that's it. Enough with the mystery man routine, Cam, or whatever your name is. What is going on here? 
Who are you? What kind of ship is this that doesn't show up on scanners and looks all funny inside and leaves no 
cloud? Huh? And jumps a hundred light-years in one go?"

She looked at him as angrily as she could, but he didn't look back.

"I'm not allowed to tell you," he said quietly.

"Ooh, an intellectual challenge!" Sita exclaimed with mock enthusiasm. "Precisely what I need the most now 
that I've lost everything I own just half an hour ago and we're sitting in the middle of a Thargoid invasion fleet, 
light-years from any system, in a ship with no drive. Yippiee!"

Cam sighed heavily beside her.

"I really can't tell you. Now look at the scanner."

She did as she was told, his insistence and sudden change of subject taking some of the wind out of her sails.

"That one is moving differently. It has broken out of its pattern and changed course."

"So it has."

"And it's coming this way."

On the big scanner display the course of the Thargoid warship was plotted, and in its extension a probability 
cone for its continued movement was drawn. The little Viper was right in the middle of it.

"That answers your previous question, I guess. We've been discovered. You've got the rear guns."

As Sita looked up from the scanner, the most incredible thing happened with the instrument panel, which had so 
far looked featureless and blank on her side. A set of laser controls with the proper pistol grips, power adjuster, 
aim control and trigger were quickly growing out of it until it was in exactly the right position for her to use.

Then a large screen descended from the above bulkhead, softly curling itself around, about twenty centimeters 
from her face, until her entire field of vision was filled with a forward view.

The whole silent display of unfamiliar technology made her skin crawl and the hairs on the back of her neck 
stand on end, and she involuntarily pressed her body towards the backrest of the seat and turned her head away 
to get some distance to the strange instruments.

"It's very simple," Cam said. "Just focus your eyes on where you want to fire, then pull the trigger. It'll aim 
automatically. To rotate the view, use the controls. But don't fire yet."

Sita gingerly gripped the strange controls, which were dry and soft, but with a hard core which made them easy 
and very comfortable to use. She made a few moves to familiarize herself with their movements.

"Okay, I've got it. Uhmm... Are we really going to fight? We're ridiculously outnumbered."
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"Well, I don't think we'd want to be captured, so we'll fight if we have to. Anyway, we just have to keep them at 
bay for a few minutes."

Part of her knew that it didn't matter how long they could keep the fight up, as they were doomed anyway, but 
she tried not to think too hard about that.

"Sita, we'll fire only on those ships that fire on us, okay?"

"Whatever you say."

"Get ready."

The Thargoid ship was closing in on the little fighter, and as its shape filled more and more of her viewscreen, 
Sita instinctively stiffened in her seat, all her muscles tense in anticipation of battle, her finger tightening around 
the trigger. A cold sweat was forming on her forehead.

She switched the image to a split-screen forward/rearward view, so that she was ready to fire the rear guns and at 
the same time keeping an eye on what was happening at the other end.

If those Thargoids started shooting, there was no telling how long the shields would stay up and protect the hull 
from the beams. On the other hand, this weird ship might have better shields than those that were fitted as 
standard by the shipyards.

When the Thargon opened fire, it didn't seem like a surprise, merely a confirmation of the battle situation that 
already existed.

A cool, pale blue ray emanated from the underside of the enemy ship, striking the shield directly in front of the 
Viper's cockpit viewport. There was no noise, but around the point of impact the affected portion of the shield 
was slowly changing color, going from white to darker as the energy was absorbed.

Immediately, the Viper jumped into motion, as Cam gunned the interplanetary drive to dodge the attacker's 
beam. At the same time, he fired the forward guns, and four parallel, searing white beams connected at the 
shields of the enormous adversary.

It didn't flinch, but continued on its interception course, only slightly modifying its heading to compensate for 
the Vipers motion.

"I'll turn us around now, get ready on those guns!" Cam shouted, quite unnecessarily, for Sita was as ready as 
she'd ever be.

The little fighter turned around and headed away from the attacking vessel, which then came into range of the 
rear guns. Sita stared at what she judged to be the middle of target, then squeezed the trigger and sent 
concentrated energy in the shape of two brilliantly white beams right at the dark, alien hull.

The target didn't veer, and she just kept the trigger pressed until the enemy's blue beam struck seemingly right at 
the middle of her field of vision, causing her to let go of the grip and instinctively throw her hand up in front of 
her face in a futile gesture.

All the while, Cam had the Viper change direction and roll rapidly, making erratic movements to make it harder 
for the enemy to get in a shot. Through the mental haze of the battle, Sita noticed that he kept them going for the 
shortest way out of the Thargoid fleet they were in the middle of.

In spite of their efforts, the Thargoids were still able to get in several hits, and the status gauges on Sita's screen 
showed that the shields were down to 20 % efficiency. They also didn't seem to be outrunning the alien ship, as 
the distance increased only marginally.

It was not going to work.

Suddenly, Cam called to her.

"Sita, do you see that ship straight ahead?"

She adjusted her display to have it scan partially forward.

A big shape appeared where there had previously been nothing but empty space.

"Yes, I - what in space almighty is that? Looks like an Imperial Explorer!"

"That's our rescue. We'll be there in two minutes. Can you keep the bugs at bay?"
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She looked at the shield gauge and made a quick assessment.

"No," she said.

She was proved correct when seconds later, in a rain of electric blue sparks, the shields gave in to the massive 
onslaught and vanished.

The intense energy beam that was the enemy's weapon began to tear into the armour of the Viper, burning away 
layer upon layer of shielding. Finally, it burned all the way through and punctured the hull. There was an 
explosion, there was smoke and fire, there were wailing alarms. And the little fighter, although still accelerating, 
was no longer racing toward the gigantic Explorer.

"Cam, we're veering off course! You've got to correct it!"

There was no reply, and Sita pushed aside the display screen to take a look.

Cam was hunched over the burned-out controls, clearly unconscious, blood trickling from a gash on his head.

In a strangely unemotional flash, Sita realized that it was up to her to get them to safety.

She had never flown a Viper before, and as a law-abiding civilian, never even been inside one. But she had 
flown many other types of ship, and she quickly located the controls on her side of the cockpit.

She adjusted the course, and only then had a chance to worry about the attacking ship. On the rearward display, 
she saw the Thargoid firing its weapon like before, but it was no longer aimed at them. It was aimed at the 
Imperial Explorer, which was returning fire from at least six quadruple beam cannons.

Sita adjusted her course slightly to avoid coming into the line of fire.

The shape of the massive Imperial warship rapidly grew in size as the Viper hurtled closer, and suddenly Sita felt 
a terrible jolt as the fighter's velocity was rapidly killed by a tractor beam, which then proceeded to pull them 
into the warship's hangar. 

The firefight was still taking place, but to her astonishment, Sita noticed that it was the Thargoid ship that was 
now retreating, large plumes of black smoke pouring out of its dark, octagonal hull.

The scene left a powerful image of her retina as the Viper was pulled into the brightly lit hangar bay, where a 
rescue team was waiting.

With a jarring shudder and a loud clang the fighter was set down on the hangar deck. Immediately afterwards, 
there appeared the searing white edges of a large rectangle on the side of the cockpit where the crew of the 
Explorer were burning a large hole in the bulkhead.

It suddenly occurred to Sita that she was aboard an Imperial ship, and since she was a citizen of the Federation, 
they would probably consider her an intruder and an enemy. Didn't she remember Cam having a gun in his belt? 
She leaned over to try to get a hold of it, but before she found it, the people outside had burned all the way 
through and she felt a pair of strong hands grab her by the shoulders and more lift than pull her out of the Viper's 
cockpit to the deck outside.

She found herself surrounded by a whole team of people wearing the same uniform as the one Cam had, like his 
also lacking any insignia. It relieved her to see that they did not look like Imperials. They were all busy and 
didn't seem to take much notice of her until a tall man approached her.

"Welcome aboard the 'Profit'. I'm Dnumgis, Chief Operations Officer of the New Titan Trading Corporation. 
May I ask who you are?"

"I'm Sita T. Independent trader from Sol."

"I'm pleased to make your acquaintance, Miss T."

A team of medics were carrying Cam out of the wreckage on a stretcher, advanced-looking medical equipment 
adorning the body of the unconscious young man. The whole procession quickly marched out of the docking 
area towards a set of sliding doors.

"They're taking him to sickbay," Dnumgis said.

One of the medics gave her a friendly smile in passing.

"We'll get him back on his feet in no time, don't you worry."
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As she started following the stretcher, Dnumgis lightly put his hand on her arm.

"We'd better let them work. Let's get you some dinner, shall we?"

Sita walked with the older man through the ship into the messroom, where he led her to a table by the bulkhead, 
right by a viewport through which the stars outside could be seen.

They sat down.

"What would you like?" Dnumgis asked in a friendly tone.

"Umm, well, what do you have?" she said, not quite able to contain a nervous laugh. She found the situation 
rather absurd; from losing a terrible space battle, being mere inches from a fiery death, straight to a nice, relaxed 
dinner. Her mind was having some trouble keeping up with events.

"I think we have quite a lot, just name something you'd like."

"I'm not really that hungry. Okay, let's say a synth salad."

Dnumgis smiled.

"Not much of a challenge, eh? Let's try this." He made some operations on a small panel set in the tabletop.

"I think you'll like it."

"I'm sure I will." She leaned back and took in the surroundings.

For a trading ship, the messroom was quite outstanding. On all other ships she had been on, emphasis was put on 
maximizing cargo space and certainly not on the crew's dining facilities or other amenities.

But here, there were no sterile and dented deck-to-bulkhead aluminium panels, no long and dirty tables with 
uncomfortable benches, no randomly discarded trays of synthetic meals and no cold, white floodlight overhead.

Instead, there was a large room with small tables scattered around, four to eight seemingly comfortable chairs at 
each and a dim, subdued lighting that seemed to radiate from nowhere. A low murmur filled the room as several 
conversations were taking place between off-watch crewmembers having their meals. Large, green potted plants
were placed around on the floor, seemingly at random, and a small fountain sprayed water into a little pool, 
making a relaxing clucking sound.

It was in fact really cozy, not least because of the live candles placed on each table, which was very unusual; 
open flame in space was generally considered a serious security hazard.

She looked back at Dnumgis.

"So you're a trading company?".

"Yes, didn't Cam tell you?"

"Nope. He was pretty secretive."

"Ah, well, we don't always like people knowing what we're up to. It's a competitive business. While we wait, 
why don't you tell me what happened?"

She told him about the events of the previous hours, and as she spoke, she felt the tension slowly vanish and the 
weight of the loss of her ship and, in effect, most of her life, settle in her mind as a big, black hole.

She was feeling very tired as she neared the end of the story.

"And then you came out of nowhere and saved us."

Dnumgis leaned back in his chair.

"Hmm. A strange tale. We must be more on our guard for pirates in supposedly safe systems."

A robot waiter approached the table and unloaded a plate of salad and two glasses with some kind of liquid. 
Dnumgis had apparently settled for a just a drink.

She took the utensils and inspected the salad.

"This doesn't resemble a synth salad. It actually looks edible. What is it?"

"Try it and see."
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She gingerly put some green stuff on her fork, tasted it and presently felt her eyes widen in astonishment.

"This is a real salad! With fresh vegetables!"

Dnumgis grinned. "Do you like it?"

"Yeah, I've only ever had real vegetables once, many years ago. It's extremely expensive, even in Sol. You know 
I can't pay for this, don't you?"

"Don't worry, it's on the house. Enjoy."

Even though she wasn't that hungry, the taste and sense of occasion she got from eating a dish of fresh 
vegetables made her really savor the delicious meal.

She tried to keep the conversation going between mouthfuls.

"Do you trade in vegetables?"

"Oh yes, we do. We have suppliers for many things."

"I must say I'm surprised at the standard of this ship. I take it it's been heavily modified since it was in Imperial 
service?"

"Of course. But this ship is not representative. All our other ships are much more, shall we say, functional and 
mundane. This is our main vessel, our corporate headquarters, so to speak. By not being planet-based we don't 
have to pay any taxes. And it makes for a very flexible organization."

They sat in silence for a while as Sita finished her dinner.

"Tell me," she said as she wiped her mouth with a napkin, vaguely considering asking for another helping, "how 
did you get hold of a ship like that Viper? It has some amazing equipment."

"Ah, well, you see, we have considerable resources at our disposal. We can buy the very best equipment, stuff 
that isn't generally available. And that Viper is a prototype, fitted with all the equipment we have. You wouldn't 
believe how much it cost."

"So was Cam on a test drive?"

"Yes, a Viper isn't really much good for the kind of trading we do. Not enough capacity."

"So what kind of trading do you do? Except vegetables?"

"Well, we deal in many types of items, mostly high-price goods."

"Like luxury goods from Van Maanen to Sol? That's supposed to be a good route."

"Yes, and other goods and routes."

"Your indigenous revenue must be quite large, huh?"

"In a manner of speaking."

"I've heard people talk about some big trading company making heaps of cash carrying gemstones from Achenar 
to Sirius. Is that you?"

"Oh, I'm sure we've got something going there as well. It's a big organization. Now, won't you try your drink?"

She took a sip.

"Wow. Fresh orange juice. I'm impressed."

She drank the rest of the sweet-sour fluid in one draw.

"Glad to hear it. Anything else you'd like?"

She hid a yawn behind her hand; all the excitement she'd had that day was taking its toll.

"No, thanks. When can I see Cam?"

"I'd guess in ten or twelve hour's time. I gather he wasn't all that badly hurt. We have assigned you a bunk, 
would you like to see it?"

"Sure."
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They rose and left the messroom. Dnumgis took her to what had to be the officers' section, opened a door in a 
corridor and showed her in.

"This is your bunk. You'll find the entertainment system in the bulkhead here."

It wasn't really a 'bunk', Sita thought, more like an Admiral's quarters; roomy, lavishly furnished and beautifully 
decorated. On the bed lay a set of underwear and a green, nondescript shipsuit of a modern and elegant cut. A 
door led to the correspondingly roomy bathroom.

All in all, it was a luxurious stateroom that had no business being on any kind of ship beside a luxury cruise-
liner. Just the sight of that bed made her yawn again.

Behind her, Dnumgis cleared his voice, and she turned around.

"Ehm, I hope you don't mind me saying that we'd prefer it if you'd remain here until we can escort you to 
sickbay. This is our headquarters, after all, and you're a competing trader. As you can imagine, there are things 
on board here that we'd rather you didn't see. I mean no offense."

"Oh, none taken. Ten hours, you say? Should be just fine. I'll be asleep in ten seconds."

He handed her a small device.

"You can always get a hold of me with this commchip. Please don't hesitate to call if it's anything at all."

"I'll be just fine here. Thanks, see you later."

"All right, Miss T. Sleep tight."

She did.

- III -

It was a paradise, there was no question about it.

The sky was intensely blue, the sand as white as the ice on Europa and the sea an inviting turqouise. A sun that 
could have been Sol, but wasn't, sent its warmth down on their bodies. A gentle breeze rustled the palms and 
made the temperature just perfect for wandering slowly along the beach, close together and scantily clad.

Which was precisely what Sita and Cam were doing.

"So the company has this entire planet just as a vacation resort for their employees?"

"Yep."

"And for convalescing, obviously."

"Obviously."

She looked teasingly up at him.

"You know, Cam, for such an intrepid trading scout you don't have much of a way with words."

He smiled back shyly.

"I guess not. I just can't believe I'm here."

"Yeah, that really is something."

They wandered along the dunes slowly, making deep imprints with their bare feet.

"Cam?"

"Yes, Sita?"

"I know what you are."

He looked away.

"I see."

They walked a few more paces before he spoke again.

"When did you know?"
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"When they carried you out of that wreckage. Seeing that medical equipment made a light go off in my head. 
Everything fit. And everything that's happened later just drove home the point."

"Does it scare you?"

"No. But tell me: Is Cam your real name?"

"My full name is Cam Ranie, so yes."

"And what is your rank?"

"Major."

"You're not allowed to talk about this, of course."

"Not really." He looked at her, a faint smile playing around his lips. "But you've figured it out on your own, so I 
think now it's only fair that I answer your questions."

"Were they never disbanded?"

"No, never. It's been growing steadily for a long time."

"Will you tell me what really happened?"

"Yes."

They walked a few meters inland and sat down in the warm sand.

"INRA beat the Thargoids in the war, as you know. But contrary to popular belief, the organization was never 
dissolved. It was suspected that the aliens, although having suffered a serious defeat, would not give up. And the 
next time they struck, mankind would probably not have time to establish a new force. You have no idea what a 
close run it was at the end of that war. It was pure luck that we won."

He took a fistful of sand and let it run slowly through his fingers.

"After the war, the Imperials and the Feds were not at all keen on having INRA as a new power factor in the 
galaxy, but because of the animosity between them, they never cooperated on forcing a disbandment. In fact, 
they both tried to bribe INRA into joining their sides, respectively. INRA took the money, but did nothing. The 
snowball was rolling. Do you know what snow is?"

"Sure. I'm from Earth."

"Right. Me too. Anyway, now the two sides, who had set up INRA in the first place, remember, became terrified 
that this very potent military power should join the other. It would be a disaster for the Imps if INRA joined the 
Federation, and vice versa. So the payments kept coming, and they escalated very rapidly, until a substantial 
percentage of the Combined Gross Planetary Products of both regimes were channeled directly into the INRA 
coffers, strengthening us further. That has been the case for many, many years."

"But it has been so silent."

"Mmm. Hardly anyone knows that we still exist. There's only a few top government officials on each side who 
knows. Incidentally, now both the Alliance and the Independent worlds have joined in the funding."

He sent her a roguish smile.

"You wouldn't believe how adept INRA has become when it comes to dividing and conquering."

"That doesn't sound all that honest."

"I suppose not. But there's a crucial point here. INRA never, in fact, used any of its superior resources on gaining 
political power or dominating the galaxy, although we have the capability to overrun all the existing regimes in 
less than half an hour."

"How noble of them."

"Perhaps. But you do understand this? We don't know when the aliens will strike again, and we have to be ready 
when they do. INRA has a job to do. A task. A mission. The most important mission imaginable. All INRA 
operatives are overwhelmed by this sense of purpose and urgency. I myself am. And we can't allow a bunch of 
corrupt politicians, through their efforts to be reelected or gain personal favor with the Emperor, to doom our 
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entire species to annihilation. INRA is the only hope for the survival of mankind. And as you saw yourself, we're 
about to see some action very soon."

Sita drew little figures in the sand as she tried to digest what he had said. It did sound sensible enough. He 
seemed so calm and sincere. And she had seen that enormous Thargoid fleet with her own eyes.

"How long till the war starts?"

"A few months. Possibly a year."

"Are we going to win?"

"INRA currently calculates that mankind's chances of surviving its encounter with the Thargoids are about 
sixteen percent."

"So we'll lose."

"Probably. But we have to try."

With her hand, she wiped out the figures she had drawn with her finger and started anew.

"So what happened at Eta Cas?"

"Ah, yes. That went a bit out of hand. Now, the thing is, the war is drawing near. And it's time INRA showed 
itself to the public, to avoid panic when the aliens attack. Which they will. The idea is to do this gradually, and in 
a way that has INRA gain the sympathy and admiration of as much of mankind as possible. The consequences of 
uncontrolled panic would be devastating. Better to have people feel that they are being protected. And even 
better to have them feel that they are being protected by a shadowy, mysterious, and very benevolent force. 
INRA won the last time; everyone will think that we'll win again. So there will be no panic. But we have to 
reveal ourselves gradually and incompletely and rely on mass-psychology and cumulative effects to do the rest.

"So what was supposed to happed was this: We knew that a gang of pirates were planning an attack in Eta Cas, 
which happens more often than you think. After the attack had started, I was to zoom in, leisurely blast them to 
smithereens, leaving the trader, you, in a state of grateful and mystified relief. Then I would hyperjump home. 
You would then supposedly reach your destination and spread the word about how you were saved by that 
mysterious samaritan, that saint of a pilot. More such events would take place with other traders, and INRA's 
psychology department would see to it that the 'INRA' name came up. They have a whole covert propaganda 
campaign just starting to unfold. You just watch. It's public relations of the highest order."

Cam laid back in the sand, hands clasped behind his head.

"But my particular mission failed, because you arrived in Eta Cas sooner than I thought. I didn't have time to get 
close enough to kill them until you were very nearly dead. And I couldn't just leave you there afterwards."

"You were pretty secretive."

"I hadn't planned on taking a civilian aboard. That made all kinds of trouble. And then they had to make up this 
story about a trading company."

"Yeah, that was really believable. That Dnumgis guy wouldn't know a crate of luxury goods if it fell on his head 
from a great height."

"That bad, huh?"

"Yup. I tested him, talked about trading, asked some absurd questions, and he was clueless. 'Indigenous profits', 
sure. But by then, I was already aware of what he was."

"You're pretty perceptive. The medical equipment clinched it?"

"They looked so...so... strange and advanced. It got me thinking about what we learned in school about the 
Thargoid wars and how INRA was supposedly in possession of the best equipment in the galaxy. I remember 
seeing a film of a wounded man being treated. It just clicked. It's a bit annoying that I didn't get it sooner. That 
Viper of yours, with the weird interior and unbelievable drive and shields... And you, with that Intergalactic Man 
of Mystery routine."

Cam laughed out loud.

"I didn't know what to say or do, I'd never prepared for taking aboard passengers! And I knew you weren't 
supposed to know who I was. I was really confused."
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"Was that a standard INRA fighter?"

"Yes. Our science is at least a hundred years ahead of anyone else's."

"Which, I suppose, is why you were able to call for help from another star-system and then actually get it 
minutes later."

"Right."

"Does INRA have access to alien technology?"

"A long time ago, some desperado independent trader went on a mission for the bugs, stealing an antidote to the 
INRA-developed mycoid substance that finally drove them back. They gave him one of their own warships for 
his troubles. He was never caught, although he roamed around the Core in that thing, raising all kinds of hell. 
But we got his ship intact, eventually, and a lot of what you saw in the Viper has its roots in the tech from that 
vessel."

"The hyperdrive?"

"That too. And that is why you and I ended up in the middle of Bug Central. Apparently, what happened was that 
we were yanked out of hyperspace because the route we had taken brought us so close to their fleet. The techs 
tell me that those alien hyperdrives work on a physical principle that is not fully understood, but one of the 
properties of it is that there can't be too many drives like that running too close to each other. If that happens, 
they break. That's why the bugs have their fleet travel in real space, because they value strength in numbers over 
speed."

"So my ship exploding wasn't what ruined the drive?"

"Nope. We were just unfortunate enough to pass too close by the alien fleet while in hyperspace. Well, 
'unfortunate' isn't quite the word. We did, after all, discover the location of what we think is the main invasion 
fleet. That kind of intelligence is absolutely invaluable."

"But on the other hand, they know that we know," Sita said. "That complicates things, I would think."

"Yeah, I think so too. Welcome to the world of inter-species warfare."

Sita looked up at the sky. A couple of flying animals, white, with pointy wingtips, were riding on the breeze high 
up. Birds, wasn't that what they were called?

She lazily tried to figure out when she had last set foot on a planet. Three years at least, and that was just a two 
hour excursion to get security clearance on Navy Central. It felt good to be on terra firma. She was going to have 
to do more planetfalls in the future.

The breeze rustled her hair and carried with it the noise of the breaking waves from the beach.

"Really nice planet they found us."

"I don't think they found it so much as made it, to be honest."

"What, they terraformed an entire planet for vacation purposes?" she said incredulously.

He laughed.

"Yeah, well, you need to relax a lot in a job like mine, you know. And since it's supposed to be a secret 
organization, we can't spend our vacations just anywhere."

He grew serious again.

"Everything you had was in that Lion, huh?"

"Yes. Everything. All my things, my money, my papers, my insurance documents. Not to mention the cargo and 
the Lion itself. Took me a long time to be able to buy a ship of that size."

"I can imagine."

"I knew I was choosing a risky career by going for interstellar trading, but I've always tried to minimize risks by 
trading in safe systems. At least, I thought they were. But I suppose I was lucky just to survive. I guess I can 
always start all over again. I'm still young, and I've got a lot of experience. Still, I lost almost half a million in 
that explosion. It's a big deal to me."
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The birds must have found something else to do, for they were nowhere to be seen. The breeze kept blowing, and 
the sun kept shining, and she already noticed that her space-pale skin was starting to tan.

"How long have you been with INRA?"

"Almost a year. This was my first solitary mission."

"And it was a failure?"

Slowly, he sat up again, got up to his knees, leaned in close to look right into her eyes, an indecipherable smile 
on his lips. He was so close she could feel the warmth of his breath. She suddenly became aware of how long it 
had been since she had been this close to a man.

"I wouldn't say that," he said softly. "I wouldn't say that at all."

- IV -

They approached Earth at a terrifying speed, and Sita noticed that Cam didn't rely on the autopilot, instead opting 
to maneuver the Viper himself. This new ship was identical to the old one, which had been deemed irreparably 
damaged after the fight with the Thargoids.

During the whole trip from the paradise planet, Cam had carefully avoided looking at her, which hurt her quite a 
bit.

"Any particular destination you'd prefer, Sita?"

"No. Wherever you'd like."

"Li Qing Jao okay?"

"Sure," she said coldly.

He still didn't look at her.

"When I was in Federal service, that was where I reported after each mission. Some colonel there tried to kill me 
for his own gain. Don't think I'll venture all that close to the military sector. We'll dock on the civilian side, 
okay?"

"Whatever."

Cam asked Traffic Control for permission to land on the space station, stating his identity as a trader from 
Arcturus. He expertly maneuvered past the massive doors that led into the landing area, then had the ship settle 
in a berth designed to accept much larger craft.

"I'll escort you out," he said.

He walked quietly behind her down to the station deck.

"I can't go much further into the station," he said.

"Oh, right." She stopped and turned to face him. He was staring out the panorama viewport, where their blue and 
white planet was looming large and turning slowly.

"I haven't seen that for some time now," he said, his voice distant. "I had almost forgotten how beautiful it is."

Suddenly, she looked up at him and drew her breath to speak, but in his pained expression she saw that there was 
only one answer he could possibly give her, and that he knew. With a slight twitch of her lips she closed her 
mouth again and averted her eyes, the question unspoken but known to them both.

For a second, they just stood there.

Then she felt his warm hand under her chin, gently raising her face up at him in that age-old gesture. He tried to 
smile at her but failed, emotion almost getting the better of him.

"This is your world," he said softly. "That other one isn't. You were never supposed to see it."

He let his fingers trace down her jaw line, and she felt them lightly trembling. He clumsily grabbed both her 
hands and squeezed, then let go.

"Live and be happy."
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He quickly turned around and marched up the metal walkway to the hatch of his Viper, the heavy INRA-issue 
planetfall/encounter boots making loud clangs with each step. With a sharp hiss, the hatch sealed the entrance, 
and thirty seconds later the warship was out in space, accelerating hard away from the station, back out into the 
night and the blackness.

She was alone.

She suddenly noticed that he had put something in her hand, something small and hard.

A holocube.

She clenched her fist around it, tightly.

She didn't need to check what was in it. She knew it would be half a million credits, maybe more, which he had 
taken from the bottomless INRA resources.

Something to help her start a new life.

And she would never see him again.

She stood there for a long time as, before her eyes, the terminator line on Earth crept imperceptibly slowly across 
the Pacific toward Asia.

A new day was beginning, and the best she could do would be to forget that there had ever been a night.

She wiped the tears from her face with the sleeve of her new shipsuit, turned quickly on her heel and headed for 
the lifts.





Dissident

I am Rear Admiral Esereth, formerly of the Federal Military, now INRA Sector Fleet Commander. I have two 
hundred thousand officers under my command. There are no privates or sergeants; INRA counts only officers 
among its ranks.

INRA has only a single purpose: to protect mankind from the Thargoids. The aggressive alien invaders seek to 
take over all of human-inhabited space, and we cannot allow them to do so. That would mean the end of our 
species. The Thargoids want us dead, they want revenge.

We were able to defeat them in the last war, but that was a temporary victory, as we have known all along.

They are on the move.

They are coming for us again.

Their ultimate goal is to eradicate the human species and colonize our planets.

We cannot afford to give in to our weaknesses.

Major Cam Ranie of INRA was following his superior, Earl Dnumgis, down to the hangar area of the enormous 
Imperial Explorer which was the flagship of Rear Admiral Esereth. The enormous warship had long since been 
upgraded to INRA standards.

A relative newcomer to the INRA organization, Ranie had been recruited by Esereth herself because of his 
superior fighting skills and impressive attitude in the face of overwhelming opposition. He had only been on one 
mission on his own, which had turned out partly a failure. Consequently, he was rather concerned that his next 
mission be a success.

Dnumgis opened a door through which Ranie had never before passed. A sign on the door said 'Research Area'.

"You've never been in here before, have you?" Dnumgis asked.

"No, sir, never. This is where the scientists work, isn't it?"

"Yes. There's something here I would like to show you."

They walked along a brightly lit corridor until Dnumgis stopped by another door. The apparatus on the wall 
beside it performed a scan of Dnumgis' DNA before the door was unlocked. It opened, and Dnumgis motioned to 
Ranie to enter. He found himself in a hangar, much smaller than the main hangar which took up a large portion 
of the ship's interior. It was also much darker in there than elsewhere on the ship, and all Ranie could tell for sure 
was that there was a big, compact shape in the middle of the hall. A ship of some sort. He apprehensively 
stepped closer, trying to make out the type of ship as his eyes got used to the darkness. There was something 
familiar about the outline...

It suddenly occurred to Ranie what he was looking at. He drew his breath in a sharp hiss and involuntarily took 
two stumbling steps backwards.

Many years ago, we were able to secure a Thargoid ship intact. Some traitor, while in Federal service, had 
carried out a mission for the Thargoids, providing them with an antidote to a biochemical substance developed 
by INRA. It was the mycoid poison that had proven to be the only effective weapon we had against the aliens, 
and was the only reason that they finally left our part of the galaxy.

Allowing the antidote to pass into Thargoid possession was the ultimate treachery; possibly the pivotal act that 
rendered mankind effectively defenceless. We have since, although our research is massively funded, not been 
able to develop any new weapon that is even remotely as effective.

The Thargoids rewarded the traitor by giving him one of their own warships. Instead of turning such a priceless 
artefact over to INRA, the traitor used it for his own amusement and profit for years before he died of natural 
causes. Needless to say, we captured it immediately.

We have the ship, we can fly it, and we have learned a lot from it. The technology contained within it is peerless 
in all of human knowledge and experience, and largely unusable to us. Most of it is incomprehensible, based 
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upon physical and biological principles we have yet to discover, much less understand. And that was an old ship; 
who knows what they have come up with in the interim hundred years.

The ship does, however, occasionally have its uses.

Ranie stared at the Thargoid warship, his eyes wide and his jaw hanging slightly open. On his last mission, he 
had seen large alien vessels pass silently through empty space, but standing right next to this otherworldly design 
here, inside an ordinary hangar, was somehow an even more eerie and unreal experience.

The ship was octagonal, of course, but small and smooth and uniform. Its charcoal hull seemed to absorb most of 
the light that fell on it, contributing further to the forbidding and surrealistic atmosphere that surrounded it.

"What do you think?" Dnumgis asked at last.

"Well, sir, I... I had heard that INRA had one of those, but I didn't know it was here. Or even that it was intact. I 
would have thought you would have taken it apart."

The senior officer stood beside him, hands clasped on his back.

"We opted not to. It turned out we could learn more about it when it's in working order."

"Does it fly?"

"It does indeed."

Dnumgis turned his head to look at Ranie, an indecipherable smile on his lips.

"Want to try?"

INRA consists only of the most intelligent, gifted and consciencious officers mankind have to offer. There are 
two million of us. That is a seemingly miniscule number, because the volume of space we are to protect is, after 
all, so big as to be unimaginable. But we value quality over quantity, and we always have. It is believed that 
having intelligent, adept officers in a very flat hierarchy makes for an effective, flexible and adaptive 
organization, and thus a greater force of war. It is believed that we can only win by pooling our collective 
intelligence and resources.

That may be so.

Lately, I have come to question this arrangement. It has begun to seem ridiculous to me that INRA, the ultimate 
fighting force, is not run by traditional military principles. The virtual lack of a hierarchy is unprecedented; never 
before in human history has a war been won by an army thus organized. A fighting force must have one leader, 
one chain of command. It can't possibly be more efficient to arrange it any other way; thousands of years of 
experience show it.

The way in which INRA is organized makes for a number of particular problems. Intelligent people are by 
definition much harder to command than stupid people. They tend to question orders and start discussions at the 
slightest provocation. How can you fight a war when the soldiers would rather discuss matters of principle than 
exchange fire with the enemy? How can you fight a war when a common Colonel, even, can question your 
strategies?

This absurd state of affairs is illustrated by the council-principle INRA employs. It states that any INRA officer 
may raise questions about the strategies, tactics and dispositions that are being planned. A council of senior 
officers will then review the matter.

The thought is that any weaknesses in the plans can thus be exposed, leaving possibilities for improvement.

I used to embrace this principle.

I don't any more.

I don't like having my orders discussed, and I don't like to be second-guessed.

Quite frankly, I don't like dissent.
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"Major Ranie, we need you to carry out another mission. Two pirate ships are going to be in the Tiandor system 
two days from now. One is an Imperial Trader, the other is an Eagle Mk III. You will use the Thargoid ship you 
have now familiarized yourself with, hyperjump in and destroy the Trader. You will then hyperjump out again."

"And the Eagle?"

"You are not to attack the Eagle. We want them to survive, and then spread the rumour about a Thargoid 
sighting. It's part of our effort to prepare everyone for the impending war. The mission details are in this 
holocube.The ship is ready. Take off as soon as you can. Good luck!"

There are some, even within INRA itself, who say that the first war was the result of a misunderstanding, that 
miscommunication took place, that the Thargoids are basically friendly and desire only peaceful coexistence. 
They say that there is evidence to the effect that the first INRA patrol to encounter the Thargoids was too quick 
to open fire, that they panicked, that the Thargoids tried desperately to establish communication.

That may well be the case.

It doesn't matter now.

We beat them back in the ensuing war, and now they are approaching again with a massive fleet. They want 
revenge. We must not hesitate. They are the enemy.

An officer under my command, Count Lihngarte, is host to such qualms. He feels that in the present situation, 
with an enormous Thargoid fleet drawing ever closer, we should try to establish contact with the aliens. He 
points out that we do have the equipment to translate our respective languages and thus communicate between 
species. He says that if the Thargoids in fact have friendly intentions, we must not leave any effort untested to 
have a peaceful solution to our conflict.

While sympathetic on the surface, this is an immensely dangerous thought.

I have explained that to him several times.

The Thargoids are superior to us in every way that matters. If we let them seep through our space with seemingly 
friendly intent, once they are settled in every corner of our galaxy it would require hardly any effort at all on 
their part to conquer us and remove our species from existence.

It's a chance we cannot afford to take.

The alien ship was a dream to fly, Ranie had to admit to himself. It accelerated and decelerated with 
unbelievable speed and urgency, changing direction seemingly at the mere thought of it. And its hyperspace 
capabilities were dreamlike; it traversed hundreds of light-years in a single jump. The weapons were also of the 
most magnificant calibre, firing asteroid-shattering beams of ice-blue light at the slightest touch of the trigger.

Oh yes; blasting some pirate scum to pieces with this equipment would be a right pleasure, although not much of 
a challenge. That was okay; he needed to prove himself now.

He started hyperjumping towards Tiandor.

Lihngarte doesn't understand this. He went to the Council with it, to obtain a decision. The Council consists of 
fifteen of the most senior officers, and I myself have a place there. Lihngarte presented his case very well, I must 
admit. The Council accepted his suggestion; that he go to a system with Thargoid presence and try to establish 
communication. It was a unanimous decision; when I saw that everyone else were falling for his arguments, the 
damn fools, I feigned agreement and voted as the others. It didn't matter. I knew that I could not allow him to 
proceed with his endeavour.

The Imperial Trader and the Eagle were indeed in Tiandor, as Dnumgis had said. Then again, Ranie hadn't 
expected anything else; INRA intelligence was always accurate.

Strangely, the two ships were just hanging in space, motionless, as if waiting for something. Or someone.

Well, that was none of Ranie's concern. He had a job to do.
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I have a new recruit, a young Major. His combat skills are unsurpassed. He has the unbending loyalty of the 
young and an eagerness to please, not least because he thinks that his first mission was a failure. It wasn't; 
everything turned out just as I had wanted it to. But he doesn't know that, and he never will.

I have uses for him.

Ranie would have expected that when he, in this obviously Thargoid vessel, started moving towards the pirates, 
they would scramble to escape the unknown threat. Instead, the Trader and the Eagle began moving calmly 
towards him, as if he were a friend.

Weird behaviour indeed.

It didn't matter, of course. They would soon be in range of his cannon.

It never feels good to have one of your subordinates executed, no matter how deserved or necessary. I will make 
sure that Major Ranie doesn't find out what actually happened and who he actually killed. He has no need to 
know. At least not now. Fortunately, Earl Dnumgis is loyal to me and has told Ranie a very convincing story.

Ranie fired the main beam cannon, and it only took a half-second burst of pure, blue energy to blow the Imperial 
Trader to little pieces of debris. It was almost suspiciously easy. He turned on the Eagle, which was only now 
trying to get away by accelerating as hard as it could. He had to smile, however thinly, at the futility of such a 
venture.

He let his much faster ship casually and slowly pass along the Eagle, to let its crew have a good, long look at the 
decidedly alien warship. He then banked away, and, not quite able to resist the temptation to show the pirates 
what this craft was *really* good for, accelerated at full power away from them. When they were 10 kilometres 
away he engaged the hyperdrive.

Time to go home.

Having Ranie use the Thargoid warship and leaving surviving witnesses at the scene will leave the Council with 
only one logical conclusion: that the Thargoids are inherently hostile and will attack without provocation. We 
have no choice but to wage a new war.

But then again, despite what Lihngarte thought, we never really had.

I have let it be known to the officers under my command that the chances of mankind surviving its encounter 
with the aliens are sixteen percent.

This is false.

The true number is as close to zero as makes no difference.

It is my responsibility to keep morale as high as possible, and it would not promote morale if I were to let my 
soldiers know that we don't have any real fighting chance against the Thargoids. Better to let them think that 
there is at least a theoretical possibility that we'll win.

It's pure psychology.

I have to admit that this whole situation worries me a lot now.

It seems that I am the only one to take my responsibility seriously, and I must say that the knowledge of that 
weighs very heavily on me.

I feel so very alone.

And so very, very tired.

Can you blame me for making certain that we do the right thing?

As I said, I don't like dissent.
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I won't tolerate it.

Not here.

Not now.

Not ever.

You understand, don't you?

Don't you?





Science

- I -

Major Cam Ranie of INRA was a bit disappointed in himself, as if he had lost a game of skill to a presumed 
inferior opponent. That was a very similar feeling, he recalled. But he hadn't played any game for well over a 
year now, and his annoyance was directed at something very different.

The ship he was aboard looked just like an ordinary Imperial Explorer from the outside, in itself a mighty and 
awe-inspiring class of warship that was the largest and most fearsome vessel the Empire had. Of course, the craft 
had been heavily converted and upgraded a long time ago, and was now of first-rate INRA standard. Any 
Imperial officer placed aboard without forewarning would have had great difficulties in recognizing this as an 
Imperial warship, as INRA requirements and technology were very different from what was common in the 
Imperial navy, and equally different from the standard of the Federal Military.

Ranie, himself a former Federal sergeant, was only now beginning to fathom precisely how wide the gap was, 
and herein lay the source of his momentary self-disdain.

He should have seen it a long time ago; he had now been aboard Rear Admiral Esereth's flagship for many 
months, nearly a year, and had in that time had his horizon broadened beyond anything he had ever imagined. 
That was, he contemplated as he walked briskly along a corridor, perhaps the reason why it had only now 
dawned on him. Before, his mind had not had the ability to comprehend such disproportion. But now it seemed 
so obvious as to almost make him slap his forehead.

He slowed his pace, and a door slid silently open. He entered and was a bit surprised to see that beside himself, 
there was only one other person in the room.

"Good morning, Colonel Tunk," he said.

"Ah, good morning, Major. Take a seat."

Ranie sat down in one of the chairs in the briefing-room and looked expectantly at the woman who stood at the 
front of the room.

"You don't look too happy, Major. Is something wrong?"

"No, not at all. I just finally realized something very obvious."

The colonel took on an expression of interest, quizzically lifting an eyebrow.

"And what was that?"

"That this ship is much larger on the inside than on the outside."

The colonel sat down on the edge of the desk and smiled knowingly at him.

"I see. And you feel that it took you too long to discover that?"

"To say the least."

"Actually, it took you about ten months. For most of our new recruits it takes considerably longer. You're quite 
quick by any standards."

"Really? Is it some kind of test?"

"A very informal one. We are deliberate in not telling you because we want to see how our officers handle 
logical conclusions that seem impossible. In our line of work, it might be important to be able to do that. So I'll 
ask you not to tell Lord Tirkis or Major Nardligh about it yet."

Ranie nodded in understanding.

"How is it done?"

"You mean technically? I don't know. You'll have to ask Count Smadasalguod. Some multi-dimensional affair. 
Theoretical physics was never my strong suit, and I suspect that this physical phenomenon is pretty darn 
theoretical in its nature. But I do know that it is practical enough to give us six times the interior space we would 
otherwise have on board."

"And allows every single crewmember to have view-ports to space in their quarters?" Ranie inquired.
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The colonel laughed out loud.

"Yes, precisely! A bizarre, but comfortable side-effect. You're more perceptive than I thought, young man. Well 
done."

The colonel rose and sat down again in a chair behind the desk.

"Right, down to business."

She glanced up at him.

"The others won't be joining us, in case you wondered. I thought it best to let them sleep for a few hours more 
and give them their assignments at the usual time. I summoned you this early to brief you on a mission that will 
probably take a while."

A map of their sector of the galaxy suddenly filled the wall behind her.

"The primary part of the mission is of the usual sort: patrol and scan this system for three hours."

A star system winked in red on the giant map-display.

"It is located close to where the Thargoid fleet was last spotted, and we quite simply need to find out if they have 
taken that route. Details are here."

She put a holocube on the desk, then leaned back to look at him enigmatically.

"The second, and very secondary, part of the mission requires a bit more explanation."

- II -

Patrol duty was usually an uneventful routine sort of mission, nearly always in desolate, unpopulated systems 
around some uninteresting star. To some people, Ranie assumed, to drift aimlessly around in black space, all 
alone, the pale light of a distant sun and the subdued hum from the sublight drive one's only company, might 
provide a peaceful and uninterrupted time for reflection and relaxation.

For Ranie, it was very different. He had seen the Thargoid fleet up close, observed as the enormous, octagonal 
ships floated silently and calmly past the cockpit of his Viper in precise, ghostly formation as he was sitting in
their midst, virtually defenseless in a damaged ship. It had given him more of a scare than he had thought at the 
time, and even now, months later, he sometimes woke up abruptly, his bed-linen soaked in sweat, from a similar 
dream where those alien vessels silently surrounded him and started moving in closer in perfect, unrelenting 
synchronization.

Consequently, he kept the Viper moving fast around the edge of the system in full stealth mode, weapons armed 
and sensors and scanning equipment on maximum sensitivity. He half expected to run into the alien fleet at any 
moment, and at the end of the three hours, he felt considerable relief as he was able to engage the hyperdrive and 
jump a hundred and forty light-years Coreward.

The Veliaze system was new to him, he had never been there before. An anarchy system, it had no police forces 
to keep the space lanes safe, and he knew that pirates and assassins were plentiful. He doubted that they were 
prepared to take on INRA, but then again, they had no way of knowing what this innocent-looking Viper MkII 
really was. Had they attacked, he would have melted them down within a hundredth of a second, of course. But 
INRA did not see it as their business to kill humans, no matter how much they might deserve it, and tried to
avoid it as much as possible.

So Ranie flew between the packs of pirates without a second thought.

He came out of hyperspace two astronomical units out from New Africa, the planet around which London Depot 
orbited. He could have chosen to emerge in realspace much closer, but that could have raised eyebrows, and he 
was under strict, standing orders not to arouse unnecessary attention.

He set the course straight toward the terraformed planet and engaged the autopilot.

On the way in-system, his scanner showed scores of small groups of ships flying in very aggressive formations. 
Pirates, no doubt. They wouldn't bother him; the stealth systems on his ship were far too effective for them to 
have the slightest idea that he was there.

The docking procedure at London Depot went smoothly, and before his disembarked, Ranie put on his 
camouflage. It simply consisted of wearing a civilian jacket over his INRA uniform, which nobody would 
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recognize anyway, and strapping a big, black sidearm onto his hip. The holster was very low-slung, so that the 
gun was slapping against his thigh as he walked. According to Colonel Tunk, this configuration would give him 
the appearance of an outlaw character and instill some respect in those he might encounter. Of course, the 
lasergun was purely for camouflage; for real personal protection, Ranie had far more sophisticated means at his 
disposal.

The jacket was worn, leathery and fiendishly expensive, as it was made of animal skins from Earth itself.

Ranie logged on to the station message board and found the message Colonel Tunk had showed him during the 
briefing. It was titled simply 'Attention INRA'. He pressed the heading and the full message text appeared. It was 
succinct and very to the point.

Important discovery of interest to INRA made. Vital INRA contact immediately. Positive INRA identification 
required.

There was also a GalNet address, which Ranie proceeded to contact.

The screen flickered as someone answered his call, but the screen remained dark.

"Yes?"

A man's voice. Middle aged?

"I am with INRA," Ranie said.

"Can you prove it?"

"Yes."

"There's a cantina at Level 9. Be there in five minutes.

"How will I know you?"

"Don't worry. Just be there."

It was only the second time Ranie had set foot in a civilian installation since joining INRA, and the first time had 
been on the very civilized Li Qing Jao which orbited Earth. London Depot was a much darker, seedier and 
poorer station, as was evident to him from the moment he disembarked his Viper. Shady characters skulked 
along the walls, some turning around and quickly heading in a different direction as they saw him approaching. 
There was dust, debris and filth everywhere, and the smell of soiled metal and raw sewage filled his nostrils as 
he walked quickly through the hangar deck to get to the turbolifts. He felt curious and suspicious eyes on him as 
he entered a lift pod, but ascribed it to his being an unfamiliar face to the locals.

The lift took him to level 9 with reasonable speed, and he was happy to be able to leave the stuffy, smelly pod 
and make his way to the cantina. This level of the station was quite crowded, and it seemed as if the local 
administration time was approaching dinner or lunch or something. The cantina was filling up, but Ranie was 
able to secure an empty table and sit down. He absentmindedly picked up the menu which lay on the table, 
soaked with some sticky liquid that flooded the tabletop and dripped slowly onto the deck on the other side from 
where he was sitting. He tried to remain as inconspicuous as possible as he let his eyes wander casually around 
the room, trying to spot the person behind the message. The clientele seemed to consist mainly of the seedy 
underworld types one would expect to find in an anarchy system; the majority of them probably made their 
living as pirates or assassins, or other professions in the same shadowy vein.

He was unable to pick out any one person that looked likely to have posted the mysterious message, but one of 
the tables caught his interest. It was a long table by a wall, and it was populated with a noisy gang of scruffy-
looking individuals. Pirates, no doubt, and probably rather influential on this station, as they seemed to have the 
cantina staff taking orders by the table and bringing the dishes directly to them. The other guests were evidently 
expected to make their orders by the counter, pay and then hang around until their synthetic meals were ready.

Ranie remained seated, as he had absolutely no intention of ordering anything in this dirty establishment.

A man came in through the door, made his way straight to Ranie's table and sat down, simply and without fuss. 
He leaned forward and put his elbows on the table and thus right in the puddle of liquid that was slowly drying 
up, but didn't take any notice of it.

"Did you just call me?" he asked.

"If you have made an important discovery, yes."
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The man lowered his voice and looked at Ranie conspiratorially.

"INRA?"

"Yes," Ranie said, looking around casually to check if anyone was within earshot.

"Proof?"

Ranie took an identification card out of his inner pocket and put it on the table. It stated his identity as Major 
Nebarb of INRA's Covert Sector, Section for Information Collection. Of course, no such department existed, and 
there was no such thing as INRA ID-cards, but Colonel Tunk had thought that it would look and sound plausible 
and impressive to an outsider.

The man gingerly picked up the card and peered at it briefly, then gave it back.

"No, this won't do. I don't know what a proper INRA ID looks like. You could have made this yourself."

Ranie cocked his head to the side.

"Well, what did you expect?"

The man looked at him levelly.

"I expect you to prove that you are from INRA."

Ranie looked into the man's eyes, holding his gaze in what he hoped was a businesslike manner.

"All right. But not here."

They rose and went out the door, the stranger first. He was not a big man, rather a thin, short, energetic character 
approaching middle age. He was wearing a battered but clean and solid looking jumpsuit, very utilitarian and 
pretty much exactly what one would expect to see on a person who makes his living in a sparsely populated area.

The man, who was obviously very familiar with the station layout, led Ranie quickly through to a fairly secluded 
section where they could be out of sight of prying eyes. He turned around and looked up at Ranie expectantly.

"Well?"

After a quick check to see that they were alone, Ranie reached with his right hand into a pocket on the inside of 
his borrowed leather jacket and fished out a small black box. He put it in the palm of his left hand and opened it. 
There was a small hiss as the air pressure was equalized, and a lid slowly swung open. In the middle of the 
carefully padded innards of the container lay a small, transparent cylinder. Carefully, Ranie picked it up and with 
two fingers held it in front of the stranger's eyes.

He nearly had to smile to himself, because the precise moment when the stranger realized what the cylinder 
actually contained was so very obvious.

The man stood silent for a second and gawked at the cylinder before clearing his voice.

"Is that what I think it is?"

"Yes."

"A Thargoid finger?"

"Yes. Sufficient evidence?"

The man nodded slowly, unable to take his eyes from the tiny alien limb as its smooth, chitinous surface 
reflected the subdued light of the space station in a hypnotic, bluish sheen impossible to describe or reproduce.

"Sufficient evidence," he said at last.

Ranie replaced the cylinder in its protective container and put the assembly back in his pocket.

"I believe you have something to show me."

The stranger, who introduced himself as Valo, led the way as they quickly walked the few meters to the lifts, 
where they found a pod that didn't reek quite as much as the one Ranie had used.

"What kind of ship do you have?" Valo asked casually as the elevator pod rapidly sank to the hangar level.

"A modified Viper MkII."
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"A police craft?"

"I suppose it was, many years ago. And yourself?"

"Just an old Hawk. Don't do much interstellar travelli- "

He didn't finish his sentence before the pod screeched to a violent halt and they were both thrown about inside it. 
Before they could get back on their feet the doors shot open and two large figures stepped in. As Ranie looked 
up, he saw that there were a pair of very scruffy-looking and also very bulky characters pointing laserguns at 
himself and at Valo.

"Get up and get out," one of them shouted.

Valo and Ranie got to their feet and were dragged out of the pod onto the deck. Outside the lift there were two 
more thugs, but of a more ordinary build. Unsurprisingly, they also had guns.

"Put your hands behind your heads," one of them yelled, his voice being echoed through the empty corridors on 
this level.

Ranie complied, and recognized that the gang was the same one he had noticed in the cantina.

"Hello, Valo, who's your friend?" the other man said as he slowly came closer, his voice thick with mock 
friendliness. "I don't think I've seen him before. Corporation man, is he? Oh, but Valo, you know how we hate to 
have other corporations on our station. I think a token of appreciation from him would be in order, don't you?"

The man grinned wolfishly as he cashed in the scorning laughs of his colleagues.

"Hey, I like his jacket. Real animal skin, is it? Here's a thought: why don't you give me your jacket and empty 
your pockets, corporation man?"

The demand made Ranie's decision simple. There was no question in his mind. He could not surrender the 
jacket. In itself it was expendable, but with the Thargoid artifact in its inner pocket he simply could not let it go.

"Well," he said, "mainly because it isn't yours. But also because I happen to like it. Tell you what, let's try 
something else. I give you five thousand credits, you let me keep the jacket and we part as friends."

The expression on the thug's face changed abruptly, from a contemptuous grin to an angry, threatening stare.

"I don't think you get this. Give me the jacket and all the money you have and we'll refrain from scorching your 
ass to a fine crisp."

He moved closer, and the professional part of Ranie's mind noticed that the man kept from being in the way if 
his friends had to fire their guns. He also felt that he had to put a stop to this ridiculous situation.

"If you don't back up I may have to cause permanent damage to your neurons," he said loudly and matter-of-
factly.

The four thugs laughed.

"Are you really, corporation man? In all honesty, I don't see that happening. Now let's have a closer look at that 
fancy jacket of yours." The thug moved closer and reached for the lapel of Ranie's jacket, but right before he got 
a hold, his legs gave way under him and he abruptly dropped to the floor with a meaty thud and remained there, 
not even a twitch going through him and his body limp, as if dead.

There was a silent second as the other muggers tried to understand what had happened. Ranie and Valo still had 
their hands up, and neither had moved.

"What the hell..." one of bandits uttered incredulously.

The three of them stared at the lifeless form on the deck, then at Ranie. The muzzles of their guns followed suit.

"What the hell did you do? I'm gonna kill you for that!"

As soon as the bandit had uttered the words, he also silently collapsed, and a split second later he was joined on 
the deck by the last two of his comrades.

Ranie dropped his hands to his sides.

"Shall we continue?" he said and walked to the elevator-pod.

Valo stared at the four unconscious assailants for a second before he also started moving.
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"What did you do? Are they dead?"

"No, they are in a coma. They'll wake up in half an hour or so."

The doors shut and the pod resumed its journey towards the hangar level.

"And are their neurons damaged, like you said?"

"Possibly. That happens sometimes, but not if I did it right."

"Did what right?"

"I can't tell you that."

The two occupants of the pod neared their destination in silence until the doors opened, more slowly this time, 
and Ranie exited the pod and found himself on the hangar deck.

Valo just stood there and did not move, his expression tense.

"I can't take the risk of going with you anywhere if you don't tell me what you did to them," he said flatly.

Ranie saw that he meant it and shrugged.

"As I'm sure you've figured out, I used advanced technology."

"How does it work?"

"I have a device sewn into my uniform. When I give the signal, it induces a tiny electrical charge in a cubic 
millimeter of space. I aim by simply focusing my eyes on the opponents forehead, and the charge is released 
three centimeters behind the focus point. Which means inside his brain. The synapses get overloaded, which 
results in a loss of consciousness."

"And there's no physical contact? Is there a beam of some sort? How do you trigger it?"

"I don't think there's a beam. It's a sub-atomic phenomenon, apparently. I trigger it by going through a certain 
thought-pattern in my mind. And before you ask, I don't know how that works, either. Satisfied?"

Valo sighed and came out of the pod, slowly and without enthusiasm.

"Your ship or mine?"

- III -

Ranie was almost surprised at the ease with which Valo agreed to fly with him in the Viper. He would have 
thought that the man would prefer the safety of his own craft, but curiosity and the opportunity to fly in an INRA 
ship probably proved impossible to resist, Ranie decided. It didn't matter to him; it wouldn't be the first time he'd 
had outsiders with him in the cockpit.

Valo went to get his pressure suit from his ship and returned a few minutes later with a bulky package.

As they sat down and strapped in for launch, Valo looked around the cockpit appreciatively.

"Well, if ever I doubted that you were genuinely INRA, I now see the error of my ways."

"Yeah, our equipment is pretty advanced. I thought that if you wouldn't be satisfied with the Thargoid artifact as 
ID, I could try to drag you in here and let you take a look."

"I was a bit curious how you were going to identify yourself. But I had to be sure that you were the genuine 
article."

Ranie maneuvered the heavily modified fighter out into space. New Africa hung in front of the ship, a blue-green 
ball of life. Not that different from Earth, Ranie thought.

"Where to?"

"Four."

Ranie entered the planet Veliaze 4 into the autopilot and engaged it. The Viper sped rapidly away from the 
station, but not nearly approaching the massive acceleration it was actually capable of. Ranie thought it best not 
to draw attention to his ship.

Valo interestedly prodded and stroked the exotic instrument panel and the materials in the cockpit.
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"So INRA does still exist," he said at last.

"Yes. And before you go on, that is pretty much all I'm allowed to tell you."

"I can imagine. Are the Thargoids coming again?"

"I can't tell you."

"Oh, come now. When INRA starts showing itself there is a reason for it. And what better reason than to prepare 
for war?"

Ranie looked over at his passenger with a gentle smile that was intended to take any sharp edge off his words.

"You know, Valo, this is going to be an annoying trip for both of us if you keep asking questions that you know I 
can't answer. I've already told you too much. We'll be at Four in half an hour, so how about this: tell me who you 
are and what you've found. After all, you contacted us."

The man shrugged.

"Sure."

He sat back in the seat and stretched his short, but muscular legs.

"I'm an archaeologist. Got my education at Hope in Gateway. Not much to dig up there, though, so I tried a few 
other systems. But all populated planets are pretty much sewn up when it comes to determining their history. 
Swathes of my colleagues have been on it for centuries. Not much for me to do. But in the anarchy systems, like 
Veliaze, nothing in the way of science has been done. Too dangerous, you see. Scientists don't like danger."

"Except you, obviously," Ranie smiled.

"Except me," Valo nodded. "I was able to secure a scholarship from the Alliance to do an archaeological survey 
of the entire Veliaze system. An insane project, of course. Far too much for one man to do. But then again, they 
couldn't care less about the science. They wanted me to act as an informal agent, to tell them what was going on 
in Veliaze, you know, politically. I suspect they have a long-term project with the goal of annexing this entire 
system. It's probably a good idea. No reason why this should be an anarchy. Incredibly valuable, you know, with 
a terraformed planet and an orbital station."

He drew a sinewy hand through his short, blond hair in a slightly impatient gesture.

"But anyway. They pay me to hang around and remain inconspicuous, and I get time to do some digging. Pop by 
Molotov once in a while to have something to report to the Alliance."

Ranie judged that they were by now far enough away from the station that he could safely gun the drive and 
make some real progress. Both the occupants of the ship were pushed back into the seats as the vessel surged 
forward.

Valo made an appreciative sound and continued talking, quickly but clearly.

"Didn't waste much time on the rocky planets. Destroyed by impacts and full of craters. Nothing to be found. 
Went straight to Four. Has an atmosphere. Methane. Dark and cold. Generally unpleasant and hostile as hell. But 
promising, from a scientific point of view. Made a few discoveries, wrote a few articles. Nobody read them, of 
course. Only of interest to me. Still, science is science. After a year or so, I came across the...ehm... artifact I'm 
going to show you. But I can't explain it. You'll have to see for yourself."

"When was this?"

"More than twenty years ago now. Didn't tell anyone. No idea what to do with it. Conceivably dangerous. Go to 
look at it myself from time to time. Not least to confirm to myself that I haven't just been dreaming the whole 
thing."

They sat in silence for a while.

"So what kind of archaeologist are you?"

"Omni. I can do all kinds of digging. From geological through paleontology and exobiology to historical. All 
areas. But I tend to specialize in exobiology."

"So there is life on Veliaze 4?"
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"Of course. There's life on practically any planet or moon that has an atmosphere. Microorganisms, mostly. 
Nothing that makes headlines. Not even in the scientific journals. But making headlines was never a goal for 
me."

"Then what is your goal?"

Valo was quiet for a moment, then spoke again, somewhat slower.

"The best feeling I ever have, or should I say... ahem... the second best feeling, is when, on the workbench in my 
mobile laboratory, I have the first specimen of a new life form. Can you imagine? A new life form! Never before 
discovered. Never described. And I'm the first to see it. It doesn't matter if it's just a fungus. I get a feeling as if 
I'm looking at the very meaning of the universe. I get dizzy just thinking about it. The room swirls around me. 
Can't describe it."

He folded his hands in his lap and looked straight ahead, far out into space.

After a long pause he spoke again.

"Don't know if it makes sense to anyone else. But it gives my life meaning. A meaning far beyond the practical 
problems of mere survival."

- IV -

Veliaze 4 was indeed hostile, and there was a terrible storm raging in the night side equatorial area where they 
landed. The atmosphere was brown with a seemingly impenetrable layer of whirling dust, blown hundreds of 
meters up by the strong winds.

The instruments showed that it was also highly corrosive.

"We'll have to suit up," Valo said. "Hope you have the proper equipment."

Ten minutes later they were out on the surface, engulfed in deep darkness. Both wore pressure suits, Ranie's 
much lighter and more flexible than the unwieldy and battered contraption in which Valo had encased himself. 
The storm was blowing hard, but because of the low atmospheric pressure it didn't exert as much force on them 
as Ranie had thought. Even if it whistled past their helmets in ungodly howls, they could move fairly easily 
against the wind as it sprayed the visors of their suits with tiny dust particles and sulfuric acid in heavy, crystal 
clear drops. The gravity was a lot less than on Earth, and so the two men could move with some speed across the 
hilly and rocky terrain, illuminating each other spookily in the powerful searchlights on the suits. 

As usual, Valo led the way and Ranie soon found himself at the foot of a large, rocky hill. The archaeologist 
quickly made his way around it, familiar as he was with the terrain and the location. Ranie lost sight of him as he 
went around an outcropping, and when he caught up with Valo, the energetic scientist was standing by what was 
undoubtedly the opening to a cave.

"When I first came here," Valo said through the radio link, "there was no opening. But I could tell from the 
scanning instruments that there was a big cavity inside the rock. So I brought out the explosives and made a hole 
myself. Let's go in."

The hole was indeed barely large enough to allow Valo to enter, but in his lighter suit Ranie could crawl through 
it quite easily. The wall of rock was only half a meter thick, and after that, the tiny tunnel broke through into a 
cave.

Or rather, an enormous cavern.

The searchlights on the front of Ranie's planetfall suit could barely illuminate the wall on the other side, and the 
head-up display in his helmet showed that it was more than three hundred meters across.

"Look," Valo said and pointed up at the wall behind them.

Ranie turned around and saw that the walls of the cavern were not uneven and rocky as expected; rather, they 
were as smooth as the polished tip of a navy-grade missile. He extended his gloved hand and hardly felt any 
friction as he pressed it against the wall. But he could see that it was basically stone, the natural rock of the hill 
polished with immaculate precision. As he looked down, he noticed that the floor was also polished, but not to 
the same meticulous degree as the walls.

Dumbfounded, he turned again and tried to get an impression of the shape of the cavern. He adjusted the 
searchlight to maximum strength, and the whole cave was bathed in a sharp blue-tinged light.
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It was a dome, or more correctly, a half-dome. For not the whole surface was curved in a perfect, quarter-circular 
arc. To the right of where they entered the cave, the dome was bisected by a flat wall, as smooth as the curved 
surface, but quite obviously of a different material. It looked black, and as Ranie shone a concentrated beam on 
it, the light was reflected perfectly.

It was a giant mirror.

Exactly half-circular, with a base line of nearly four hundred meters, it spanned an area of sixty thousand square 
meters. All perfect, shining and reflective.

Using the visual magnifier in the helmet of his suit, Ranie saw the reflections of himself and Valo, tiny specks 
against the otherwise empty hall.

"I don't have to tell you that this can't possibly be a natural formation", Valo said into the awe-induced silence in 
Ranie's helmet.

"No, you don't."

As they walked closer to the mirror, Ranie sensed that there was something very threatening about it, something 
that inexplicably made him want to turn and walk very quickly back to his ship. He suddenly felt very, very 
small and defenseless.

He noticed Valo looking up at him through the helmet.

"You feel it too, huh? You can bet I did, the first time. And I was alone. But something happened that made me 
hang around."

He turned to look at the mirror.

"At the university they had a big collection of ancient databanks from Earth, some dating back to the beginning 
of the space-flight era. Fascinating stuff. There's a whole department of scientists who take years learning the 
myriad of old languages it's all written in, and then they carefully translate the interesting pieces they find. 
Invaluable source of historical information. Some is fiction, of course. I read a bit of that, and one piece, 
especially, made an impression. Don't know why. It was basically an unrealistic story about a child who walks 
through a mirror and finds an inverted and bizarre world behind it. Written in such a style as to suggest that it 
was a prophecy of some sort. Surrealistic and illogical. Absurd, almost. But strangely compelling. The moment I 
laid eyes on this mirror for the first time, my mind was taken right back to that story even though it was years 
since I'd read it. Or even thought about it. Can't explain it."

Valo slowly walked closer to the mirror, and Ranie followed a few paces behind.

"But if that hadn't happened, I would have run out of here and taken a long holiday on New Africa. As it was, 
my curiosity prevailed. I just had to take a closer look."

They stopped about five meters from their reflected images.

"Have you seen it yet?"

There was something very strange about the reflection. Something fundamentally wrong. Ranie stood still for a 
second, then slowly raised his right hand.

"You've noticed," Valo stated calmly.

Ranie stood transfixed as the reflected image of himself also raised its right hand. The image wasn't inverted as 
in a mirror; instead it gave a true, geometrically correct image. It was exactly as if he was facing a perfect copy 
of himself.

"Yes," he whispered at last.

Valo made a sound in Ranie's helmet, like a low chuckle.

"Try this," he said and walked right through the mirror.

- V -

On this side, there was no cave, but a ledge on a hillside.

Behind them, the reverse and identical side of the mirror they had just walked through.
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Before them, a strange world.

An uneven, orange terrain, rocky and barren. A red sky, where the giant, glowing ball of an orange sun hung low 
over the horizon, throwing long, dark shadows across the desert-like landscape.

And silence.

They stood there for a minute, taking in the surroundings, before Ranie could ask the one question he had to 
know the answer to.

"Where is this?"

He could hear that his own voice was hoarse, almost a whisper. The unreal experience made him feel as if he 
was standing beside himself, just watching.

"I don't know. Doesn't correspond to any planet I know. Can't even tell which star that is. It's a class K sun. But 
definitely not Veliaze."

"Have you done any research here? I mean archaeological?"

"Very limited. I get the major creeps every time I come here, so I tend not to hang around. Digging wouldn't be 
of any real value anyway, as long as I don't even know where this is. I have taken some samples of the soil, of 
course. Absolutely seething with micro-activity. That's all I can tell you."

The sun fell towards the horizon with such speed that they could see the shadows growing longer by the second, 
indicating that the planet rotated very quickly in its orbit. It was all very alien.

Ranie checked the atmosphere readout display inside his helmet.

"I've seen all I need to. Let's go back."

They walked quickly and quietly back through the half-dome hall and out into the black acid storm on Veliaze 4. 
The footprints they had left in the dust had long since disappeared in the howling gale, but without him even 
giving it a second thought, the navigation system in Ranie's helmet led them back to where the Viper waited on 
its simple undercarriage, all its navigation lights and searchlights beaming out into the darkness on full power.

They took off their pressure suits in thoughtful silence before they sat down in the cockpit. Ranie handed Valo a 
water bottle, because he knew from experience what the recycled air in a standard environment/pressure suit 
could do to the fluid balance.

He half-turned in his seat to face his passenger. This was not going to be easy.

"Listen, Valo. I have to tell you that your discovery is not really a discovery. What you have found is an old 
INRA installation. You can never go there again. It's INRA property. I'm sorry."

Valo, having just taken a swig of the bottle, spluttered and coughed before he could reply, spraying water all 
over the instrument panel.

"What the hell do you mean?" he said, agitated. "No way is that a human installation. You don't have that kind of 
technology!"

"Now, listen..."

"What do you think you are, coming here and thinking you can steal my site? INRA property, my ass. That cave 
is the greatest scientific discovery ever, and you know that very well. I won't stand for it. Believe me, its not the 
first time I've had to protect a site from a bunch of damned grave-robbers and pseudo-scientists."

Ranie stared at the deck and offered no resistance, and Valo continued.

"Well, if you're not interested in doing this the right way, I can always go to the Alliance. They've always acted 
with integrity. Or better still, the Universal Scientist. They'll be most interested. Or what, are you going to fry my 
neurons, like you did to those lowlifes back at London?"

He gradually ran out of steam and sat stiffly in the seat.

"Well, that's it. We're going back to London Depot right now. Come on, kid, fire it up."

Ranie made no move to take off. Instead he sat immobile for a while, then started talking in a calm, soft voice.

"During the Thargoid war, INRA discovered that the Thargoids could travel between systems without taking the 
route through witchspace. They called it teleportation. I'm sure you've heard about it. All our resources, and you 
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wouldn't believe how gigantic they are, were then committed to developing a similar technology. It was a 
success, but it took a hundred years. That mirror back there," he pointed with his thumb over his shoulder, "is 
what they built. That is to say, they built several. That's just one of them. But not long after, a new hyperjump 
drive was developed which suddenly made that technology completely obsolete. It's cumbersome and has only 
limited range in comparison. So we don't need it anymore, and haven't used it for years. But we didn't forget it."

He took a swig of his own bottle.

"So when we first saw your message on the message board, we had a pretty good idea about what you'd 
discovered. But we had to check. Had to be sure. When you said Veliaze 4, I knew. I had to play out the charade, 
of course. Besides, I was curious. Had never seen it with my own eyes. Pretty impressive at first glance."

He put the bottle down.

"Apparently, back when it was shut down, INRA thought that the cave was pretty well concealed. They were 
quite obviously wrong."

He smiled thinly.

"For security reasons, not least the personal security of those who might stumble upon it, INRA doesn't want 
anyone to know about the existence of this technology. Which is why you must never go there again. I left an 
advanced motion sensor behind, near the opening. If you show up, we will know it in the same instant. INRA 
forces will be there within ten minutes to ensure your absolute silence, and I hope you understand what I mean 
by that."

Ranie sent Valo a significant look, emphasizing the words.

"I'm very sorry about this, Valo, but it's the way it has to be."

They sat in a tense silence for a minute and Ranie saw that Valo knew he had lost. The little man just sat there 
and stared out at the storm that engulfed the ship.

Yes, Ranie thought, it would have to be quite a blow to learn that what he had thought was a brilliant discovery 
was someone else's property. Not to mention that it was not remotely as important as he had assumed. For a 
scientist like Valo, who had effectively given up an ordinary life in a civilized system for his beloved science, 
the blow must be especially hard.

He tactfully looked away and busied himself with the instruments while Valo slowly came to terms with the 
situation.

"So what you're saying is that you're taking my site and you're going to kill me if I go there again?"

"It was never yours, Valo. It always belonged to INRA. And yes, we are."

New silence.

"When you asked me on the other side, about where we were... that was just to find out how much I knew?"

"It was. I can't tell you what planet we were on, but it wasn't as far away as you think."

Valo sighed heavily.

"So now what?"

Ranie fired the rocket engines, making the Viper take off with a jolt, then set course straight up from the planet 
surface at maximum acceleration.

"Now, Valo, I am going to show you something."

As Ranie had predicted, Valo was most impressed with the hyperjump capabilities of the heavily modified Viper 
as it traversed sixty light-years in half a second and a single jump.

He was also enthusiastic about what he saw in the star-system where they arrived.

They spent a few hours there, and at the end, Ranie presented Valo with a suggestion.

"Now that is science," the archaeologist declared at last.
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- VI -

The door to the briefing room on the Explorer opened, and Colonel Tunk entered, a strange gleam in her eye.

Ranie started to get on his feet, but a casual wave from Tunk had him relax and sit back down. He gripped 
around the mug of hot chocolate on the table in front of him with both hands.

"Right, Major, we have reviewed your report and the recording."

The door shut behind the colonel, and she remained standing, seemingly collecting her thoughts.

"As I told you when you were briefed before the mission, Veliaze was where we first encountered the Thargoids 
centuries ago. What I did not tell you is that we have always wondered if there might be something special about 
that system. We thought it strange that we only came across the aliens when they were practically on our 
doorstep. But we never found anything. And of course, that was why a discovery made in Veliaze might be of 
interest and why we sent you to find out. We did not expect anything to come of it, but it turns out to have paid 
off in a way that we would never have dared imagine."

She took a deep breath before continuing.

"To put it short, it's a stunning discovery. We have been able to establish that, in accordance with your 
assumption, it is indeed a gateway to the Miackce system, which we believe to be a key Thargoid stronghold. 
The planet is Miackce 1, and the strategic significance is, by all accounts, inestimable. This may well be exactly 
what we needed to get at least one advantage over the aliens when the war comes. It could give us a fighting 
chance."

The colonel shook her head in happy disbelief.

"I can't begin to describe what an incredibly valuable asset this will be if handled correctly."

She leaned back against the edge of the desk.

"The High Council is very happy about this, not least the way you handled the situation. That was very smooth. 
You have a real gift for thinking on your feet, Major. Giving the man a whole uncharted planet to explore all by 
himself was most creative. And psychologically correct on so many levels. Excellent that you were able to find a 
suitable planet that quickly. It's a hospitable planet, isn't it?"

"Yes, it's very Earth-like. A bit warmer, perhaps. After years on Veliaze 4, I think he's earned the privilege of 
working in a more comfortable environment. And there's lots of wildlife, apparently. He seemed pretty happy 
about that."

The colonel nodded.

"And about the two million credits, I suppose. That should keep him with shovels for a few decades."

There was a short pause during which Ranie took a sip of the sweet chocolate, while the colonel peered down at 
the deck and seemed to shuffle her feet.

"Tell me, Major, did you get the impression that the man can be trusted, or should we ensure his silence on a 
more... ah... permanent basis? It is absolutely vital that no word of this gateway ever gets out."

Ranie wiped his mouth.

"No," he said with conviction. "He will not mention it to anyone."

Tunk nodded thoughtfully.

"All right. So be it. Congratulations on a mission superbly handled. Well done. Go get yourself some supper."

She straightened and left the room, her mind seemingly already busy with planning.

As the door slid shut behind her, Ranie wearily rose from the chair and went over to the viewport. By 
coincidence, this side of the ship was facing the general direction of the Core systems, and thus several thousand 
inhabited planets were in his field of view.

On one of them lived an archaeologist who had made the discovery of a lifetime, but could not be allowed to 
know.

"No," Ranie repeated softly to himself. "Not at all."

Outside, a million stars blinked eagerly at him, as if they agreed.
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He lifted the mug to his lips and took another sip of the hot, swirling liquid.

It really was quite delicious.





Well Under Way

- I -

"The time has come for us to engage the enemy."

Colonel Tunk of INRA stood at the front of the briefing room, hands clasped behind her straight back and feet 
shoulder-width apart. The entire wall behind her was filled with a holographic map of the 200 cubic parsecs of 
the galaxy that surrounded the big flagship they were aboard. On the map, about one hundred light years away 
from the center, a region of space was marked in bright red, denoting the last sighting of that dangerous alien 
opponent, the Thargoids.

The fifteen pilots of Chariot squadron watched intently as Tunk laid out the situation.

"We'll engage them here, in the outskirts of this system."

Another region flashed blue.

"The idea is that we'll do a swift and brief attack, merely as a means of intel gathering. We want to know if they 
have any new weapons or tactics, and we're hoping this attack will flush out things like that. We'll use mainly 
larger ships, but fighters will fill supporting roles. Remember that we haven't fought the Thargoids in earnest for 
a long time, so in this first clash we will come out in force, with a sizeable number of ships."

The colonel consulted her notes before continuing.

"From previous experience it is clear that the use of hyperdrive engines in the vicinity of Thargoid warships is 
not always a good idea. Although our hyperdrives are now very different from the ones we used during the last 
war, we don't want to take chances. For that reason, among the first ships in will be three Wyverns that will force 
open a wormhole in the vicinity of the battlefield. When you retreat, leave through there and *not* by ordinary 
witchspace. The Wyverns are scientific craft and lightly armed, and will therefore retreat as soon as the 
wormhole is open. This means that they will not be around to keep it stable, so the other end of the wormhole 
will be migratory and there's no telling exactly where you'll emerge after you escape through it. But it will be in 
a safe region and at the most three hundred light years away from here. Individual orders will be given to you in 
your ships. Prince Hildgarn is in command of the operation. All right, get going."

- - -

Ranie's Viper Mk 2 was among the first ships to arrive at the designated battlefield to pinpoint the position of the 
enemy ships and secure an area for the Wyverns to work in.

It was an empty section of space, far away from any star, but directly in the path of the oncoming Thargoid fleet.

The enemy was still not visible against the backdrop of starry space, but the massive fleet showed up clearly as a 
single, enormous blip on the long-range scanners. They would soon be arriving.

The Wyverns, medium-sized and unwieldy-looking craft, appeared in real-space and formed up to start opening 
the wormhole, and Ranie felt the tension mounting as more and more INRA ships of many different types 
arrived and made preparations to set up proper attack formations.

The audio comm-channel was open, as the rules of engagement required. Receiving second-priority in-combat 
information aurally was a well established and battle-proven method, freeing up other senses for the crucial first-
hand input.

Ranie's channel was tuned to his own squadron, and although ships were pouring into the system, there was as 
yet little to be heard on the comm. Such a contrast, he thought, from his time as a sergeant in the Federal 
Military. There, the comm-channels were always alive with inane and inconsequential chatter, be it during 
training missions or actual combat.

He hardly had time to finish the thought before the first message came in.

"This is Serpent Leader. Wormhole is now open. Closing in precisely two hours. We have left a controller-buoy 
at the entrance, so try to stay away from that until you leave the system. Serpent Leader out."

The three Wyverns plunged into the invisible vortex of the wormhole one after the other and were gone. The 
small device they had left behind would keep it open for the duration of the operation and self-destruct when the 
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system was empty of allied vessels. It would also collapse the wormhole if alien ships approached to try to make 
use of it.

The voice of Colonel Tunk filled the cockpit.

"This is Chariot Leader. Battle orders. Our task is to maintain a perimeter around the wormhole until the enemy 
has been engaged. Then we'll withdraw out of the system. When you emerge from the other end of the 
wormhole, you can go back to base, but remain alert and do *not* dock until you get permission. This operation 
should not prove too demanding for our squadron, but watch and learn as much as you can. Good luck. Chariot 
Leader out."

The ships of Chariot squadron formed a mobile, protective barrier around the wormhole, each ship circling 
around it in an elaborate pattern and at high velocity. Better to have some momentum if they should come under 
attack unexpectedly.

Elsewhere in the system, other INRA squadrons took their positions and went through pre-battle checklists. 
There were several hundred ships of all sizes, even one of the elusive and rare Cruisers, the large and mysterious 
craft that looked like an ordinary Federal capital ship but had been radically rebuilt on the inside.

On the scanner, the disk of alien ships approached quickly, and now they could be seen without visual 
enhancement, far away in the distance. It was a strange sight; the enemy ships were clearly visible, but not on 
account of their shape or colour or motion. Rather, they could be seen because their dark hulls obscured the stars 
behind them, forming a black, starless line in space. The strictly octagonal disk was heading for the INRA 
ambush edge-on.

Ranie peered intently at the scanner.

Was the disk dissolving?

Before his eyes, the red splotches that could barely be distinguished as being individual ships and not one 
enormous one were quickly and fluidly morphing into another shape. It took him a few seconds to make out 
what it was. It was a half-sphere, geometrically correct and with the hollow end pointing forwards, right at the 
INRA positions, as if the aliens wanted to capture their enemy inside a giant bowl.

No, Ranie immediately corrected himself, it was far beyond anything that could rightfully be described as giant; 
it consisted of tens of thousands of Thargoid ships and could not be called anything less than a gargantuan and 
chilling display of precision, cold calculation and determination.

Ranie had his trance-like fascination cut short by the sudden appearance of Prince Hildgarn on the holoscreen.

"Attention all ships. Orders. We have clearly been spotted by the enemy. Supporting ships to leave the system, 
but stay alert and be prepared to return here on short notice. First line ships: Commence first attack. Battle 
formation forty-two. Good luck. Hildgarn out."

Several groups of INRA ships began moving towards the alien formation in one of the pre-planned patterns. For 
a neutral observer it might look like they were embarking on a suicide mission, for the INRA ships were almost 
grotesquely outnumbered.

That was also the way it looked to Ranie, and he felt shamefully relieved to be able to turn his tail, leave the 
battlefield behind and dive through the merciful, white mist of the wormhole.

- II -

Sol.

Far out from the orbits of any planet, deep inside the Oort cloud where the wormhole had deposited the little 
Viper.

Ranie had never been in the Oort cloud of any system before, and this didn't look much like any kind of cloud to 
him. Empty space all around.

Still, on the navigational display he could clearly see that the density of asteroids was a bit higher here than it 
was further in-system, inside the orbit of Pluto.

From here, the yellow star Sol was only a pinprick of light, to his eyes indistinguishable from the backdrop of 
other stars that surrounded it.
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Once in a while, he knew, one of the small asteroids here would for one reason or another start to fall towards 
the sun and accelerate for thousands of years before reaching the inner planets and curving around the star. 
Sometimes nobody would notice its passing by, and sometimes it would turn into one of the most majestic and 
awe-inducing sights any planet-dweller could ever hope to see: a comet.

The scanner showed a few very minor asteroids and rocks nearby, and he absentmindedly wondered if one of 
those might one day fly by the Earth, veiled in gas and dragging a long, white, ghostly tail. If that happened, who 
would be there to see it? Humans or Thargoids?

Or nobody at all?

As he zoomed out on the scanner, preparing to jump back to base, his attention was caught by a small object that 
was moving in a strange way. It was headed directly away from the sun at semi-high speed, about half an AU 
away. He couldn't detect any other asteroid behaving like that, and quickly did a visual enhancement of the 
image.

As the object filled the holoscreen, he felt a needle of ice go up his spine.

That was no asteroid: that was a probe. A small probe, irregular in shape, moving fast in outer Sol. A typical 
spy-probe, judging from its appearance.

Who would have any interest in spying on Sol?

Well, the Empire would of course be very interested to keep an eye on the goings-on in the Federation's capital. 
But they didn't have the tech to spy from this distance, nor did anyone else.

Only INRA had that kind of hardware

And the Thargoids.

It had to be a Thargoid spy probe.

It probably wasn't the only one. The aliens, if so inclined, could easily fill up the Oort cloud with an entire 
armada of tiny probes, systematically collecting intelligence about mankind and its defences. Perhaps even about 
INRA. Because, he realised, another ice needle shooting up, it didn't just have to be in Sol. Every star system 
with human presence could be positively crawling with enemy probes, camouflaged deep inside the various Oort 
clouds.

INRA's counterintelligence must have failed, Ranie decided. The probes must somehow have gone undetected, 
perhaps for centuries.

He would have to take a closer look at this one.

Hmm. A big parabolic dish, a few modules, a long, cantilevered steel boom with a suite of tiny equipment at the 
end. About two meters each side, except the dish, which had a diameter of about twice that.

For a probe, Ranie thought, those were enormous measurements. It would have to be immensely powerful.

From the three-dimensional image he couldn't detect any of the telltale Thargoid octagonal shapes, but that didn't 
have to mean anything.

It was decision-making time.

Blow it up or take it in?

No question. It had to be studied by INRA scientists, and there was plenty of room in the cargo bay.

He flew over to the probe and matched its speed, then used the tractor beam to pull it in and secure it inside the 
cargo bay. The sensors performed a thorough scan of the probe, not detecting any explosives, gases or 
mechanisms that would pose a threat, except a trace amount of a radioactive material that was too well shielded 
to be at all harmful.

In fact, the probe emitted little of anything, and it didn't seem to be drawing any power at all.

It looked dead.

Of course, that made sense for a spy probe. When it was in a dormant state, totally inactive, it was that much 
more difficult to detect. Perhaps it flashed into action with certain intervals, gathering a lot of data quickly and 
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then shutting down. Or perhaps the Thargoids had invented sensors that worked without power input. Anything 
was possible.

Ranie could not resist the temptation to take a closer look at it, so he left the pilot's seat and made his way to the 
cargo bay after having put on his encounter suit, just to be on the safe side.

He had turned the sensors on board to their maximum sensitivity, so if anything happened inside the cargo bay, 
anything about that alien craft changing just the slightest bit, he would be warned immediately.

Furthermore, he had rigged the controls of the cargo hold to initiate immediate evacuation if the sensors in his 
suit gathered from his bio-data that his state suddenly changed in any direction. The object would then be 
violently sucked back out into space by the tractor beam, which would momentarily have its power massively 
boosted by a surge channelled directly from the hyperdrive. At the same time, Ranie himself would be dragged, 
via his suit, out of the cargo hold and behind the heavy shielding of the cockpit area, all within one tenth of a 
second.

It would completely ruin the tractor beam device, of course, but that was expendable; he'd had unknown objects 
inside his cargo bay before, and it made him feel uncannily tense and vulnerable.

He was not going to take any chances.

He carefully approached the probe where it lay securely fastened to the deck, looking a lot bigger inside his 
relatively small ship than out in empty space.

As he had seen on the holoscreen before loading the probe into his ship, the design was dominated by a large, 
white dish, perfect for long-range espionage. Via a metal skeleton, it was securely mounted on a polygonal 
housing, which was clad in a thick, protective fabric of some sort. Unusually large instruments as well as long, 
thin antennas and bulky sensors were sticking out of the skeleton at bizarre angles, emphasizing the no-nonsense 
nature of the whole contraption.

The long boom was coated in a thin layer of interstellar dust, which he could easily wipe away with his gloved 
hand. The metal rods were so slender as to be almost delicate, and the boom gave a slight creaking sound as he 
gave it a light punch, making it shudder.

He gently and thoughtfully stroked the thin edge of the dish, along the metal skeleton and the decagonal, and not 
octagonal, housing on which most of the equipment seemed to be mounted.

If he were to be completely honest, Ranie thought, he had to admit that it didn't look much like a typical 
Thargoid design at all. It was far too flimsy and lacked the hewn-from-the-solid look that characterized all the 
alien ships he had seen.

It could be an early design, of course.

He stood on the deck for a while, thinking hard and peering at the probe.

On a hunch, he went back to the cockpit and sat down, then called up the Information Inducer device embedded 
in the headrest of the seat.

He had the ship upload the sensor data pertaining to the probe to a central INRA information bank, then relaxed 
as all the relevant data in that bank was automatically transferred to his brain without him having to lift a finger.

It was one of the INRA inventions that had impressed him the most when he first saw it, and it was a result of 
the amazing progress that had been achieved in the area of brain research. The functioning of the brain was now 
fully understood by INRA scientists, which was in no small part due to the unlimited influx of funds they 
enjoyed. The Information Inducer was, he knew, a result of combining this understanding with the ground-
breaking insights into the nature of elementary particles that had been gained at roughly the same time.

The Inducer, basically an enormously powerful computer, broke information down to a three-dimensional map 
of how the synapses in any individual brain would look with the same information present. Using this as a sort of 
blueprint, it then applied physical principles and methods to induce the infinitely small currents in the 
appropriate synaptic locations in the brain tissue, at the same time stimulating the immediate growth of any 
required new neurons.

The final result was that large chunks of data would instantaneously appear in a person's mind without the need 
for any sensory input, or indeed without the Inducer making any physical contact. This made for extremely 
efficient exchange of information and communication, and it was considered one of INRA's primary assets.
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Potentially, it would also serve as a pivotal new weapon in the war against the Thargoids, especially after a more 
compact version, small enough to be surgically installed in the skull bones of INRA operatives, could been 
developed.

In spite of the breathtakingly advanced processes involved, Ranie found the experience itself completely without 
drama. It was just like suddenly remembering something very familiar that had temporarily slipped his mind, 
which was always a pleasant and satisfying feeling.

The only drawback to this method, he had been told, was that the knowledge gained in this way tended to be 
easier forgotten than information acquired by traditional methods. But that problem would be solved with time.

He let his thoughts wander to the probe in the cargo bay, and now he knew what it was.

It wasn't Thargoid at all.

It was human.

It was a human-built probe, launched many centuries ago, long before science had made interstellar travel 
commonplace, a time when mankind was confined to its planet of origin, the Earth. Ranie couldn't even imagine 
what that must be like, knowing for a fact that you could not leave the planet, that your entire life would be spent 
on one big ball of rock and that the stars in the heavens were completely out of reach.

The probe, he further knew, had in its time made an invaluable contribution to mankind's early knowledge about 
the Sol system as it zoomed past the planets at what must way back then have been considered an enormously 
high speed. All the while, and for several decades, it was slowly transmitting data back to Earth with its large 
and cumbersome antenna. It had explored the four gas giants in the system, and then, its mission accomplished, 
merely continued along its trajectory, for all intents and purposes just being hurled off into empty space.

Ranie marvelled at the patience of its creators. It had taken a long time for the probe to complete its mission, 
passing by Neptune twelve years after its launch from Earth, and it hadn't yet, over a millennium and a half later, 
even left the solar system! That, he thought, was saying something about the state of mankind at that time. They 
knew they couldn't go into space themselves, so they did the next best thing and sent a robot. How they must 
have wished to some day follow in its path! And how frustrating it must have been to know that it would not be 
possible in their lifetime. But even knowing that, they did what they could.

Their optimism and imagination must have known no limits.

The probe had been fitted with a message, Ranie was surprised to find himself knowing. The creators of the 
probe had, ever optimistic, hoped that it would some day be found by aliens who would decipher the message 
and understand its meaning. The message was in its entirety inscribed on the surface of a golden disk that was 
attached to the probe, in a code that could be read by a device which was also provided. Ranie felt a strange 
desire to see the message as it appeared on the disk.

He didn't have to pry the disk off, as the sensors inside the cargo bay could easily read it where it was and 
decode the message.

There were pictures, rather grainy, of people and daily life on Earth at the time of the launch, there were sounds, 
spoken messages and even short pieces of music. The messages were in different languages, Ranie knew, and he 
also heard that it was so, although he didn't understand the words, spoken as they were in languages that had 
long since died or evolved to modern-day languages.

They were short and spoke of peace and friendship, some wishing prosperity unto its listeners. As he listened to 
the voices of the now long dead inhabitants of Earth, it was as if he was transported down through the centuries, 
to the point where he could almost feel their presence. One message, spoken in a desert language by a woman, 
said "Greetings to our friends in the stars. We wish that we will meet you someday."

Careful what you wish for, Ranie thought. You never know what might come true.

Careful, for the first really sentient and technologically advanced race that had been encountered was the 
Thargoids, the alien menace. Not exactly 'friends in the stars'.

Not by any stretch of the imagination.

Another message sounded "Greetings to you, whoever you are; we have good will towards you and bring peace 
across space."
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Well, not anymore, he thought with a slight impatient sigh; that good will had been crushed early on, and what 
INRA would hopefully bring across space was death and complete destruction. By any means necessary.

Ranie tired of the innocent wishes of peace and decided to check out the music.

He put it on cockpit speaker and listened for a while, finding the now ancient music largely bizarre and 
outlandish. It was mostly traditional folk music, he knew, apart from some famous works. Most of the music was 
not dissonant to his ears, indicating that the basic tones of which the pieces were constructed were the same back 
then as today. No revolution there.

He quickly jumped from piece to piece, finding some of the tunes a little unpleasant and almost as strange as 
those unknown aliens it was intended for probably would. He was about to shut the speakers off when something 
made him hesitate. A piece of music had started playing which was unlike any of the others. The individual 
instruments and the sounds they produced were unfamiliar to him, but the harmonies they created together were 
of a sort that went right into his brain, as if they had always belonged there. He frowned and let the sensors start 
playing it again from the beginning, listening in intense concentration. The soft tones filled his head, and evoked 
feelings of calmness and, strangely, joy.

What was this? It sounded so right, like pieces fitting perfectly into a puzzle. The notes were bright and airy, yet 
with a solid core. It was as if someone had taken a chunk of pure happiness and magically transformed it into a 
tune. The bright notes seemed to reach for the heavens, doing somersaults under a blue sky, like those birds 
Ranie had seen when he was growing up on Earth, so long ago.

Happiness, yes, but not a childish, exploding happiness that knew no evil; rather, a mature and calm happiness 
that arose from having experienced the opposite emotion but knowing, with all the certainty in the world, that all 
will be well in the end. Optimism, Ranie thought. That was it. Happy, rock-solid optimism.

And, he reflected, wasn't that the very reason why this probe was launched in the first place? Not only did its 
creators think it would perform its mission in the solar system without a glitch, but also that it would eventually 
be found by aliens who would appreciate the music of mankind. And would bring peace and prosperity.

Optimism indeed.

The piece ended and Ranie found that an hour had nearly passed, meaning he should expect new orders soon.

He looked forward to showing this ancient artefact to his colleagues, who would no doubt be just as fascinated as 
he was at the archaic technology. Maybe they could use it as a kind of mascot, celebrating the early space-faring 
times of their species, and it might be given a special display at one of the flagships. And that music could surely 
be woven into something more modern. An inspirational piece, perhaps. INRA was fond of the arts, because it 
reminded the operatives of who and what they were and why they were fighting.

A slight relativistic crackle of a coded transmission being punched forcefully through hyperspace announced a 
message from Colonel Tunk.

She sounded agitated.

"This is Chariot Leader. The operation is not going as planned. We are required at the battlefield. Jump back and 
await instructions. Chariot Leader out."

- III -

It was a terrible sight.

In the background, a massive, black wall of gargantuan Thargoid motherships, moving ever closer to the 
retreating INRA forces.

In the foreground, several irregular spheres of smaller Thargons, each consisting of more than forty ships. Within 
each sphere there were at least two major INRA warships, so densely and definitely surrounded that they could 
not be seen, completely trapped and under heavy fire.

They seemed to be overwhelmed beyond rescue.

On the scanner, Ranie saw thirty-six Wyverns appearing in real-space, immediately starting work on forcing 
open no less that twelve new wormholes for the INRA ships to escape through.

"Yikes," he thought, "High Command must be expecting this battle to come to a pretty sudden end."

Prince Hildgarn appeared on the holoscreen.
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"Attention new arrivals. Short update: we've lost at least fifty ships to enemy fire, including the heavy cruiser 
Raoul Wallenberg and five Anacondas. The enemy surprised us with a swift maneuver and was able to capture a 
large part of our task force.

We'll try one more thing before we have to retreat, but we must be very quick about it. Group One will open 
general fire against the enemy to discourage the motherships from entering the battle, and Group Two will 
concentrate their fire on this point."

A Thargon in the closest sphere took on a red tinge as it was marked out by the command ship.

"The enclosed ships will concentrate their fire on the same point from the inside and try to escape when the 
targeted Thargon either retreats or is destroyed. We believe the latter will happen. Execute."

Ranie was in Group Two and immediately fired his nose cannon against the designated target. Thirty other ships 
followed suit and the alien ship was suddenly awash in intense, piercing energy. The otherwise dark hull took on 
a ghostly aura of sickly white as the shields deflected and absorbed the fire it was taking.

The tactic made sense, Ranie thought, because the aliens, with their pronounced hive mentality and extraordinary 
sense of symmetry, could conceivably be confused by a strictly asymmetrical attack concentrating on one point 
in their phalanx.

And so it seemed, because the Thargoids took no action to neutralize the tactic and the Thargon sucked up 
massive amounts of aggressive energy, to the point where Ranie's sensor showed the tormented hull radiating 
more energy out into space than what was coming in; a sure sign of a vessel about to explode violently.

A second later, it did just that, and an INRA Constrictor shot out of the opening thus made. It was closely 
followed by a heavily modified Skeet which was only barely able to get through the opening in the sphere of 
alien ships that was already closing.

The besieged ships now free, Group One immediately started firing on the Thargons that had made up the sphere 
to prevent them from coming on the offensive again, while Group Two went to work on the second sphere. The 
success was repeated, and two more Constrictors were liberated.

The third sphere of alien ships with INRA vessels claustrophobically captured in its center was much bigger than 
the first two. It was one of the first such spheres that had been formed, surprising the INRA commanders, and it 
pinned down five Couriers and a huge Griffin. The same tactic as with the two previous spheres was initiated, 
and thirty-five beams converged on the target.

Through the corner of his eye, Ranie noticed that Group One was beginning to have some trouble in pinning 
down the Thargons that had been part of the now dissolved spheres, and ship-to-ship fights were breaking out, 
with INRA clearly being pushed back.

Suddenly, a white flash erupted from behind the massive wall of Thargons. One of the Couriers had been 
destroyed, and the battle display in Ranie's Viper showed that more of the surrounded ships would follow very 
soon.

Four new flashes in quick succession proved it to be correct.

Only the Griffin now remained pinned down by Thargons, and its shields, although of the best INRA standard, 
were down to half their strength. The situation was desperate.

To make matters worse, the tactic that had worked so well with the two previous spheres was not well suited 
now. The passage arising from the destruction of just one Thargon would not allow the bulky Griffin to get out, 
and the remaining Thargons would quickly move closer together, closing it up again. In addition, it seemed that 
this sphere had more than one layer of alien ships. It became increasingly clear that the Griffin was doomed. Its 
shields were at one quarter efficiency and deteriorating fast.

As a last-ditch attempt of escape, the crew of the powerful warship routed all its power to the drive and 
accelerated at full force toward the inner shell of its makeshift prison, trying to ram its way out. It got nearly all 
the way through the outer shell before it was stopped, completely annihilating its own shields, and then a split-
second Thargoid beam went right through the hull and came out on the other side. It could not have hit the drive, 
because the Griffin didn't explode right away.

Ranie winced as the huge ship, now veering out of control, was again swallowed by the mass of smaller 
Thargons that had killed it. It sank helplessly back into the black alien mass as if it were an animal trapped in a 
myriad of small, black ants.
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Some crewmember must have had the coolness of head to initiate the self-destruct process, because just as the 
Griffin disappeared from sight behind the alien ships, there came a yellow flash of standard explosives that 
destroyed the ship.

No-one wanted to be taken prisoner by the Thargoids.

There were no more survivors and the battle was over. Prince Hildgarn ordered immediate retreat, and Group 
One covered the escape of the ships in Group Two, which were already accelerating hard toward the closest 
wormhole. Ranie also fled at full speed into the wormhole closest to his position, hurling through the space-time 
tunnel with the sour taste of defeat in his mouth.

On his retina lingered the image of the thirty remaining ships of the desperately fighting Group One that had 
covered his retreat, now badly outgunned and beginning to be surrounded by masses of alien ships.

- IV -

As Ranie emerged from the unstable and migratory end of the wormhole that swooshed wildly through the 
universe at the speed of light, he found himself in empty space, two light years from an unsettled system. While 
he was checking the ship for damage after the battle, the image of an obviously shocked and pale Prince 
Hildgarn appeared on the holoscreen.

"Your attention, please. Right, that went better than we deserved. It was supposed to be an initial, cautious 
skirmish but it developed into a full-fledged battle. They are obviously far more aggressive than we thought. As 
you know, we had *not* considered the possibility of taking casualties this early, much less losing several ships. 
At the final count, we destroyed five enemy ships. We lost sixty-seven of our own. Their crews fought bravely 
and shall be honored."

The officer made a tactful pause.

"On the positive side, when the analysis is over we will have learned a lot about the enemy, perhaps even 
uncovered a blind spot in their way of thinking. This analysis has already started, and the performance reports 
will be ready in an hour."

There was another pause, as if the shaken Prince had trouble thinking of anything meaningful to say to his badly 
defeated troops. He apparently decided to make it short.

"In conclusion, just so there's no doubt in your mind: the Second Thargoid War is now well under way. Hildgarn 
out."

The check for damage came up empty, meaning Ranie could safely jump on. All other ships that had been 
involved in the battle would go through the same motions and hyperjump directly back to base, but not Ranie. 
He had a little mission of his own to conclude.

- V -

Sol.

The Oort cloud, a few tens of thousand kilometers out from where he had been the last time he visited these 
parts, just a couple of hours ago. He saw on the navigational display that he had arrived at precisely the right 
place. He let go of the controls and let the ship itself perform the delicate maneuvers he had programmed it to. 
No pilot was capable of controlling the ship with the precision required, and he wanted this to be just right.

He let the sensor array once more play that remarkable piece of music he had found on the golden record, and 
soon the cockpit reverberated with the perfect, happy harmonies as he leaned back in the seat.

While he relaxed as well as he could in his current state of mind, the autopilot positioned the Viper in space with 
pin-point accuracy. Then the cargo bay doors opened and the tractor beam pulled something out into space. For a 
short moment, the old probe drifted silently directly in front of the viewscreen, allowing Ranie a last look at its 
archaic technology.

The parabolic dish glinted a brilliant white in the starlight.

Then the tractor beam gave it a carefully calculated nudge in the right direction, out of the system.

It was now on its original course with the exact same speed it had had when he first intercepted it, with the same 
gentle acceleration, to within one thousandth of an angstrom per second squared.
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It would continue on its lonely voyage, bravely diving into the future and the darkness.

Just as its creators had designed it.

Just as if nothing had happened.

Ranie sat immobile for a minute while the music played, seeing the tiny craft safely on its way.

He had made a small modification to it, having the sophisticated matter-manipulation equipment in his ship add 
his own piece to the many old messages on the record. Just his own voice with a friendly greeting to whoever 
found it. Is wasn't really important, but he felt entitled.

It wouldn't reach any star system for many millennia, but when it did, perhaps the universe had changed and 
those who found it would prove worthy of its message and the naïve trust of which it spoke.

He didn't know, of course, exactly like those who had designed and launched this little chunk of pure hope and 
optimism so many, many years ago.

He just didn't know.

And it felt good.

The music ended.

He turned the Viper sharply around and gunned the drive, preparing to jump back to base.

He had a war to fight.





Death is Our Business

- I -

The new Black Polygon on his uniform made delicious little dingling noises as Viscount Enning strode towards 
the platform where Patrol Ship VE 112 was being prepared for border patrol. He was a little late, for the 
celebrations after the award ceremony had dragged on into early morning. For him, anyway. It didn't matter; he 
was the vessel's Commander and nothing happened without him.

His crew was waiting for him by the ship, an Imperial Courier. Although that was the standard class of vessel for 
border patrol in the most volatile systems, it again struck him that it was high time he be given command of a 
crew larger than the two who were now straightening their backs as they saw him approaching.

He didn't bother to return their salutes.

"Duval damn it, another damned recruit. How many such snotty-nosed little brats am I supposed to handle? All 
right, kid, what's your name?"

"Sir Glington, Mylord."

"How many missions?"

"Two, Mylord."

Pregnant pause as Enning pretended not to believe his ears.

"Two?"

"Yes, Mylord."

Enning offered the young Sir a long, empty stare and turned abruptly to enter the Courier through the already 
open hatch, without acknowledging the presence of Squire Parq, who was also standing there.

As he always did before embarking on a mission, he touched his begloved left hand to the circular symbol 
emblazoned on the hull by the entry hatch. It was the official seal of the 6th Protectorate Border Guards with the 
unit's "Death Is Our Business" slogan. As a form of superstition, it seemed to work; six sensationally successful 
missions in a row were proof enough.

He made his way to the cockpit and dropped heavily down in the Commander's chair, immediately leaning over 
to open a storage compartment in the bulkhead beside it.

"Parq, you Duval damned moron, where the hell is my liquor? Didn't I tell you to fill up the stores?"

"Yes, Mylord," the Squire Parq said, "and in the cargo hold-"

"Just shut the hell up and go get it," the Viscount interrupted. "And be quick, or it's going on your record!"

Squire Parq marched quickly out of the cockpit and brushed past Sir Glington who was just entering through the 
narrow hatch. The new crewmember sat quietly down by the astrogation console behind the two pilot seats.

Enning gave the instruments a quick scan, decided that the ship was ready for takeoff and initiated the departure 
sequence. Then he pressed the Executive-key which in a millisecond analyzed the DNA in a skin-cell on his 
finger to verify that it was indeed the Commander who was authorizing the order to drop the moorings and 
power up the drive.

Muffled, metallic thuds made the whole vessel shudder as strong electromagnets shot heavy bolts through highly 
polished metal tubes in the lock mechanisms of all the outward hatches, effectively sealing the ship up 
completely. It could now only be opened when it returned to base, or if it was damaged beyond hope and had to 
be evacuated; whichever happened first.

Then the high-pitched whine of big turbines rotating faster and faster in near friction-less casings permeated the 
cockpit. This was a crucial moment in the initiation procedure; if the two massive turbines in either drive-pod 
didn't accelerate at exactly the same rate, the surplus of rotational momentum on one side could topple and 
destroy the craft within a fraction of a second and conceivable take the whole station with it to its doom. 
Enormous forces were being invoked that would remain at play for the whole patrol, except that once out in the 
vacuum of space, the turbines made no noise and just did their job without drama. Here inside the air-filled 
hangar, the drama was considerable, and any unprotected person present would go deaf instantaneously and quite 
possibly perish in a very painful way.
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Squire Parq stumbled into the cockpit, eyes wide and a plastic one-liter container of 60% alcohol in each hand.

"About time," Enning grumbled. "What the hell do you think you're doing, Parq? The turbines are spinning up, 
and the co-pilot is not in his seat? There's a court-martial in this for you. Pray I don't report it. Give me the 
canisters."

Enning placed one container in the little compartment and opened the other, immediately putting it to his lips and 
taking a hefty mouthful of the clear liquid.

Parq gave the instruments a quick look and frowned.

"Mylord, was the hangar evacuated when you initiated the power-up? The indicator shows four ground crew still 
in the hangar."

"What? Those instruments need a check-up. That's something you should have done a long time ago, Parq, while 
the ship was in dock. Are you sending us out with faulty instruments? What else have you neglected? Am I 
gonna have to report you right now?"

"Mylord, I-"

Enning leaned over to stare ominously at the Squire, his mouth only centimetres from Parq's face. He lowered 
his voice.

"One day, very soon, I'm not going to be able to stick up for you and your idiocies, and then there'll be a nice 
firing-squad for you. Except you're not noble, so there'll be a gallows, more likely. Just shut up and take us out, 
Parq. Duval knows you need all the stick-time you can get."

The hangar doors opened slowly into space, revealing the row of green navigational beacons that showed the 
way to the safe hyperspace point. Four shapeless, human-sized objects tumbled past the Courier, sucked from the 
hangar out into space. They promptly disintegrated as the station's anti-asteroid cannon grid fired high-energy 
bolts at them lest they collide with any of the ships in the area.

Parq engaged the thrusters and the powerful patrolship eased slowly into motion, out of the brightly lit hangar. 
The scanner showed multiple contacts around the busy military station in orbit around Gonzales Colony. Supply 
vessels, repair craft, personnel transports, munitions carriers, small and medium-sized fighters, mine layers, 
surveillance ships, probe deployers and every other kind of space ship in the Imperial Navy were zooming 
around in a seemingly chaotic pattern. Due to its proximity to Federal space, this was one of the Navy's busiest 
bases, bettered only by the gargantuan main base in Facece, just a few light years away.

In the distance the massive shapes of the two new Hengist-class battleships obscured the stars behind them, too 
large by far to fit in the hangars. Not yet operational, they were still considered to be under construction and 
were surrounded by eerie auras of dim lights where engineers were still working at their hulls.

There was a line of ships on approach to the hyperspace point, slowly gliding through space, bow to stern, 
waiting to get their turn to jump.

Parq maneuvered the Courier into the queue.

"All right, Parq, go through the pre-jump checklist," Enning growled. "You just can't seem to get the grip on 
that."

"Yes, Mylord. Turbine delta-v is 0.002 percent, within margins. Landing gear is up. Military fuel is sufficient for 
seven maximum distance jumps. Internal fuel tank is 99 percent full. There are no alerts. There are no warnings. 
Drive systems are gree-"

"All ships stand by," Traffic Control suddenly interrupted on the emergency audio channel.

"All ships in hyperspace approach will stop and await instructions."

Parq immediately fired the retro thrusters to bring the Courier to a halt.

"What on Topaz is going on?" Enning grunted. "What did you do, Parq?"

"Nothing, Mylord. Traffic Control orders. There's a high-priority ship coming through, I believe."

"Well, you'd better get us going again in a Duval damned second or you'll be in trou-"

He fell abruptly silent as a small, arrowhead shape zoomed past at breakneck speed, bypassed the entire line of 
ships in a matter of seconds and left a pulsating, blue cloud of ionized gas in its wake as it entered hyperspace.
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"What the hell was that?" Enning demanded into the awe-induced silence.

"A Merlin, Mylord," Parq said. "A captured Federal fighter, slightly modified and in use by our Intelligence 
units. Very rare. Didn't know 6th even had one."

"Well, why would we tell you? It's not like you're aristocracy or anything. Get us moving."

Traffic control gave the 'all clear' message and the Courier resumed its slow approach to the hyperspace point.

Enning half-turned in his seat to look at the young Sir behind him.

"What was your name again?"

"Sir Glington, Mylord."

"I few things you should know, Ginglon. First: This ship has only one Commander, and that is me. Any sign of 
subordination and you get spaced. When you ask permission for something, you ask me and not Parq. He is not 
the Commander. Got that?"

"Yes, Mylord."

"I know some Commanders are going soft on that kind of thing, but you'll find no softness here. This is the 
Navy. Know anyone at Court?"

"No, Mylord."

"Didn't think so. Lingon is not exactly an aristocratic name. You're the same slave breed as Parq, then. You two 
should hit it off. Only don't go planning any insurrection. Understood?"

"Understood, Mylord."

"'Cause where I come from, Capitol, we know how to deal with that sort of crap. My uncle is the Imperial Grand 
Lord of Internal Security, you know. 'The Dark Duke', they call him. And not without reason. So watch it. And if 
I see you anywhere near my booze I'll space you on the spot. Don't even think about it."

Enning turned away with obvious contempt and gulped down another few centilitres of the concentrated alcohol.

Parq finished the complicated and crucial checklist with the speed and confidence that only the routine of having 
done it several hundred times can bring. The designated hyperspace point lay before them, unnecessarily marked 
out by four navigation buoys.

As required by Navy tradition, the Squire gave the formal all-clear message.

"Mylord, checklist procedure is complete. All systems working within parameters as stipulated by the start-of-
mission protocol. The ship is ready for hyperspace."

Enning didn't bother giving the Commander's formal reply, just pressed the Executive-key.

After a few seconds of the swirling, white mist of hyperspace, the Courier arrived at the star system Ackqua to 
begin its patrol.

- II -

As usual the cockpit was dark, illuminated only by the myriad of stars outside the view ports. Without an 
atmosphere to absorb and deflect any of the photons, there was still comfortably enough light to read by. And by 
this time, the eyes of the crew had long since adjusted to the dim conditions. On the instrument panel, only a few 
of the most crucial indicators were gently backlit in dark red; the accelerometer, the relative velocity indicator, 
and the revolutions-per-second counter for each turbine. At standard speed, the turbines rotated so fast that their 
outer edges were closely approaching the speed of light. Consequently, strong relativistic forces were having the 
intended effect on them, and the mass of each turbine was now almost double that of their inert mass.

Viscount Enning noisily opened the cockpit hatch and strode in.

As he passed the navigational console, a wave of unhealthy air washed over Sir Glington; alcoholic fumes, dried 
sweat and unwashed clothes, coupled with a whiff of old vomit.

The Commander fell heavily back into his seat.

"Now then. Tell me what you've fucked up now, Parq."
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"All systems are working within parameters, Mylord," Parq said stiffly without looking up from his work.

For a while there was no sound, except for the Viscount's heavy breathing.

He suddenly opened his little compartment, took out the half-full canister and examined it thoroughly, as if 
suspecting there to be something missing.

Apparently finding nothing amiss, he put the canister to his lips and took a mouthful, then swung his seat ninety 
degrees to the right.

Looking up, Glington saw the Commander staring intently at him, as if expecting him to say or do something. 
Not having been asked a question, the Sir after a few seconds nervously looked back down at his work, only to 
snap his head up again when the Viscount finally spoke.

"What's your name again?"

"Sir Glington, Mylord," he managed to reply, in spite of the foul stench of Ennings breath.

"Straight from the Academy, Ginkton?"

"No, Mylord. I've been on two previous missions. 1st Protectorate Imperial Trader."

"I see. And why didn't you stay with 1st?"

"I was transferred by the order of the 1st Protector. Routine personnel transf-"

"Yeah, whatever," Enning interrupted. "The reason I ask is that I was very disappointed to see you on my crew. I 
told the Marquis that I wanted at least one young female crewmember on every mission. Got a real taste for that 
after the little cadet I had on the Olcanze mission. Sweet little brown-eyed angel from some backward system. 
Hey, you had the hots for that little piece of ass, didn't you, Parq?" Enning said loudly.

The back of Parq's neck went visibly red.

"Heh heh, Parq here thought he was gonna act all valiant-like when I first had to shut that little bitch in my cabin 
to... eh ... extinguish her fire, the horny little slut. Stupid bastard thought he was protecting her, thought she 
didn't want to. Oh sure, she was putting up a little fight and all, but all bitches do that. Play hard to get. Turns 'em 
on. Especially when they get shown who's the boss. Parq doesn't know that, 'cause he's not all that popular with 
the ladies. So he interfered. Came close to disrespecting me, too. Had to give him a knuckle sandwich. Decked 
him once and for all. Taught him some good old Navy respect. Didn't it, Parq?"

The Squire didn't answer and Enning raised his voice.

"I said, didn't it, Parq?"

"Yes, Mylord," Parq mumbled, his voice trembling, just a little.

"Ahhh, that was a fine mission. Kicked some serious Federal ass and had a horny little tramp in my bunk. Oh, 
she liked it rough. Remember how she screamed, Parq? Ever heard screams like that? Heh heh. After the 
mission, she probably saw me with one of my other bitches, 'cause they found her dead in her bunk at the 
Academy the day after we came back. Slit her wrists. Realized she couldn't have me to herself, probably. That's 
happened before."

Enning stretched in the seat, put his feet up on the armrest of Parq's seat and took a heavy swig of the alcohol 
canister.

"So, a jealous little slut, but a good screw. Not too juicy, though. But okay for a short mission."

Silence engulfed the cockpit of the Imperial Courier as it continued on into the empty darkness.

- III -

"Mylord, hostile contact. Scanner shows twelve federal ships of varying size, Cobra Mk 3 through to Griffin. 
Distance 1 AU. Repeat, hostile contact."

Enning gave a tired grunt in the comm and turned it off.

A minute later he staggered into the cockpit, reeking of alcohol.

"Whass goin' ohn?"

"Hostile contacts, Mylord. Looks like an entire task force."
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"Goddamm Fedsh trying sumthin' shtupid 'gain. Thought I showed'em lasshtime..."

The Viscount fell heavily into his seat.

"Awrighth, Parq, shoul' be a nice li'l tesht for you. Dohn't worry, I'll jusht take over when you shcrew it up like 
you do."

Parq maneuvered to set up the first attack run on the convoy of Federal ships. There were two Griffins 
surrounded by smaller ships, close together. Parq evidently intended to do the first run head-on along the length 
of the convoy, blasting as many of the smaller ships as possible with the Courier's mighty 4 MW laser.

He had the ship accelerate to a suitable combat speed and armed the laser, then banked to the appropriate 
heading for the attack. The Federal pilots spotted the incoming enemy and took measures to minimize the threat, 
simultaneously changing course to fly directly toward the Courier. The ships spread out in a loose linear 
formation, with the Griffins still in the middle. Thus, each ship would present the Courier with the smallest 
possible target area, and the Imperial could not target them all at once.

The Federals were just over 5 kilometres away when Parq opened fire. A thick, intensely orange beam shot out 
from the bow of the Courier and immediately connected with the first Cobra. For half a second, its shields 
resisted the massive onslaught, then the hull was burned through and the little spaceship blew up in a hailstorm 
of debris.

Three Federals opened fire, but none of them had aimed properly and their red beams went wide. Although a 
fairly large ship, the sleek and streamlined Courier didn't present much of a target to the enemy, save for its two 
massive drive-pods.

Two further of the Federals exploded as Parq expertly gave them a half-second each of impossibly concentrated, 
bright orange energy. The Federal tactic was now showing a major weakness; the enormous Griffins, each five 
times the size of the Courier, could not open fire with their correspondingly enormous plasma accelerators for 
fear of hitting their own colleagues. For the same reason, any use of missiles, of which each Griffin had eight, 
was out of the question. Consequently, Parq was allowed a free run on the smaller ships, and he made the most 
of it. Before the Griffins could open fire even once, six Cobras had fallen victim to the Imperial's single laser 
cannon.

When at last the gunners on the main forward cannon emplacements could aim at the Courier, they were unable 
to get a good lock, for Parq now pulled sharply up over the larger ships precisely in order to avoid their main 
armaments. Half-hearted potshots from the unprepared gunners manning the turrets and rear guns of both 
Griffins failed to hit the Imperial, who now proceeded to take out the three Cobras flying close behind them, 
savagely cutting them up with the mighty laser.

In a single attack run, Parq had destroyed no less than nine Cobras Mk3, without his own ship having been hit 
once.

The one remaining Cobra accelerated hard, apparently trying to get away. Parq ignored it and turned around for 
another run on the Griffins, which were now not hampered by the presence of friendly vessels. In an apparently 
coordinated defense tactic, they fired their lasers at precisely the same time. As if he had anticipated this, Parq 
rolled the Courier to the right to evade the beams, then fired back, closing fast on one of the ships. But the 
Griffins had strong shields, and even the 4 MW laser couldn't burn through them fast enough to get a kill in one 
run. Abruptly rolling back to the left, Parq released three proximity mines directly in front of the Federal ship. 
Unable to evade the tiny shells of high explosives, the Griffin had its shields obliterated as the mines exploded 
simultaneously, channeling most of their now released energy in the direction whence they sensed the ship 
approaching.

Parq wasted no time and fired two naval missiles at the Griffin at point-blank range, then opened fire again with 
the laser, raking it along the side of the enemy ship. The missiles hit and exploded, but the heavily armored hull 
of the Griffin withstood the onslaught and was only reduced by thirty percent. Parq now had to act quickly; if 
left alone for too long, the Griffin's shields would again accumulate enough strength to deflect his laser. And his 
mines and missiles were in very limited supply.

Setting up for another attack run, he sped away from the Federal ships, gaining some distance to work with. The 
Federals, acutely aware of now having their first chance at a decent counter-attack, ignited their lasers and drew 
closer together. Already, the distance was too great for them to be able to get a good aim, but still they poured 
enormous quantities of superheated elementary particles in the direction of the Courier.
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When the distance from the enemy was six kilometres, Parq turned the ship sharply around and headed for the 
damaged Griffin at full acceleration. At the same instant, the shrill sound of a siren resonated through the 
cockpit, waking up the dozing Enning and making him drop the alcohol canister he had been clutching: missile 
alert.

The now somewhat desperate Griffins had each launched a full barrage of missiles at the Imperial, and ten Naval 
missiles were now coming for the Courier at high speed. It was an expertly performed tactical move, leaving the 
target ship with a very limited range of options. Knowing he had no time for normal evasive actions, Parq 
steered directly towards the ten massive warheads and kept accelerating. Then, a split-second before impact, he 
hit the emergency-scram button for the starboard drive turbine, with the instant effect that its revolutions dropped 
by ten percent. It was sufficient to allow the sudden surplus of gyroscopic momentum on the port turbine, along 
with the miniscule amount of friction around it, to do its work on the whole ship.

The Courier was instantaneously and uncontrollably flung around the rotational axis of the port turbine several 
times before the in-built emergency systems could drop its revolutions to correspond with the starboard turbine. 
The maneuver was over before the advanced tracking-systems on the missiles could sense what was going on. 
Suddenly presented with only empty space where before there had been an entire Courier, they went into search 
mode in a pattern that had them fly right between the two Griffins. The pilots on both ships, seeing the danger, 
veered away from each other, but it was too late; Parq hit the Courier's Naval ECM at precisely the right 
moment, and the whole pack of missiles detonated only a hundred meters away from the damaged Griffin.

The enormous ship immediately exploded in the blinding white flash which meant that the main drive had blown 
up; a rare occurrence.

Driving as hard away as its vast bulk would allow, the other previously undamaged Griffin was caught up in the 
relativistic inferno of a huge interstellar fusion drive blowing up and was simply washed away in the shock 
wave. Its crew, having had almost a full second to comprehend the situation, didn't even bother jettisoning their 
escape pods.

When the intense light had waned and the automatic filters in the main view screen of the Courier could brighten 
slightly, there was no trace of the Griffins; both had completely disintegrated.

The battle was not quite over yet. Twenty kilometres away, the last remaining Cobra Mk3 was locked in combat 
with another ship, to small to identify at this distance. All that could be seen without amplification was that it 
seemed to be equipped with only a 1MW pulse laser, which should ordinarily not provide any trouble for a half-
decent Cobra pilot. Parq set course for the battle, but before the Courier was even half-way there the already 
damaged Cobra was hit with three pulses in a row and promptly exploded. The little surviving fighter did a 
triumphant victory roll, then set an unaggressive hailing course toward the Courier.

The instruments changed from battle status back to normal navigation mode and Parq switched the combat 
computer off.

Suddenly, as if the alcoholic haze in his mind had cleared, Viscount Enning grabbed the controls and aimed the 
nose of the Courier in the direction of the incoming fighter. The Commander's controls on his side of the cockpit 
overrode Parq's control input, and before the Squire could react, Enning pulled the trigger. The immensely 
bright, orange beam described a flat arc in space, then shot right through the hull of the tiny Falcon, vaporizing it 
on the spot.

A container of military fuel tumbled away into space.

Parq still sat limply holding the controls, his mouth open in disbelief. Several seconds went by before he could 
speak.

"Mylord, were you aware that that Falcon was one of our ships?"

"'Twas a damn Falcon. 'Sha Federal ship, you mohron."

"Not this one, Mylord. Transmitted Imperial ID. One of the captured ships Intel uses."

Parq's voice was taut and calm, but a sharp edge could be clearly detected. The Squire was obviously quite 
angry.

For a long while nobody spoke, the atmosphere thick with tension.

Then Enning, to all appearances having suddenly sobered up, rose to his feet and seemed to shrug.

"Whatever. Death is our business. Don't forget that."
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He studiously casually strolled through the length of the cockpit, all the while giving loud orders.

"Sector is clear. Continue patrol. Sir Gillon, do a post-combat analysis. I'm not too happy with Parq's 
performance here."

Before Glington could acknowledge the order, the cockpit door clanged shut behind the Commander's back. The 
two remaining officers sat stunned for some time.

After a few minutes Sir Glington cleared his voice. "Squire Parq?"

"Yes, Sir Glington?" The Squire attentively turned his seat around to face the junior officer.

"Why was there an entire convoy of Federals here?"

"Well, this is an unsettled system caught between Federal and Imperial space. Not really worth much, but it's 
considered strategically desirable to control it. Or at least, to not cede control to the other side. So both we and 
our opponents patrol it with some eagerness. Skirmishes like this are quite common. Both we and the Feds like 
to have a few disputed systems where our pilots can get some real combat experience."

"Respectfully, Squire, it seems as if you have had quite a lot of that, judging from how you handled this 
situation. I don't think I've ever seen or even heard of anything like what happened back there. You killed a 
whole task force in two passes."

Squire Parq looked down, as if embarrassed.

"Yeah, well, sometimes you get lucky. The Feds were caught off guard. Probably rookies."

"It is of course not my place to question the abilities of superior officers, Squire, but rumor has it that Viscount 
Enning is one of the best pilots in the Navy, with more than thirty victories. With all due respect to our 
Commander, I find that hard to believe."

"Do you."

"And it seems he miraculously improved his success rate seven months ago. Which, if the open records about 
this vessel are to be believed, is about the same time you came aboard."

"Possibly." The Squire's voice was neutral, and still he didn't raise his gaze from the deck.

"So I can't help but feel that at least some of the credit for his accomplishments, if not all, should befall you."

The cockpit grew silent as Parq seemed to think deeply. He obviously realized that this was a dangerous subject 
for conversation; he couldn't know for sure where the Sir's loyalty lay, and whether or not this was a trap set by 
Enning. On the other hand, on that front there was probably not much left to lose.

"You may be correct in your assumptions. But remember, it's Navy tradition that the victories of any one vessel 
be ascribed to its Commander."

"With all due respect, Squire, it is also Navy tradition to give credit where credit is due, and it is the 
responsibility of any Commander to see to it that any crewmember who excels in his duty is awarded the proper 
recognition. But in this case, it looks to me as if the opposite is true."

Parq sighed heavily, then, finally, looked at Glington with tired eyes.

"Look, Sir Glington. This is quite simple. As you have evidently observed, normal rules are not applicable where 
anyone by the name of Enning is concerned. That family pretty much runs the entire Internal Security Service. 
Everyone in the Empire, from the rank of Duke on down, are scared witless of coming under IntSec's scrutiny. I 
don't have to tell you why. So people are just trying not to get on the Viscount's wrong side. Now, I have a 
promotion coming up very soon. When I'm officially Lord, I'll get my own ship and be out of Enning's shadow. 
I'll chalk up some kills in my own name and score some points in the Elite Federation of Pilots."

"If I may, Squire, I would just say that I think the Elite Federation will probably notice you very soon."

The Squire's head snapped up quickly as if he had inadvertently been caught in an act of treason.

"Err, but of course my duty always lies with the Empire. Always. That Elite stuff is just incidental and not the 
least bit important. The Imperial Navy is my life."

"I understand, Squire, " Sir Glington said gravely.

Squire Parq gave the Sir a guarded look, then turned his seat around to resume his work.
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"Sir Glington, that post-combat analysis can wait. You've been on watch for nineteen hours now. Go get some 
rest."

"Yes, Squire." Glington rose slowly, carefully loosening up stiff joints.

As he turned to leave the cockpit, through the corner of his eye he saw Parq stifle a yawn with the back of his 
hand; due to Ennings failure to take watches, the Squire had been up far longer than Glington.

The young Sir made a mental note, quietly saluted Squire Parq's turned back, then left the cockpit as ordered.

- IV -

The powerful retro thrusters were shooting electrically blue-white flames directly into the Courier's direction of 
travel, slowing the vessel down from the enormous speed it had gathered during its days in approach to Gonzalez 
Colony. Sophisticated systems compensated for the violent deceleration so that the crew did not feel its physical 
effects. It was a far cry from the early days of the Imperial Navy, when the crewmembers of the smaller warships 
had to be immersed in large tanks of a gelatinous substance in order to survive the rigors of interplanetary travel.

The ship was coming in on the night side of the planet, and outside the view port, it loomed large, its slightly 
elliptical shape almost completely obscuring the brilliant sheen of the star Olcanze.

Landing was imminent.

Viscount Enning entered the cockpit for the first time in three days. This time, he was not accompanied by the 
shock wave of alcoholic fumes. He stood on the deck, elbow-long black gloves on, head almost touching the 
above bulkhead, a tiny smile playing on his lips.

"How long until initiation of landing procedures?"

Parq half-turned in his seat.

"Just over five minutes, Mylord. We've been instructed to land at Lomas, and not dock at the orbital base as 
usual."

"Very well. Squire Parq, would you come here, please?"

Parq frowned. Leaving the autopilot without supervision this close to populated space went against his instincts, 
and also military regulations. "Mylord, is that wise? The autopilot-"

"Just come here, please," Enning said softly, his friendly smile now more pronounced. "I must show you 
something."

Parq snapped off the acceleration harness and stood up, then laboriously clambered his way over the navigational 
console where Sir Glington was toiling away.

He approached the Viscount, who just stood there, apparently studying a point on the bulkhead.

Enning slowly pulled off his right glove, as if he was going to feel the bare metal he was studying. Suddenly, he 
took one quick step towards the approaching Parq and lunged out with his right fist, connecting sharply with 
Parq's left cheekbone, just below the eye.

The Squire hobbled backwards, clutching his face in surprise and nearly falling into Sir Glington's lap.

"That will teach you some Duval-damned respect," Enning bellowed. "You have been nothing but trouble this 
whole mission, disrespecting and second-guessing me in front of the crew. Think you can fly this ship better than 
a Viscount, what, slave-soul?"

Parq regained his balance and rose slowly to his full length, fixing a stiff stare at Enning.

Sir Glington, in spite of his youth anticipating precisely what was going to happen, quickly unsnapped his own 
harness and frantically scrambled to his feet. He just made the necessary hurried bound to reach Parq and grab 
the Squire around the chest with both arms, forcibly holding him back and preventing him from attacking 
Viscount Enning, blinded by the white-hot anger that had clearly overwhelmed him. After a brief, but intense 
struggle, the Squire came to his senses, ceased his resistance and shrugged the Sir off.

In Enning's left hand there had suddenly appeared a tiny black cylinder; a chemical stun-gun, designed as a self-
defense device to incapacitate any assailant by forcefully pumping aggressive bio-chemicals into his body, a 
notoriously painful and dangerous experience.
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For a long minute, the Viscount stood immobile and stared blankly at his crew, his face showing no emotions. 
Then he quietly and calmly put the cylinder back into a hidden pocket on his uniform.

As if on cue, the navigational computer gave the audio signal which meant that the landing procedures should 
begin.

Enning wordlessly pointed at the co-pilots seat, and Parq guardedly went over to it; sideways, so as not to lose 
sight of the violent Viscount.

Enning himself sat down in his own seat, fastened the harness and grabbed the control-column.

"You just sit still and watch how a real pilot handles the landing. Don't touch anything or I'll slap you silly."

He disengaged the autopilot.

Through the cockpit view port only blue sky and tiny puffs of white clouds could be seen as the heavy Courier 
plummeted stern first through the atmosphere, shaking violently. The air howled past. After a full minute of 
uncontrolled descent the Viscount wisely engaged the autopilot, which immediately got the warship back to 
comfortably level flight. Sweat was gathering on his brow.

"Just to show you two imbeciles what this vessel can do even in atmospheric flight," he grumbled.

The autopilot, now left to its own devices without human interference, within minutes maneuvered the Courier to 
a standstill a hundred meters above the designated landing platform just outside the city of Lomas. Although 
capable of handling the procedure, the autopilot was ordinarily not trusted for such a delicate operation as the 
landing on a planet with an atmosphere. The Navy did not want its pilots to rely too much on the computers, as it 
tended to cause their piloting skills to deteriorate.

Enning took a firm hold of the ergonomically shaped controls and initiated the final descent. The three-man crew 
became weightless as the ship immediately fell straight down for two seconds before the anti-collision systems 
intervened, fired the landing rockets and got the situation under control. The Viscount again took over, guiding 
the vessel shakily downwards.

"Mylord, we're ordered to land at Platform 3," informed Squire Parq calmly, apparently unfazed by the 
Viscount's erratic piloting.

Enning, having enough trouble keeping the Courier on an even keel, made no correction to his course.

"Mylord, this is the wrong platform. It's under repair. We can't land here." Parq spoke loudly, obviously 
determined to get his point across.

"Shut the fuck up."

"Mylord, there are men working on this platform!"

Enning struck out with his right fist, but Parq was prepared and easily avoided the punch. Then, sensing what 
was going to happen next, he quickly slapped the button that lowered the landing gear and pulled the turbines 
closer to the main fuselage. At the same moment Enning cut the landing rockets and the Courier fell the last ten 
meters in an uncontrolled arc down to the severely scarred and cracked concrete. Panic-stricken workers 
scrambled madly away from the large ship that suddenly came falling down from the sky.

A jarring crash announced that Imperial Patrol Ship VE 112 of the 6th Protectorate Border Guards had returned 
from patrol, and also that its landing gear had been strained far beyond maximum capacity.

Inside the cockpit there was silence, except from the waning sound of the turbines powering down as their 
casings were filled with steam under enormous pressure to provide resistance and friction. The ship was sitting 
noticeably lower on one side, as if permanently caught in a left bank. Nobody exchanged glances, nobody spoke.

Finally, with all instruments showing green, Enning for the last time pressed the Executive-key, making the 
magnets pull back the heavy bolts in the locks of the outward hatches. Then he stood up abruptly and marched to 
the cockpit door, where he turned. He sent his co-pilot a mild smile that contrasted starkly with his words.

"I see from the records that you're up for promotion, Parq. Doesn't look like it's going to happen after all. It's 
probably time you got used to being only a Squire, 'cause there's nothing else on the horizon. And I'll see to it 
that there never will be. You're mine forever."

He opened the exit hatch and stepped out.
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A man with the insignia of Supreme Commander of the 6th Protectorate was waiting on top of the mobile ramp 
right outside the hatch as Enning exited the Courier; the Protector himself had come to greet him.

"Welcome back, Viscount. News of your success have preceded you .Very well done. Looks like you'll get the 
Duval Crescent for this."

Enning straightened and lazily returned the old man's salute.

"Death is our business, Marquis," he drawled. "And business is good."

The hundred man strong 6th Protectorate Honorary Choir, having hastily run across the field form their first 
millimeter-precise line-up at the intended landing platform, now toned in with a short-of-breath version of the 
otherwise quite imposing battle hymn "We are the Imperial Border Guards". The Marquis had to raise his voice a 
bit to be heard over the asynchronous din.

"Ah, but it seems business is always good with you, Viscount. I understand your name was mentioned to his 
Imperial Majesty during today's morning briefing. Congratulations. Now follow me to headquarters and tell me 
all about the mission. Twelve Feds floating home, eh? Must be a record."

The Marquis graciously stood back and motioned for Enning to walk down the ramp first. At its bottom, in front 
of choir, the luxurious, golden carriage that was the official transport of the Protector waited for them to finish 
their descent. A lackey opened the door and Enning entered the bejeweled cabin, immediately to examine the 
liquor cabinet and sigh with relief at the sight of its contents. He took out a couple of carafes, one filled with a 
golden liquid and the other with a clear one, then sat well back.

The couch was soft and plush, the whisky was from Capitol, the vodka was ice-cold, and the slave girl was very 
young and scantily clad, had big, fearful eyes and had to be encouraged with a few sharp slaps, just the way he
liked it.

The carriage rolled across the busy spaceport toward the Protector's palace, leaving the still bellowing choir and 
the badly damaged Courier behind.

Only now, with the dignitaries safely on their way, did the medical personnel dare come to the aid of the worker 
trapped and crushed beneath the undercarriage of the 480 ton warship.

It was too late, and the platform chief on duty wisely decided to ascribe the casualty to circumstances beyond 
human control.

- Epilogue -

The little fighter was perfectly concealed on the night side of the dark, insignificant asteroid far away from the 
populated planets, its powerful sensor-jamming systems completely masking its presence.

Inside its cockpit, the holoscreen flickered to life and the face of a woman appeared.

"Report," she said simply.

"Primary report begins. The internal Imperial reports are exaggerating wildly about the subjects abilities. 
Viscount Enning is an obnoxious and lazy officer, stupid and egocentric. He has no interpersonal skills, no 
leadership abilities and is basically a bully. And, it seems, an alcoholic and an habitual rapist. His tactical skills 
are insignificant. His piloting skills are non-existent. He sails by purely by virtue of his connections at the 
Emperor's Court. I conclude that the subject is completely unusable for our purposes. Primary report ends."

The woman sighed.

"I see. That's the problem with the Imps. You never know when their reports are complete drivel. Which is why 
we must check them out thoroughly. Anything else?"

"Secondary report begins. Squire Parq is an exceptional pilot with a talent for advanced tactics and keeping cool 
in tense situations. Due to him being quiet and rather shy, Enning is able to take credit for his work. A very 
sympathetic fellow and a fine officer. I conclude that he is worthy of our attention. Secondary report ends."

"Copy that. Then it is the good Squire who can expect soon to be issued a mission in a one-man fighter followed 
by a freakish mis-jump."

"Yes, Colonel. Ahmm... dare I suggest, Colonel, that we give Enning the same experience? But without the 
subsequent rescue and recruitment procedure?"
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The woman smiled thinly with a chilling mix of thoughtfulness and menace.

"An appealing thought, Major Ranie. Appealing indeed. Sometimes I wonder what kind of species we are 
fighting for, anyway, that can produce such individuals. Very well, Major, suggestion accepted. Return to base. 
Tunk out."

The holoscreen went blank.

Quickly and without thought to the structural integrity of the fabric, Ranie pulled the Imperial Sir's uniform off 
and with distaste dropped it in a rumpled heap on the deck.

He was growing increasingly tired of these recruitment missions to boost INRA's crop of able, young pilots, and 
this last had been the worst one yet. But there were just a couple more to go, and then he'd be back on Thargoid-
fighting duty again. And not so long from now, he would be joined by Squire Parq, who would probably be 
somewhat surprised to see him.

"You're absolutely right, Enning," he mumbled absent-mindedly as he sat down in the pilot's seat and powered 
up the main drive.

"Death is your business."

The INRA Viper Mk 2 shot out from the surface of the asteroid and banked into a wide, lazy turn, setting up the 
proper escape vector out of the Imperial system Olcanze.

"But life is ours."

Summoning the collective power of a thousand suns, the little ship accelerated to far beyond light speed, hurtled 
leisurely across the threshold to hyperspace and was gone.
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-I-

There are some deaths that cannot be reversed. Just not possible, even if is occurs in the middle of civilization. 
Now, it's at least theoretically possible to regenerate a body that has, say, been floating in vacuum for a few 
months. Years, even. Cold comfort, I imagine, when your ship is about to do the big kablammo ten AUs off 
Veliaze, though it might make your passing easier if you can think, "I'll get you in my next life, dirty scoundrel 
pirates with your fancy beam laser etc." with at least some foundation in the mysterious workings of probability 
(incidentally, if the last words you utter in this life are actually 'et cetera', I personally think you deserve another 
go).

Who knows? A passing medical frigate might take you on board and grow you back up from whatever tissue 
survived the blast. But don't do the math. Space is big. Frigates are, despite claims to the contrary, not.

So, a cell has to survive your death in reasonably intact state. Sure, you've got billions. And we can use pretty 
much any one to grow you back. Then we'll install your memory from your last upload and there you are. 
Literally. Will that be cash or credit, sir? How about sixty percent of your gross income for fifty years?

But if no cell remains intact, or if we have to really, really search for one (low probability of success, insanely 
expensive; we never do it), you're screwed.

Heh. You wish.

Dead is what you are. Dead dead, as we say. That we actually have to reinforce and specify that most absolute of 
words is saying something about the advances of our civilization. What exactly it is saying? Um, I'll have to get 
back to you on that one.

Janssen was dead dead, I could tell without breaking out the equipment. Massive doses of radiation will corrupt 
pretty much every single cell in the organism, tear the DNA to shreds and make a mess of everything. And as 
doses go, this one was something of a biggie. It had penetrated the shielding of the interplanetary shuttle and still 
had the energy to burn the lady's clothing and skin to a crisp. She must actually have died within half a second.

Normally, a person doomed to demise by radiation sickness is granted the privilege of remaining conscious and 
aware of his surroundings for days, the better to savor the experience of one of the worst deaths known to 
mankind. With no possibility for regrowth, of course. Not Janssen, as is only reasonable, I suppose. A veteran 
Sirius Corporation Planetary Manager must certainly be treated with respect. By her colleagues, by her 
subordinates and, apparently, by nature itself.

Still, I applied the basic technology to the corpse to give me a reading I could file. Sirius is big on correct 
procedure, as well as correct form. Just basically big, in fact.

I got out of the wreckage and looked around. The surface was as dark, dull and rocky here as anywhere else on 
the planet. There was nothing special about it, nothing to distinguish this location from the other eighty million 
square kilometers on the night side of Helaxa 4.

If anything, it would be that I could see the edge of the day side only about a kilometer away. Helaxa 4 has 
bound rotation, which means that it always presents the same side to its sun. One side is in perennial darkness, 
the other in eternal sunlight. It doesn't matter to us; the stuff we mine is deep down and not affected.

So the spot where Janssen's shuttle had plummeted to its demise was for all intents and purposes right on the 
fuzzy terminator line. Nothing weird about that, necessarily. A glimpse of full spectrum light now and then does 
wonders for the soul, I'm told, and who can blame a manager, on her lonely way to a small installation on the 
other side of the planet, if she takes a little detour to work on her tan, as it were? Even if it had worked a little 
better than planned.

I started gathering my stuff, putting it in a special container for contaminated equipment.

The speaker in my helmet crackled.

"Any hope, Doc?"

I had told the pilot from Planetary Base to stand well back, since his protection gear was not of the same caliber 
and quality as mine. Carefully, because of the low gravity, I made my way over the coarse terrain towards him 
and the shuttle.
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"'Fraid not. Radiation. A lot of it. Dead as a penguin."

"Ehh... pardon me, Doc?"

"Penguin. Ridiculous bird from Sol. Went extinct a thousand years ago from a lack of ice. Never mind. Any 
word on the transport?"

"Just three clicks off. Be here any minute."

"Tell them to exercise extreme caution. That corpse is white-hot with all kinds of mu. Don't worry about the 
wreckage. We'll have it buried later. Or not."

"Okay, Doc. Are we done here?"

"Yep. Let's get some vacuum under us."

I had the shuttle hover at its maximum altitude of twenty meters above the site as the hazardous-cargo transport 
shuttle collected the remains of Janssen.

I was slightly puzzled. I had spent twenty years with Sirius, and it was by no means an unusual occurrence that 
highly placed executives met with sudden death. Assassinations, poisonings, accidents that were anything but, 
genuine mishaps; all were more or less routine, and some victims could be regrown. But I had never before come 
across just this kind of death death.

A localized gamma burst? Farfetched. Helaxa was a very stable star, not expected to blow up for six billion 
years. Besides, the instruments back at base would have gone berserk.

Assassination? The practical problems of carrying it out would be formidable. Janssen was only Planetary 
Manager on this most remote outpost of any corporation, hardly a worthwhile target for anyone. In spite of her 
seniority, she did not fall into the 'highly placed' category. If she did, she wouldn't be here.

Was the planet itself of interest to someone? As far as I knew, there was nothing of much value here. The 
hafnium mines were, albeit one of the few major sources in the known galaxy, only worthwhile because of the 
enormous and well-oiled Sirius distribution system. A fairly useless element, with demand and price reflecting 
that fact.

We looked on from above as the transport crew finished loading the radiant Janssen (I made a mental note to 
remember that joke and serve it up in appropriate company) into the heavily isolated cargo hold.

The pilot cleared his throat nervously.

"So, what happened, Doc?"

I thought for a second. A superior should never admit ignorance when in the company of subordinates; his 
prestige will inevitable suffer. Sirius Corporation Junior Management Handbook.

"I don't know," I said.

"Think it might have anything to do with the black ships?"

"Hm?"

"Y' know, the black ships? That Charl- that the survey ship pilot saw ninety AUs out? Big black ships?"

For some reason his voice trembled, just a little.

"Ah yes. You know, I wouldn't put too much emphasis on anything Charlie says, okay? There's a reason why he 
is just survey ship pilot. And you know how funny those guys get in the head after a couple of years on the job. 
Asteroids, no doubt. His instrument log showed nothing out of the ordinary, as far as I know."

"He said it was like he'd seen them before, only he hadn't."

"And that very statement should tell you a bit about how reliable an observer he is, right? Now shut up about 
your black ships and let's get back to base. Two hundred ccs of Duckstein tonight, remember?"

"Yes, ma'm," said the pilot and banked the shuttle towards base.

There would indeed be a ration of quasi-alcohol tonight, as was the custom with funeral ceremonies. There were 
in fact quite a few of those, for mining is a hazardous business, and when a roughneck kicks the bucket, of 
course no regrowth is attempted; he would never be able to pay back the cost to Sirius.
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-II-

On an atmosphere-less planet such as this, we prefer to set up shop on the dark side. That way we're not as 
vulnerable, should the central star choose to erupt in flares or generally behave in an uncultured manner. The 
arrangement makes for a pretty bleak working environment, though.

The base itself was of the standard Sirius semi-portable variety. Easy to install, fairly easy to uproot when it has 
served its purpose. Emphasis is put on utility and profitability, so few luxuries, apart from the most basic of 
creature comforts, are built in.

From above, the sight was outlandish. Giant spotlights drew a gigantic and sharply defined pentagram of blue-
white light in the darkness, casting cold, stark light on the large, yellow pieces of mining equipment that 
scattered the area. In the geometric center of the pentagram was the big main dome, under whose protective 
hemisphere we spent most of our time. It was made of a transparent synthetic material of some sort, which was 
the object of much swearing and grumbling. On slightly more upscale facilities, the dome is not transparent but 
opaque, illuminated from within with the most exquisite and vibrant landscape scenes in fine detail, down to 
changing weather and individual birds flying across the sky. This cleverly creates the very believable illusion 
that one is doing some heavy mining in the middle of, say, an Italian renaissance town, or a splendid island in a 
magnificently turquoise ocean, or, for that matter, an immense brothel of the most vulgar variety (the latter is 
quite popular, I understand). 

Arrangements of that sort are in fact not particularly expensive, but when it comes to making split-credit 
profitability decisions, the Sirius Corporation is second to none. And so such indulgences were not bestowed 
upon us. Instead, we were allowed to enjoy the view of a number of tall, black mounds- highly compacted 
molecular dust that was the waste result of the hafnium refining process that went on in the quirkily named 
Refinery.

The shuttle powered down and I exited, carrying my case of medical equipment. Ropohl, the senior shift 
supervisor, was pretending to have had some business with another shuttle nearby and came over as I started for 
the cubical administration structure. We walked side by side along a solid steel railing which ran at chest-level 
and defined the walkway.

"Well?" he said.

"No, not really," I replied brusquely. Ropohl was not my favorite person in the universe, or even on this planet. 
"She's dead."

"Dead dead?"

"Yes. Radiation. Massive doses. Fried her on the spot. The shuttle veered out of control, of course. Crashed into 
the ground, tail end first. Unsalvageable."

"Sure? A whole shuttle written off? There goes, whuh, a day's profits or something."

Not to mention a portion of our bonus.

A short, tired alarm sounded and we both reflexively stopped in our tracks and calmly grabbed the railing with 
both hands. Seconds later, there was a muted rumble and the ground shook violently as a massive amount of 
high explosives was detonated a thousand meters beneath our feet.

After several years on a variety of mining installations, I hardly even registered it.

We resumed our walk.

"Right, Ropohl, I guess you are the new PM. I recommend we have the funeral ceremony as soon as possible. I 
don't want to have the body lying around. Pretty radioactive."

"Hmm, yes. And bad for morale, I suppose."

I didn't answer. Not my problem.

"So. We put this down to shuttle malfunction?"

"Nope. There's no part of a shuttle that can emit that kind of dose, not even the drive core. And that was intact. I 
checked."

"Whuh, natural causes? Act of fate?"
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"I'll have to file this as CU."

"Whuh, causes unknown?"

"Yes, that is indeed what it means, Ropohl. I can tell what she died from, but not why she died."

We walked a few paces in silence while the gears churned in Ropohl's brain. For the first time, he had to think 
like a Planetary Manager and it did not come easily to him. I had figured out what he was going to say long 
before he himself had.

"I wish you wouldn't do that to me, Abadiev. They'll insist on an investigation. If they send a team out here, even 
if it's just a coupla guys, that's our profits for, like, eight months gone to hell. Then we can just forget any kind of 
bonus for this year. All of us," he added, half-heartedly trying to look me in the eye as if to convey a special 
significance.

Truth be told, I wasn't all that eager to lose my bonus either. But there's this maxim, or rather, expression, that I 
have become fond of: 'Not on my watch'. As a rationalization for doing the right thing, even in the face of own 
short-term disadvantage, that one is pretty peerless. Call me boring, call me square (God forbid), but in this 
world of so many temporary possessions, my integrity is one of the things I prefer to hold on to. Once lost, it can 
never be recovered. That's not what I said to Ropohl, of course. Pearls before swine and so forth.

"It doesn't matter, " I said as we entered the admin cube. "The regulations are clear. If we can't establish a 
reasonable sequence of events leading up to a death, it's a CU. The data from the site have been filed. And at 
least we'll be able to actually collect what remains of our bonus. Janssen wasn't that lucky."

The door closed behind us with a reverberating clang, and we were walking on a cheap, synthetic floor which 
gave way and bulged slightly under our feet with each step. Mining dust and fine sand crunched under the soles 
of our boots.

"Oh, this is just shaping up to be the grandest day. Okay. Well, at least she had the decency to make sure she 
could not be regrown. That would really have cost us."

Ropohl entered his office and gently closed the old-fashioned manually-operated door behind him. He had taken 
it surprisingly well.

I put my stuff in my own tiny office, sat down at the desk and put my legs up for a minute.

Ropohl was wrong; it wouldn't have cost us anything to regrow Janssen. On her level - but not on lower ones-
the executives were insured by Sirius to keep their valuable experience intact. This was the reason why they 
weren't making the regrowth-technology available to a wider market- the strategic value was too important.

No, Janssen would have been regrown at no cost to the facility she managed- but only once.

All academic. She was gone. And her body was lying in one of the storage shacks, just waiting for me to dip it in 
molten lead and drape the Sirius Corporation banner over it, as is the norm with an employee under contract.

I sighed deeply and got to my feet. Might as well get it done.

I was still wearing the space suit, and decided to keep it on for the extra protection it gave me.

The radiant Janssen. Heh heh.

I picked up my equipment and went to work.

-III-

The workers slowly sauntered into the main warehouse, still wearing their extraordinarily dirty miner's 
jumpsuits. No disrespect was meant by that; their shift had just ended.

The funeral routine was very well known to all. After the short ceremony, the large lead block containing 
Janssen would be taken out of the main dome and dumped in a newly dug hole in one of the slag heaps.

It figured. The former Planetary Manager was now nothing but waste to be gotten rid of as quickly and 
permanently as possible.

There weren't as many workers on the planet as one might have expected from the physical size of the base. 
Twelve hour shifts of fifteen people made thirty, plus the PM, plus the two guys at the little EnRec facility, plus 
the survey ship pilot, plus the shuttle pilots, plus me made thirty-eight, minus Janssen made thirty-seven. 
Condrian and Nowak, the EnRec guys, were not present, for it would not be cost-efficient to send a shuttle to get 
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them just for a funeral. A similar argument went for the fourteen people that made up the shift now on duty, 
Ropohl's old shift.

A little cluster of twenty-one people in a warehouse, standing around an unusually big, leaden box, hanging from 
a crane at near floor level, with a seriously worn Sirius banner draped over it.

As Planetary Manager, Ropohl would hold the eulogy, which turned out to be somewhat untraditional.

"Janssen is dead, " he said flatly, "and Abadiev can't grow her back. Too bad. Makes you wonder what the use is 
if being manager at all. So. There's the beer. One canister each."

We each took a 200 cubic centiliter canister from the case he indicated, opened them and gulped down the 
contents. I think I was able to disguise my slight revulsion. Warm water, even if it has been engineered to 
olfactorily and gustatorily (I'm a doctor, remember?) resemble some ancient Earth brew, was never a favorite of 
mine.

It was an unusually quiet funeral. Normally, after the eulogy, which I must say I thought Janssen used to handle 
a lot better than Ropohl, people would loosen up a bit, and some degree of chit-chat would break out. This time, 
the silence was as thick as the containers of hafnium ore which surrounded us. I doubted that the disgracefully 
unprepared and short eulogy had shocked the congregation into silence. These were colonial miners, not easily 
shocked into anything, and certainly not by social faux pas committed by their managers. The only thing I could 
think of that would actually shock them was the loss of their bonuses, but I would have thought those news to 
have the opposite effect of silence. These people were not slow to let it be known when they were experiencing 
monetary unhappiness.

I studied them closer. They seemed apathetic, each worker gazing emptily into the air or down to the floor 
between gulps of lukewarm non-alcoholic synthetic beer. Even Charlie, the survey ship pilot, who was normally 
a chatterbox of twenty-first century caliber, was keeping quiet. Well, not quite- his lips were visibly moving, as 
if he was talking to himself. I went over to him.

"Hey Charlie, you okay?"

He slowly shifted his gaze up to look emptily at me.

"Hey, Doc. Good beer, huh?"

"Sure. Anything bothering you? Feel okay?"

His head sank back down.

"Yeah, I'm fine. Thanks."

"Not talking to yourself at all? I won't ground you just because you start seeing mysterious black ships, you 
know."

"Nah. No problem."

Hard to argue with that. As a doctor, I would actually allow some eccentric behavior for any survey pilot, as they 
have the loneliest job I know of. They spend weeks at a time in their Sakers, cruising uninhabited systems, 
surveying celestial bodies for minerals. Occasionally they check in with the nearest base for supplies and one 
night's sleep on firm ground before it's take-off time again. Must keep the ship in space and Sirius' investment 
paying off.

There was a dissonant, cheap clink as Ropohl had finished his beer and unceremoniously dropped the canister 
down on the steel floor. Without a word, he started walking for the exit which led to the admin cube. More clinks 
followed as the group dispersed and every person started for their individual destination. I put my own, still half-
full canister down on an empty water-drum and followed Ropohl toward our offices. I wanted to check 
something.

I hadn't known Janssen that well, but still I was mildly surprised at the lack of emotion I felt at the demise of a 
co-worker of three years. Nor did the loss of my bonus weigh particularly heavy on my mind, even if it would 
make up more than half my pay and I really needed it. It was as if I had a reduced capability for emotion, just 
like the way the workers had seemed at the ceremony. Come to think of it, Ropohl had also been untypically 
stoic about the disastrous developments with our bonuses.

It would have to be put down to the effects of the fairly potent multi-suppressant drugs we were all being 
continuously fed through the air-supply. A docile and pliant worker is a better worker, according to Sirius, and 
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so it thoroughly dopes its workers up on what at Sirius HQ is humorously known as 'prole juice'. In the 
Federation and the Alliance, there are laws against this. But Sirius is, well, Sirius, and more than big enough to 
make its own laws. This is a corporation that owns not just planets, but entire solar systems. Not fringe systems, 
either; actual Core systems with inhabitants up the wazoo and their 'constitutions' written by highly paid 
corporate law specialists.

So they drug their workers. Who's going to complain? Not the workers, certainly. That would be 'union activity' 
and punishable by lengthy jail terms.

Problem was, I hadn't known that the drugs were quite as strong as this. Could be that the dosage, based on 
continuous efficiency calculations and regulated every hour by a computer, was on a peak. That was quite 
possible; the moment it was reported that the PM was missing, the computer could have boosted the dosage to 
keep any possible outbreak of emotional activity among the workers in check. Keep 'em toiling away regardless.

So far so good, but this was the first time ever I had been prompted to consciously think about the effects of the 
juice. That was not supposed to happen, not even to me. The current dosage setting must be massive if it was this 
noticeable. Had there been a malfunction?

It was my job to find out; indeed, I was the only one who had access to the information.

I reached my office and sat down behind the desk.

"Doctor Abadiev, access air purification," I said out loud.

Immediately, the relevant data were projected on to my retina. It was a list of everything the air supply system 
did to the air before it was pumped into the base, all the additives and purification processes. The same display 
could be accessed by the PM, but the computer would not show him the first paragraph, headed 'Pre-emptive 
Security Measures'. Apart from the funny idea that you can justify absolutely anything if you just attach the word 
'security' to it, the list told me that the amount of diverse drugs in the air mix was at a higher rate than I had ever 
seen it or even heard of. It was approaching the level where any kind of work would actually be obstructed, not 
facilitated; it is one thing to have a worker not be rebellious or overly emotional, but quite another to make him 
ask himself why he should bother working at all.

"Details PSM log," I said, even though I increasingly didn't care.

The log came up, displaying the hourly changes made by the computer.

08.00.00 +0.00054 %

09.00.00 -0.00002 %

10.00.00 -0.00018 %

11.00.00 +0.00560 %

12.00.00 +0.00003 %

13.00.00 -0.00505 %

13.15.29 +600.00000 % [Externally set]

14.00.00 +0.00000 % [Automatic override]

15.00.00 +0.00000 % [Automatic override]

16.00.00 +0.00000 % [Automatic override]

So the computer hadn't done it. It was someone manually boosting the prole juice to seven times its normal 
value, then setting up a procedure for automatically overriding the computer every hour after that when it tried to 
reduce the saturation.

I lazily wondered who could be behind it. Janssen hadn't been reported missing until well past fourteen hundred; 
at quarter past one she was still here at the base. But she couldn't even see the PSM display, much less make any 
change to the setting. Even I couldn't do that.

Who could? Only the Regional Inspector and up. He hadn't been here for months and wasn't expected for even 
longer. And I would have known if he had been here today, because his presence was always preceded by frantic 
activity to implement the directives we had received since his last visit.
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Could Sirius remotely set the mix from HQ? Probably, when the facility in question was within reasonable 
distance. If not, they would have to wait for ages for the message to come through. Also, this kind of distant 
facility was designed to be completely autonomous. Indeed, that was one of the few perks about working this far 
away from the Core; you didn't have HQ looking over your shoulder at every instant.

In normal circumstances, I would have been worried about this. High as a Mirage on prole juice, I was probably 
still worried, but I didn't feel it. What I felt like was just sitting here in my office and think about nothing.

I tried it for a few minutes, but my mind would not leave me alone.

Rationally, I knew that the effects were cumulative. Another hour or so of this, and I would lose absolutely all 
my willpower and who knew what else. Also, the stuff was probably pretty toxic in high concentrations. Most 
drugs are.

I had to do something. Immediately. It was my responsibility. Not only was I the doctor, I had also spent most of 
the day wearing my spacesuit or away from the base and was consequently not as affected as the others.

Prole juice poisoning on the Helaxa 4 Planetary Base? Not on my watch.

I calmly filled a syringe with an appropriate amount of amphetamine-solution and emptied it into a vein. Okay. I 
still felt very little, but my energy level would not allow me to sit still. I got to my feet and started trotting 
around in a circle on the floor, bumping into walls and furniture. What to do? I had to talk to Ropohl. He was the 
PM. Time for him to rise to the occasion.

I crashed through his door, but he didn't even look up. He was in his dirty jumpsuit, slumped in his chair, chin on 
his chest. He wasn't sleeping or unconscious, for his eyes were open, although just barely. Red light pulsated 
through the otherwise dark room.

"Ropohl, wake up. Something's happened."

No reaction.

"Wake up!"

He rolled his head across his chest and lifted it slightly.

"Hmmm?"

"The prole juice has gone through the roof. You have to contact HQ."

"Hmm," he mumbled, giving no sign of taking action or even moving much.

On his desk was mounted the emergency panel, just a panel of pre-historical buttons and controls that could be 
used if there was a fire, an atmosphere problem, an earthquake or anything else that the computer for some 
reason or other was not dealing with. It also controlled the emergency communications display, on which a red 
light was blinking insistently.

I looked over at him.

"Ropohl!" I shouted. He slowly shifted his gaze to my chest. The pupils were dilated to the extent that the iris 
was nowhere in sight. He was clearly in orbit. An orbit of great eccentricity.

"Ropohl, there's an emergency comm light! How long has it been blinking? Why is there no buzzer sound?"

He rolled his head slowly, eyes closed.

"Turned it off. Noisy."

Crap. There was no help to get from him, that was for sure. I scrambled around his desk to get at the display, 
forcefully trying to shove his great, soft mass out of the way. The flashing light indicated that the two men at the 
lonely EnRec installation, where Janssen had been on her way when she died, were experiencing some sort of 
emergency and were trying to contact us through the narrow-band audio-only emergency system.

I opened the comm channel.

"This is Dr. Abadiev. Report."

No reply, only strong static.

"This is Planetary Base responding. Report! Condrian? Nowak? Anyone there?"
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Deafening static.

This was pretty alarming. The emergency comm was hardwired into the spacesuits of both men, and also into the 
shack where they slept. If they didn't respond, something was definitely wrong.

There was one last possibility. All messages on the emergency comm were recorded. I pushed the appropriate 
button to play a recording which, according to the display, had been made ten minutes earlier.

"Base, this is Condrian."

Static.

"Please respond. Come in, Base."

Static.

"Janssen, are you there? Janssen!"

Static, getting stronger.

"For the love of space, Janssen, we have to get out of here. Something weird is going on."

Heavy static.

"Base, we're being fried here. Send a shuttle, for God's sake!"

Static, now almost drowning out Condrian's desperate voice.

"<...> get <...> out! Janssen! Respond, <...> pompous bitch!"

Heavy static.

Abrupt silence. Loss of carrier signal. Comm channel shut down. End of recording. Thank you for using the 
emergency communications system. Have a nice day.

-IV-

I skimmed the hard, black surface of the planet at the greatest acceleration the little planetary shuttle could offer, 
which was not a lot. But enough for me. Even with great waves of all kinds of drugs sloshing around in my 
veins, I felt myself having a cramp-like grip on the controls as drops of sweat dripped from my eyebrows down 
onto the spacesuit. I breathed in rapid, shallow gasps as I tried to gauge where space ended and hard rock began.

I'm not a natural born pilot, I'll freely admit. When alone in a shuttle, which is a situation I try to avoid as best I 
can, the auto pilot is not just a handy tool that makes my life easier. It is the de facto pilot and commander. I 
always turn on all the optional aids so that I can just sit back and enjoy the ride.

Problem is, that only works when travelling between locations that are actually stored in the navigation 
computer. And I couldn't remember how to do that. So I had taken the controls, using the scrolling map to 
navigate. It was a long way to go, for the little EnRec installation was located diametrically opposed to Planetary 
Base.

This location makes sense: When one is mining using high power lasers, explosives and other ingenious methods 
that release a lot of energy, the crust of a planet is set in motion. Extremely long frequency shock waves will 
emanate from the point of energy release, especially when said point is far underground. The whole crust will 
bulge in long, imperceptible waves that travel at equal speeds radially out from the epicenter and then meet 
again, hours later, on the other side of the planet. At the exact point where they meet, there arises an interesting 
physical phenomenon. The wave fronts meet, nay, crash together with great force, and the energy that drives 
them is released.

Now, calculate precisely where this happens, plant at the right location a device that can soak up this energy, and 
a lot of it can be recovered and sent back to Planetary Base. Thus, the base in question can make do with a 
smaller and cheaper power reactor.

Sirius values in practice: a credit saved is a credit earned.

- - -

I was sweating more than ever when I finally arrived at the little Energy-Recovery installation. Helaxa was 
pouring kilojoules of infra red into the cabin of the shuttle which, being a Sirius budget model, had no 
temperature-regulating system. That was okay on the night side, not quite as okay here. I flew a short round to 
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see if I could spot anyone, but among the shiny cylinders, antennas and wires there was nothing recognizable as 
a life form, or even a Sirius employee.

Metallic parts lay strewn across the landscape, and the whole installation gave me a strange impression of 
disorder and chaos, quite unacceptable by Sirius standards.

The crew would have to be inside the shack. I tried the radio, but there was no reply over the static.

I carefully put the shuttle down as close to the shack and the nearby technological structures as I dared. I would 
have to go inside and check.

I put on the helmet, grabbed my doctor's bag, put my hand on the hatch release and habitually glanced down at 
the atmospheric readout on the control panel.

Radiation level [External]: 6101,03 REM.

I yanked my hand from the hatch release as if stung.

I suddenly felt weak at the knees.

Lethal dose, as far as I could remember, was at 600 REM . This was over ten times more. Only a brief exposure 
would kill me.

But it was my duty. I was a doctor. Exiting the shuttle, running over to the moderately shielded shack and getting 
inside would only expose me to the radiation for a few seconds.

Condrian and Nowak had called for help.

It was my duty.

My moral duty.

Six thousand REM.

They trusted me to help them.

Ten times lethal dose.

I couldn't leave them there without at least trying to help.

Two men killed by radiation from an unknown source? Not on my watch.

I looked at the readout display again. 6313,15 REM.

Not on my watch.

6444,97.

Not on my watch!

I took a deep breath.

Yes. On my watch.

It would kill me. Nobody could expect me to willingly give my life for this. For nothing.

They were probably dead already.

I sat heavily back down in the pilot's seat. If I exited the shuttle, I was dead. Dead dead. I wouldn't. End of 
argument.

I saw no reason to hang around. I had the shuttle take off and did a final circle around the area, examining the 
shack from all angles.

As I came around the back of it, I couldn't help noticing that the entire back wall was gone. Well, not gone, I 
realized on further inspection; it was merely lying on the ground, buckled and burnt. But definitely not filling its 
intended purpose of providing a fourth wall for the shack. I took the shuttle lower to be able to see inside through 
the gaping hole. The insides looked intact, but something vital was missing: Condrian and Nowak.

I set a course back to Planetary Base and keyed for full acceleration, but for once, the shuttle didn't move fast 
enough for my liking.

I tried to get my brain to function properly.
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Janssen dies suddenly of radiation.

The prole juice goes amok.

Strong radiation on the day side.

EnRec shack destroyed, crew missing.

I had a strong and nauseating feeling that there was something going on. Something obvious that I was somehow 
not quite getting. But it was slowly dawning on me.

And it was bad.

A fair portion of the sweat I was now discharging felt decidedly cold.

- - -

The night side of the planet came at me, first visible as scattered mountaintops that seemed to hover over the 
horizon, then as a forbidding darkness laying claim to everything, from the dusty, crater-strewn plains to the 
highest peaks. The flying gradually got more difficult and I grasped the controls in concentration. With my eyes 
struggling to find a point of reference in the black void, I suddenly felt the shuttle dive dangerously. I reflexively 
let go of the controls, accustomed as I was to any vehicle, when left to its own devices, automatically 
straightening out any mistakes made by the pilot. The dive seemed to continue unhindered, and as I slowly 
regained my bearings, I saw the uneven terrain, illuminated by the shuttle's navigational lights, zoom by at 
breakneck speed close underneath.

The whole shuttle shook as its underside scraped and bounced along the ground for what seemed like about six 
decades, although it couldn't have been more than about a second. I clumsily grabbed the controls again and 
pulled back on them, hard. The nose of the shuttle climbed spacewards, and in my relief I let it climb for too 
long. Soon, the vertical-lift engine, always needing something to work against, was clearly losing power and also 
its battle with gravity, and the nose again pointed down. Once more I pulled the controls back, and there 
followed a series of oscillations, up and down, before I managed to stabilize the vehicle and resume some 
manner of level flight. The shuttle was obviously not designed with anything other than ground-hugging travel in 
mind, although too ground-hugging flying was apparently also not ideal: The outer hull had been breached and 
the air pressure in the cabin dropped rapidly. I scrambled to put my helmet on without having to let go of the 
controls.

The light, Sirius standard issue space suit was now all that stood between me and the vacuum.

The vacuum and whatever else was out there. I put my splayed-out gloved hand over the secondary display 
screen and then turned it off, all the while making a conscious effort not to look at the atmospheric readout. I 
didn't need to know. And I sure as space didn't want to.

- - -

I was approaching the location of Planetary Base when the scanner displayed a white blip on the horizon, and 
then I saw it, straight ahead: A large ship rapidly gaining altitude. Not one of ours, for we only had the shuttles 
and the survey Saker. Looked like an Imperial Trader, if my memory from the Federal Military served me right. 
It was definitely not one of the Panthers that carried the hafnium Coreward. This was not a Sirius ship by any 
stretch of the imagination.

Then what was it?

I didn't care.

I just knew one thing: It was leaving me behind.

Higher and higher the ship rose, faster and faster, until it was suddenly gone from my instruments, not even 
leaving a hyperspace cloud.

Even knowing the exact coordinates of the base, I had some trouble finding it. The enormous spotlights, usually 
very trustworthy guides, seemed to have been turned off. No, they hadn't, I realized; the tall masts on which they 
were mounted had been cut down halfway up their length.

The big dome was gone.

The large mining machines lay in a dirty-yellow heap.
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As I got closer, I saw that all that was left of the installation was practically rubble, except the hangar, which 
looked intact. I put the shuttle down right outside it. My only hope lay in finding the Saker, which had a 
hyperdrive and would allow me to escape.

I entered the hangar. There was a large, jagged hole in the wall on the far side.

Also, there were two shuttles, both broken and seemingly split down the middle by a laser, wisps of smoke-dust 
still drizzling slowly to the ground from the burnt edges.

And in the last berth, the Saker.

Trisected, with considerable precision, right behind the cockpit and again straight through the drive.

And that was it.

I was stranded. The only person left on the planet.

I threw up violently, horribly soiling the inside of the space helmet.

-V-

I was standing beside what was once the administration cube. The roof and two walls were missing.

It was night, as always, the sky was pitch black. I could only see a few stars. Normally, the whole splendor of the 
night sky was visible from the ground on this atmosphere-less planet. Now, it looked as if it was obscured by 
something. Like a curtain, with symmetric tears in it. A very dark curtain. A curtain which not only blocked 
light, but absorbed it.

Well, not quite. There was light. Right there, on the planet surface. The horizon, on all sides, 360 degrees around 
me, was aflame in a white, calmly pulsating fire that I could only look at for a split second at a time before I was 
blinded. It was like looking into Sol from Earth. The flames were coming closer, I could tell, for it was getting 
warmer. The fact that I could actually feel the heat of the flames through the space suit, when tens of kilometers 
of vacuum separated me from them, told me precisely what I hadn't wanted to know. Suffice to say, I knew I 
would soon join Janssen in the not very prestigious pantheon of non-regrowable Sirius proles.

- - -

I thought I was hallucinating until the sensor package in my space helmet confirmed it: There was a ship in the 
sky above me. A tiny little MkII Viper.

Thank God, the police. No, just kidding. Nearest police authority would be like fifty light years off, and that was 
only Sirius' own Auxiliary Colonial Militia Ensemble or whatever. Fat lot of help they would have been. And 
they don't have Vipers. So this one had to be - well, someone other than Sirius. Strange.

I couldn't feel my right leg. Nor, I soon realized, the left one. Both gave way underneath me and I was studying 
the dust on the ground up close. Laboriously, using only my arms, I rolled over on my back to be able to see the 
sky. The Viper was closing in on me, its silhouette now a tiny trapeze, meaning the nose was aiming straight this 
way. Could he see me? I had never flown on a Viper, didn't know how sensitive their stuff was.

I could only assume he understood that, to the best of my medical knowledge, I was dead. Beyond hope. Beyond 
regrowth. It really would be stupid of him to lose his own life trying to save one who could not be saved.

Ah. Of course.

He understood.

He was merely going to spare me the agony of a torturous death. He was going to shoot me with his laser, 
vaporize me, extinguish me.

Okay, good.

Planetary dust was displaced as I stretched my arms out to present a better target to him.

Come on, I thought.

Do it.

Do it now.
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I'm ready.

-VI-

Many years ago, when I was a medical officer with the Federation, there was a war in the Phekda system. A 
local, ground-based war on an anarchic planet.

So what else is new, right? There are always hundreds of minor wars going on in the galaxy at any given time. 
True, but back then, I was there and could watch up close.

There were two factions contesting a patch of land. It was an uneven struggle. One side, although primitive, was 
clearly stronger than the other and would obviously win eventually. So the other, weaker party started 
systematically ruining and poisoning their own land, rendering it worthless for the conquerors who would soon 
roll their heavy armor across it. Thus, the value of the entire venture was severely diminished for the victors, and 
they could not turn the loser's own resources against him; those had all been destroyed.

It's a bit like when you're a kid, and you and your brother flip a credit for the last donut on the plate, and you 
lose; don't you quickly pick the donut up, give it a good lick and put it back in delicious, evil triumph? It's an 
ancient strategy. 'Scorched earth', they call it. Last ditch. Really last ditch. Last last ditch.

And I didn't even know we were at war. Until I was lying there, alone, and the amphetamine and the pure air in 
my space suit had finally cleared my mind of all the fog and I looked up at the blackening sky and it clicked.

-VII-

I found myself looking at the planet from above.

It was now an intensely white globe, glowing like a star. The area where the base had been, where I had been 
lying not a minute earlier, was rapidly shrinking as it was being engulfed by the white flames of the 
inextinguishable cold fusion-process that Janssen had unwittingly triggered by getting too close.

The Viper pilot had assured me that they could cure my radiation sickness. Their tech, he said, was at least a 
hundred years ahead of anyone else's. I really wanted to believe him. So I let him save me. Like they had saved 
the rest of the crew, Condrian and Nowak included, after having first doped them up thoroughly to make them 
docile and easily herded into the strange Trader.

The crew on a mining installation, innocent victims of a desperate defensive strategy? Not on their watch.

The Viper narrowly slipped through the sphere of black ships, like a mosquito escaping between the fingers of a 
black-gloved fist that tries to catch it. A fist made up entirely of gigantic Thargoid motherships. A fist which was 
now tightening around a worthless planet.

I wonder what they'll make of it.

They are now going up against a species that willingly destroys its own assets, however insignificant, rather than 
let them fall into their hands.

I hope they get the message.

We're an unpredictable enemy.

Unpredictable and dangerous.

You shouldn't mess with us or we'll destroy our own planets.

All things considered, I think we're in trouble.


